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 In the 1960s, scientists, engineers, artists and animators experimented with 

analog and digital computer graphics, animating stick figures and humanoid forms 

visualized on cathode ray tube screens. Over the next two decades, as research and 

creative work in 3-D computer graphics and animation developed at several research 

hubs and production companies across the United States, and as digital imaging formats 

superseded analog ones, the transformability and manipulability of digital images 

proliferated and along with it the occurrences of 3-D humanoid renderings. Studying the 

history of 3-D computer graphic modeling, and treating the models as objects of inquiry 

in the many forms that they take, reveals that the existence of the model, an original 

object or objects of reference, whether living or inanimate, matters to the way that 

computer graphic modeling developed and how that history unfolded. Traces of 

recognizability extend through the many transformations and manipulations of the 3-D 

model, attesting to the staying power of the body model and the material underpinnings 

of computer imaging practices.  

 Analyzing the history of practices in 3-D computer graphic modeling using a 

material culture studies approach adds nuance to histories of computerized imaging and 



 

draws attention to the array of objects and people deployed to get information about 

human bodies into computers. This project shifts emphasis from the “pioneers” of 

computer graphics to the models recruited to help them carry out their work. By 

“following the bodies,” we gain an understanding of body and beauty standards that 

informed practices of computer graphic modeling, guided by a combination of craft-

based and computer-automated techniques to digitize the surface information of human 

bodies and the way they move. By the 1980s, computer-generated humanoids in 

television commercials and in films signaled their synthetic nature and contributed to a 

visual culture of computing, characterized by ever-shifting terms of photorealism, 

uncanny clones, and self-reflexive pastiche. This is the digital world we have inherited; 

replete with libraries of ready-made 3-D body models whose electronic binary code has 

corporeal traces written into it. 
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INTRODUCTION 

THE ART, SCIENCE, AND CRAFT OF 3-D HUMAN MODELING 

In the early 1970s when Laraine Miner was still married to computer graphics 

scientist Edwin Catmull, she helped her husband with his graduate research at the 

University of Utah by volunteering to have her body digitized. She allowed Catmull to 

cast her entire body from head to toe in plaster of Paris, probably in parts and over 

several sittings. Catmull then drew polygons on the plaster mold of Miner’s body and 

used a special digitizing device to capture points on the surface of the mold, creating a 

data set that could be rendered as a computerized model of Miner’s body. 

From the 1970s until well into the 1990s, the digitization of bodies, whether 

living or artificial, was a laborious undertaking involving custom computer systems, 

manual operations, and an array of not only digital and analog equipment, but also 

traditional artist’s and draughtsman’s tools as well as mundane objects.1 Computer 

graphics scientists, technicians, animators and artists came up with a variety of 

techniques to digitize objects, including human bodies, before rapid laser scanning 

gained traction in the mid-1990s.2 Those techniques comprised time- and labor-

intensive operations, often in ad hoc ways.  

                                                
1 Bruno Latour, “Where Are the Missing Masses? The Sociology of a Few Mundane Artifacts,” 
in Shaping Technology/Building Society: Studies in Sociotechnical Change, ed. Wiebe E. Bijker 
and John Law (Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 1992), 225–58; Henry Petroski, The Pencil: A 
History of Design and Circumstance (New York: Knopf, 1992). 
2 This is not to suggest that digitizing objects, whether living or artificial, by scanning is no 
longer a laborious process – the nature of the labor, techniques and instruments involved has 
simply changed (see Chapter 4). 
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Miner served as one of the first customized, full-body models for a 3-D digital 

computer-generated humanoid figure.3 By that point, the early 1970s, computer-

generated humanoid figures had already been in existence for about a decade, used in 

military and industrial engineering facilities, including the Boeing aircraft company, to 

perform computer graphic simulations for human factors research.4 Unlike the 3-D 

model made of Miner, these human factors figures were built from an amalgamation of 

anthropometric data based on measurements of military populations.5 But Miner’s body 

was different. It contained her proportions and hers alone – her arms and legs and torso 

and head made up the wireframe body on the computer screen – rather than a 

combination of averaged measurements from an anonymous population.  

Catmull brought the data set, along with Miner and their children, from Utah to 

Long Island in 1974 (with a brief detour in Boston)6 to direct the Computer Graphics 

Laboratory at the New York Institute of Technology (hereafter NYIT). Interviews with 

                                                
3 Barry Wessler’s graduate work on animating a half-tone figure “to do expressive walks … to 
emote some emotion in the walk,” at the University of Utah predated Miner’s model, but 
Wessler’s research focused on animation rather than modeling body forms. He created a film 
for his thesis in 1973 called Not Just Reality. I have not yet seen the film and have been unable 
to retrieve a copy of it. See, e.g., Barry Wessler, Interview with Barry Wessler, University of 
Utah Oral History Project, interview by Anne P. Peterson, Transcript, October 3, 2012, 
American West Center and J. Willard Marriott Library, Special Collections Department, 
University of Utah, https://collections.lib.utah.edu/details?id=839279. 
4 William Fetter, “Computer Graphics: A Graphic Form of Visual Communication” (American 
Society for Engineering Educators, Washington State University, Pullman, WA: The Boeing 
Company, 1966). 
5 William Fetter, “A Progression of Human Figures Simulated by Computer Graphics,” IEEE 
Computer Graphics and Applications 2, no. 9 (November 1982): 9–13. 
6 Edwin Catmull, Oral History of Edwin Catmull: 2013 Computer History Museum Fellow, 
interview by John Hollar, Transcript, March 1, 2013, 13, The Computer History Museum, 
http://archive.computerhistory.org/resources/access/text/2014/05/102746614-05-01-acc.pdf. 
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former colleagues of Catmull attest to Laraine Miner’s role in his research;7 however, 

historical accounts of Catmull’s career as well as published oral histories with Catmull 

omit any mention of the origins of this important 3-D body model and his former wife’s 

role in his research. Moreover, computer graphics scientists and computer animators 

used the model for experimental and commercial projects throughout the late 1970s and 

1980s, even after Catmull left NYIT to work at LucasFilm in 1979.8 

With every project, the appearance of the Catmull-Miner model (as I have 

coined it) transformed accordingly. A wireframe version of it appeared for a few 

seconds in the periphery of a scene in Futureworld (Richard T. Heffron, 1976), as a 

computer operator puts the body model together limb by limb on a computer screen. 

The brief shot reveals the vector wireframe form containing segmented limbs, a torso, 

and head, as if the plaster casted body parts were clumsily being fused together to re-

form a whole body, albeit a computer-generated one (see Chapter 1).  

In the early 1980s, one of the resident artists at NYIT, Rebecca Allen, used the 

model to experiment with techniques in computer animation. She rasterized Miner’s 

body, converting it into halftone pixels from wireframe vector art, and made it do 

various things – swim across the screen and climb up steps, for example. When it came 

to the Catmull-Miner model, what amounted to just a few seconds’ worth of footage 

marked significant breakthroughs in 3-D computer modeling and animation of 

                                                
7 In e-mail correspondence with Laraine Miner, she confirmed that she served as the body 
model for this project but declined to discuss it further. Laraine Miner to Alana Staiti, “E-Mail: 
Human Modeling,” February 17, 2017. 
8 Rebecca Allen, Interview with the author, January 3, 2017. 
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humanoid figures; remarkably, Miner’s form and Catmull’s code comprise the 

connecting thread.  

Laraine Miner’s story intrigues me because it doesn’t quite fit into the category 

of rendering women or obscured technicians visible from the “peripheries” of scientific 

practice.9 Instead, Miner served the role of an artist’s model more so than as a 

technician or scientist in her own right. Catmull recruited her to participate in his 

research because of her availability and willingness to be molded from head to toe. It 

probably helped that the intimate encounter happened between husband and wife rather 

than between two strangers. The Catmull-Miner body model offers a provocative entry 

into this project because it encapsulates the historical, technical, and aesthetic 

significances of the history of human modeling for computer graphics and animation. 

 What’s in a Model? A History of Human Modeling for Computer Graphics and 

Animation, 1961-1988, investigates the circumstances in which engineers, graphics 

scientists, computer animators, and artists implemented an array of instruments to 

render 3-dimensional humanoid forms for computer graphics research and commercial 

                                                
9 I will discuss hidden labor in depth later in the introduction. For seminal work on hidden labor 
in the history of science, see, e.g., Steven Shapin, “The Invisible Technician,” American 
Scientist 77, no. 6 (December 1989): 554–63. Specific to the history of computing, see Jennifer 
Light’s important article about women computers, Jennifer S. Light, “When Computers Were 
Women,” Technology and Culture 40, no. 3 (1999): 455–83. For literature on the role of wives 
as helpmates to their scientist husbands, and as scientists in their own right in domestic spaces, 
see, e.g., Ann B. Shteir, “Botany in the Breakfast Room: Women and Early Nineteenth-Century 
British Plant Study,” in Uneasy Careers and Intimate Lives: Women in Science, 1789-1979, ed. 
Pnina G. Abir-Am and Dorinda Outram (New Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 1989), 31–
43; Deborah E. Harkness, “Managing an Experimental Household: The Dees of Mortlake and 
the Practice of Natural Philosophy,” Isis 88, no. 2 (June 1997): 247–62; Debra Lindsay, 
“Intimate Inmates: Wives, Households, and Science in Nineteenth-Century America,” Isis 89, 
no. 4 (December 1998): 631–52; Staffan Bergwik, “An Assemblage of Science and Home: The 
Gendered Lifestyle of Svante Arrhenius and Early Twentieth-Century Physical Chemistry,” Isis 
105, no. 2 (June 2014): 265–91. 
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media. Through archival research, oral histories, and material culture studies, I illustrate 

how practices in computer modeling and animation conducted at research hubs and 

production companies in the United States constituted craft-based, labor-intensive 

processes, even as purportedly time-saving techniques like laser scanning entered the 

market in the late 1980s. In highlighting the technical and aesthetic10 dimensions of 

computer modeling, I raise new questions about the values, knowledges, and 

assumptions that factored into the creation of computer-animated forms. I place at the 

center of my story the body models, including Laraine Miner and many others, who 

were recruited by computer scientists and animators to contribute to research and 

commercial projects, and I consider the model’s work a form of hidden labor, 

characterized by behind-the-scenes activities that not only go unnoticed by front-end 

users and spectators, but also unacknowledged in the model’s contributions to the 

computerized counterpart.  

This project contributes to literature in history of technology. More specifically, 

the “technology” at the center of my study is the model multiple,11 the human model, 

the plaster, clay, or plastic model, and the 3-D computer model in the many forms it 

took. I investigate the circumstances in which computer scientists, animators, 

technicians, and human models deployed an array of devices to capture information 

                                                
10 I follow Raymond Williams’ definition of “the adjective aesthetic, apart from its specialized 
uses in discussion of art and literature, is now in common use to refer to questions of visual 
appearance and effect.” Raymond Williams, Keywords: A Vocabulary of Culture and Society, 
2nd ed. (Oxford UK: Oxford University Press, 1983), 32. 
11 I borrow this phrasing from Annemarie Mol’s The Body Multiple, an ethnography of day-to-
day practices in diagnosis and treatment of atherosclerosis in a Dutch hospital. Mol illustrates 
the multiplicity of forms of atherosclerosis as an object (or objects) of knowledge, informed by 
variations in practice. Annemarie Mol, The Body Multiple: Ontology in Medical Practice 
(Durham: Duke University Press, 2002). 
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about bodies and the way they move. I also draw from literature in visual studies, 

anthropology, art history, sociology, body studies, and film and media studies to help 

theorize and contextualize practices in modeling and image-making for computer 

graphics research and commercial production. My investigation into the model multiple 

and the material, craft-based practices that informed developments in computerized 

modeling and movement reveals how body and beauty standards12 factored into 

modeling human bodies and the way they moved.  

I ask, who gets to be modeled and to what end? When graphics scientists, 

animators, engineers and artists modeled human bodies and movement for graphics 

research and commercial animation, what exactly were they modeling? Put another 

way, what bodily characteristics did the practitioners think needed to be rendered 

visible to achieve believable humanoid depictions? And lastly, what can the 

representational aspects of human modeling tell us about late twentieth-century visual 

and epistemic cultures in the United States?  

By the early twenty-first century, three-dimensional computer-generated humans 

have inhabited the screens of our televisions, our computers, our smartphones, and 

movie theaters.13 They inhabit countless other less visibly accessible places – in the data 

                                                
12 By “standards,” I refer to conventions, assumptions and dominant norms around beauty and 
attractiveness. While men and women were modeled computer graphically, it was more often 
depictions of women that were shown in popular media. In Chapters 4 and the Postscript I 
discuss standards of whiteness and standards of slenderness in mediated bodies. See, e.g., 
Richard Dyer, White, 2nd ed. (London: Routledge, 2017); Susan Bordo, Unbearable Weight: 
Feminism, Western Culture, and the Body (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1993); 
Susan Bordo, “Reading the Slender Body,” in Body/Politics: Women and the Discourses of 
Science, ed. Mary Jacobus, Evelyn Fox Keller, and Sally Shuttleworth (New York: Routledge, 
1990), 83–112. 
13 For a discussion of screen image culture, see, e.g., Vivian Sobchack, “The Scene of the 
Screen: Envisioning Photographic, Cinematic, and Electronic ‘Presence,’” in Materialities of 
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sets and renderings of industrial engineers, designers, digital game developers, medical 

researchers and in other facilities around the world. When deployed for commercial 

purposes, they capture the attention of spectators, yet we often take their existence for 

granted. Three-dimensional computer-generated figures originate from computer 

graphic models, which consist of electronic binary data, allowing for these objects to 

not only be easily stored and manipulated, but also visibly transformed in their 

representations on screens.14  

Getting information about human bodies, including physique, movement, 

gesture, and voice, into computers seems easy enough to accomplish, as long as one has 

the capital and equipment to do so. Body scanners, digital voice recorders, and motion 

capture devices interface with digital computing systems to rapidly capture and record 

information about bodies, but there is a history to how that information made its way 

into computers, and how people responded to that phenomenon. To understand the 

proliferation of digital bodies, avatars, and 3-D humanoids in circulation and the 

apparent ease with which bodies transform on a screen, we must acknowledge that the 

technical and social processes amounted to decades of research, programming, drafting, 

measuring, photographing, recording, and plotting of 3-D objects, including living and 

inanimate bodies, written in computer code.  

                                                                                                                                          
Communication, ed. Hans Ulrich Gumbrechts and K. Ludwig Pfeiffer (Stanford, CA: Stanford 
University Press, 1994), 83–106; Lev Manovich, The Language of New Media (Cambridge, 
MA: MIT Press, 2001); Anne Friedberg, The Virtual Window: From Alberti to Microsoft 
(Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 2006); Rebecca Coleman, “Sociology and the Virtual: 
Interactive Mirrors, Representational Thinking and Intensive Power,” The Sociological Review 
61 (2013): 1–20. 
14 Nathan Ensmenger, “The Digital Construction of Technology: Rethinking the History of 
Computers in Society,” Technology and Culture 53, no. 4 (October 2012): 769. 
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This project tells the story of a time when getting the human into the computer 

was not so straightforward or commonplace. Human modeling provides a key to that 

story, and when we pause to unpack the many uses and utilities of the word model in 

computer graphics we gain a greater understanding of the practices, materials, and 

stakeholders involved in that work.  

What would it matter to reveal the behind-the-scenes practices involved in 

creating the Catmull-Miner model? What would it matter to point out and analyze the 

instances in which Miner’s body appears in computer-animated footage? Understanding 

practices of computer graphic modeling, how they changed over time, and how the 

digital bodies got transformed and disseminated implicate several avenues of 

argumentation.  

First, I argue that the existence of the model, an original object or objects of 

reference, whether living or inanimate, matters to the way that computer graphic 

modeling developed and how that history unfolded. When graphics scientists refer to 3-

D models they usually mean the digital object as a data set to be graphically 

transformed and rendered.15 However, graphics practitioners called the plaster, clay, and 

wooden forms that they used for digitizing solid objects models too. They also labeled 

the computerized wireframe objects that they built from digitizing these objects models, 

and they also called the skinned, shaded, and rasterized figures models. The human 

model, the plaster or clay model, the digitized model – engendered multiple ontologies 

                                                
15 See, e.g., James D. Foley and Andries van Dam, Fundamentals of Interactive Computer 
Graphics (Reading, MA: Addison Wesley, 1982), 319–23; James D. Foley et al., Computer 
Graphics: Principles and Practice, 2nd ed. (Boston, MA: Addison Wesley, 1997), 287; Isaac 
Victor Kerlow and Judson Rosebush, Computer Graphics for Designers and Artists (New York: 
Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1986), 158. 
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that were inherently relational. In early computer graphics research, especially for 

applications in commercial computer animation, the various ontologies of the model 

fold over onto each other at different moments during the development and 

implementation process, and even occasionally during the broadcast of the animated 

clip or distribution of the image.  

In 3-D digital computer modeling, despite going through transformations in 

animation and rendering, traces of recognizability carry through the computerized form. 

These visible traces are important characteristics to unearth and acknowledge; they 

underscore the fact that bodies and bodily presence matters, and they serve as testament 

to the importance of locating and drawing out the human body model in the computer. 

In 3-D computer graphics, the word model gets used in many different ways, which is 

why I devote Chapter 1 to elaborating on the above argument separately, while the 

following pages address my second and third arguments. Chapter 1 introduces a 

framework for talking about the polysemous nature of computer graphic models, 

bringing to bear themes of transformation and manipulation that are germane to the 

creation, uses, and utilities of computer graphic body models, how they come into being 

and get put to work. 

Second, illustrating behind-the-scenes practices of body models feeds back into 

the story about computer graphic modeling and the history of digitizing bodies, because 

computer graphic modeling constitutes behind-the-scenes background work.16 Simply 

put, my analytical lens constitutes an entwinement of both the method and the 

                                                
16 Trevor Pinch, “The Invisible Technologies of Goffman’s Sociology From the Merry-Go-
Round to the Internet,” Technology and Culture 51, no. 2 (April 2010): 409–24. 
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interpretation. By employing an archival-based, feminist material culture studies 

approach, and by considering the gendered, racialized body model as an analytical 

category – by following the bodies17 – I raise new questions about image-making 

practices and processes of digitization.  

A material culture studies approach affords accreditation to the model or 

models, whether living or inanimate, because it draws attention to the objects and 

people deployed to digitize bodies. The move represents an attempt to reorient the focus 

of the story from the pioneers of computer graphics to the people working in what some 

might consider the peripheries. It becomes all the more important to acknowledge 

sources of bodily information, as modeling applications expand, and as digital bodies 

                                                
17 Although “following the bodies” seems like a simplistic interpretation of my method, I 
embark on this project with several works in mind, in the spirit of body studies literature. For 
example, art historian Anne Hollander’s, Seeing through Clothes, analyzes shifting beauty 
standards and representations of both the nude and adorned body in modern Western art. In 
Sexual Visions, Ludmilla Jordanova “follows the bodies” in imagery in medicine and science 
from the eighteenth to twentieth centuries to demonstrate that gendered representations of 
medical subjects are important parts of visual and epistemic cultures. Michael Sappol’s A 
Traffic of Dead Bodies investigates the history of nineteenth-century anatomy and surgical 
education by studying the male practitioners in Mid-Atlantic medical schools and the cadavers 
on which they practiced anatomical studies. While these texts range in subject matter, what they 
have in common is a way of “following the bodies,” and hence calling into question 
relationships between bodies and technologies and what they can tell us about social relations 
and visual and epistemic practices. See Anne Hollander, Seeing Through Clothes (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1978); Ludmilla Jordanova, Sexual Visions: Images of Gender in 
Science and Medicine between the Eighteenth and Twentieth Centuries (Madison: University of 
Wisconsin Press, 1989); Michael Sappol, A Traffic of Dead Bodies: Anatomy and Embodied 
Social Identity in Nineteenth-Century America (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 
2004). For historiographical essays on the relationship between body studies and cultural 
history see, e.g., Kathleen Canning, “The Body as Method? Reflections on the Place of the 
Body in Gender History,” Gender & History 11, no. 3 (November 1999): 499–513; Iris Clever 
and Willemijn Ruberg, “Beyond Cultural History? The Material Turn, Praxiography, and Body 
History,” Humanities 3 (2014): 546–66; Caroline Bynum, “Why All the Fuss about the Body? 
A Medievalist’s Perspective,” Critical Inquiry 22, no. 1 (Autumn 1995): 1–33. For an anthology 
of texts that place corporeality at the forefront in anthropology, see, e.g., Judith Farquhar and 
Margaret M. Lock, “Introduction,” in Beyond the Body Proper: Reading the Anthropology of 
Material Life (Durham: Duke University Press, 2007), 1–16.  
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transform and populate in site-specific ways and to varying ends. Furthermore, aside 

from live human subjects, physical, real-world models also constituted inanimate forms, 

including mannequins, sculptures, and figurines, which I argue are just as important to 

understanding the history of computer graphic modeling practices. The deployment of 

these objects indicates an interest in surface appearance and tactility18 as a way of 

describing and knowing objects in the world. While tactile techniques of digitization 

dominated graphics research for 3-D modeling before the late 1980s, the development 

of optical, non-contact techniques like laser scanning rose in popularity thereafter (see 

Postscript).  

Lastly, I argue that by the early 1980s when computerized humanoid bodies 

were created for commercial production, the context in which the character was 

broadcast suggested that its ontological status as a computerized object – and hence its 

ability to be transformed, manipulated, and replicated – was an essential part of the 

character’s subjectivity. In other words, the appearance of and context in which 

computerized humanoid figures were disseminated explicitly gestured toward their 

synthetic makeup. I suggest that these characteristics helped normalize the expansion of 

computers and computing applications in modern life, including personal computers for 

home and office. Computer-generated humanoids infused a sense of individuality into 

human-computer interaction, while simultaneously self-reflexively problematizing the 

very fact that a human could be represented in and by a computer. During this period, 

depictions of computerized humanoid figures simultaneously stood for the optimistic 

                                                
18 Tim Ingold, “Surface Visions,” Theory, Culture & Society 34, no. 7–8 (2017): 99–108; 
Jennifer Fisher, “Relational Sense: Towards a Haptic Aesthetics,” Contemporary Art Magazine, 
September 1997. 
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notion that computers contributed to self-actualization and individuality on the one 

hand,19 and the alarming threat of increasingly dehumanized, cog-in-the-wheel 

automation on the other (see Chapter 4).  

Before I outline my narrative arc, we should pause to consider the stakes 

involved in the above arguments. The Catmull-Miner 3-D model served as a tool for 

computer scientists and animators to test and perform algorithms for computer graphic 

transformation and rendering. At the same time, the model wasn’t simply a data set 

deployed to test algorithms, because that data set was made to embody a variety of 

humanoid forms, and those forms lived on after the original physical body model was 

no longer deemed useful or relevant. Digital models got re-used, manipulated and 

disseminated in different contexts, often unbeknownst to the person or persons from 

which the body data was originally extracted.20 Some of the original human models, 

including the wives of computer graphics scientists, were acknowledged for their 

contributions to computer science and commercial computer animation, while others 

were not. 

When it comes to crediting one’s contribution to computer graphics and 

animation projects, it matters whether and how that recognition gets expressed. Human 

modeling for computer graphics and animation offer an interesting set of questions 

about credit, recognition and recognizability. While science studies scholars have 

                                                
19 Fred Turner, From Counterculture to Cyberculture: Stewart Brand, the Whole Earth 
Network, and the Rise of Digital Utopianism (Chicago, IL: University of Chicago Press, 2006). 
20 The story of the origins of the HeLa cell offers an exemplary case of the extraction of not 
only information, but living tissue, from an African American woman suffering from cancer, 
without her consent. The life and legacy of Henrietta Lacks is recounted in the award-winning 
book, The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks. Rebecca Skloot, The Immortal Life of Henrietta 
Lacks (New York: Crown, 2010). 
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addressed issues of credit and recognition in scientific achievements, much of this 

literature pertains to rendering visible the invisible background work of the scientists 

and technicians working in the laboratory or field, or the contributions of women 

scientists who were overshadowed by their male colleagues.21 Until recently, with 

respect to credit and recognition in the history of computing, much of the interpretive 

focus centered on the “pioneers” of developments in computer machinery and software. 

In his article “What Makes the History of Software Hard,” the late Michael Mahoney 

called for historians to “decenter the machine” from the history of computing, hence 

opening space to rethink the “familiar narrative” that “[traced] the path by which the 

electronic digital computer … evolved into a variety of increasingly complex forms in 

response to the possibilities opened by the transistor, the integrated circuit, and 

magnetic and optical media of ever greater capacity.”22 By placing the variety of skills, 

design problems, and applications in historical perspective, we gain a greater sense of 

the diversity of stakeholders in computing practices, the social relations involved in 

computing practices, and how these practices were situated in their greater cultural 

thicket. 

Extant literature on the history of computer graphics and animation briefly 

acknowledges the work of people who were recruited to participate in behind-the-

                                                
21 Brenda Maddox, Rosalind Franklin: The Dark Lady of DNA (New York: Harper Perennial, 
2003); Mario Biagioli and Peter Galison, eds., Scientific Authorship: Credit and Intellectual 
Property in Science (London and New York: Routledge, 2003); Margaret W. Rossiter, “The 
Matilda Effect in Science,” Social Studies of Science 23, no. 2 (May 1993): 325–41; Light, 
“When Computers Were Women”; Shapin, “The Invisible Technician.”  
22 Michael S. Mahoney, “What Makes the History of Software Hard,” IEEE Annals of the 
History of Computing 30, no. 3 (September 2008): 8. 
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scenes practices of computer graphic modeling;23 however, they are often only 

mentioned in passing and treated as curious nuggets of information, something worthy 

of mention simply for the sake of mentioning them. While it is important to pay lip 

service to the background work of both living and inanimate models, historians should 

more deeply interrogate the circumstances in which both living and inanimate forms got 

taken up, invoked, ignored, mythologized, and publicized. By doing so, we raise in 

relief the array of materials, practices, knowledges, and values embedded in digitizing 

human bodies. At the same, this project exposes the need to unpack the ways in which 

the word model has been deployed in computer graphics; the characteristics of 

manipulation and transformation inherent to the body model; the objects and people that 

become models for a moment (or for more than a brief moment); and the stories we tell 

about them.  

Another form of recognition for the work that gets done in commercial 

production for computer graphics comes in the form of awards from professional 

motion picture organizations. For example, when actors outfitted with motion capture 

technology perform behind-the-scenes work of imbuing motion and emotion in 

computer-generated figures, how should the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and 

Sciences categorize their work? The question began making waves in the early 2000s 

when the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences neglected to consider for an 

Oscar the performance of critically acclaimed actor Andy Serkis in his role as the 

                                                
23 Christopher Finch, CG Story: Computer Generated Animation and Special Effects (New 
York: The Monacelli Press, 2013); Tom Sito, Moving Innovation: A History of Computer 
Animation (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2013); Terrence Masson, CG 101: A Computer 
Graphics Industry Reference (San Francisco: New Riders Press, 1999). 
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computer-generated character Gollum in the Lord of the Rings trilogy (Dir. Peter 

Jackson, 2001-2003). The Academy didn’t know how to categorize Serkis’ performance 

using motion capture technology, so they excluded him from the Best Supporting Actor 

category.24 While critics lamented the oversight, they argued that sooner or later the 

Academy would need to reckon with the impact of new technologies on the changing 

nature of screen performance.25 Were the emotive performances of actors central to the 

creation of computer-generated characters? Or were they peripheral to the technological 

achievement (to say nothing of the technical contributions of below-the-line crew26)? 

The hesitancy of professional motion picture organizations to acknowledge 

achievements of people working behind-the-scenes with new technologies is not a new 

problem, but the performance capture controversy is one of the more recent issues to 

surface.27  

On the other hand, not all models want to be recognized for their contributions 

to computer-generated imagery. In the context of Hollywood acting, it’s understandable 

that a performer would want to be credited and paid for his or her role in a film or show 

because that credit contributes to the actor’s repertoire. In other contexts, however, 

some models would prefer not to be credited with a project; simply put, a model might 
                                                
24 David Bloom, “Categorical Denial,” Variety, December 16, 2002; Elizabeth Cobbe, “Under 
Gollum’s Skin,” Dramatics, March 2003; Peter Travers, “Ganging up on Oscar,” Rolling Stone, 
April 3, 2003. 
25 Bloom, “Categorical Denial”; Ethan Gilsdorf, “The Oscars’ Performance-Capture Problem,” 
Wired, February 23, 2012, https://www.wired.com/2012/02/oscars-performance-capture/. 
26 Hillary Atkin et al., “Artisans Shape the Content,” Variety, July 29, 2014; John Thornton 
Caldwell, Production Culture: Industrial Reflexivity and Critical Practice in Film and 
Television (Durham: Duke University Press, 2008). 
27 Chapter 4 will address this hesitancy in the early 1980s when the introduction of digital 
computer-generated imagery in film raised questions about  how to accredit the technical 
achievements of computer animators, modelers and art directors working with the new 
machinery.  
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prefer to preserve his or her anonymity. For example, I suspect that what little 

accreditation Laraine Miner has received for her contribution to Catmull’s research has 

been unwanted. Although Miner has not expressly asked to remain anonymous in my 

telling of the story, she has declined to be interviewed; hence, I risk directing possibly 

unwanted attention to her by attempting to recount her involvement with Catmull. I 

raise the question of accreditation in Chapters 2, 3, and 4 based on specific cases, and I 

reveal that the affective dimensions of modeling for digitization and the aftermath of the 

modeling gig (or gigs) point to evidence of negative affects, or “ugly feelings,” to 

borrow a phrase from theorist Siane Ngai. Ngai argues that negative or disenchanting 

emotions, including irritation, anxiety, and discomfort, offer an opportunity for “critical 

productivity” and should “be thought of as a mediation between the aesthetic and the 

political.”28 Disenchanting feelings or feelings of resignation around participating in a 

modeling project – or responding to past involvement – ought to be acknowledged, 

respected, and critically addressed.  

Again, wanting recognition for contributing to a work of art or a work of science 

varies depending on the project and the work involved. In a recent conversation with an 

artist’s model, the informant told me that she would rather remain anonymous in works 

of art where she doesn’t feel like her depiction reflects her own identity, namely that of 

a strong, empowered woman. In works where she views her depiction as passive or 

demure, or where she thinks her depiction is “attached to someone’s fantasy,” she 

would rather remain anonymous.29 In other words, she wants her labor “to be 

                                                
28 Sianne Ngai, Ugly Feelings (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2005), 3. 
29 Interview with Anonymous Model, interview by Alana Staiti, July 30, 2018. 
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recognized but not her image,”30 which is an aspect of modeling work that I will return 

to below when I discuss invisible labor. Alternatively, this person does not mind being 

credited by name if she thinks that the image in which she’s depicted reflects her 

identity or individuality.31 She emphasized that the desire for credit is situation-specific 

and depends on the perceived intention behind the artist bestowing credit onto her. For 

instance, the context in which the artist gives her a gift or the circumstances in which 

she would accept tips for her work indicate the intentions behind acknowledging the 

model’s labor and getting recognition for it. Nonetheless, by acknowledging the 

contributions of people’s work behind-the-scenes, even anonymously, we gain a greater 

understanding of image-making practices and the staying power of the body model in 

those practices. This entire project is testament to that point, as the narrative in every 

chapter brings it back to bodies, whether it’s the “real” living thing, an inanimate 

dummy, or a manipulable 3-D computer model, because the practitioners that I study 

did the same.  

So, we have briefly accounted for the actor, artist, and layperson’s role as model 

in image-making, but what about the stakes involved in digitization? The ease and 

rapidity with which information in the form of electronic binary code gets stored, 

transmitted, and manipulated has had far-reaching impact in the late twentieth and early 

twenty-first centuries. It is no wonder that digital computing systems constitute an 

important, if not crucial, component of networked modern life.32 But digitization and its 

                                                
30 Ibid. 
31 Ibid. 
32 Historian of computing James Cortada’s sweeping multi-volume histories of digital 
computing in various industries entitled, The Digital Hand (Vols. 1-3), give an overview of the 
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consequences are laden with values and assumptions that implicate what it means to 

live in an “Information Age,”33 largely dictated by the transmission of mediated 

information, made visible, audible, and palpable.34 Controversies surrounding access to 

networked information and the ethics of fabricating materials from born-digital data are 

increasingly topics of concern.35 While this dissertation does not address the ethical 

                                                                                                                                          
far-reaching effects of digital computing applications in the United States. His most recent 
book, The Digital Flood, addresses the impact of digital computing in different parts of the 
world. See James W. Cortada, The Digital Flood: The Diffusion of Information Technology 
Across the U.S., Europe, and Asia (Oxford UK: Oxford University Press, 2012); James W. 
Cortada, The Digital Hand: How Computers Changed the Work of American Manufacturing, 
Transportation, and Retail Industries (Oxford UK: Oxford University Press, 2003); James W. 
Cortada, The Digital Hand Volume II: How Computers Changed the Work of American 
Financial, Telecommunications, Media, and Entertainment Industries (Oxford UK: Oxford 
University Press, 2005); James W. Cortada, The Digital Hand, Vol. III: How Computers 
Changed the Work of American Public Sector Industries (Oxford UK: Oxford University Press, 
2007). See also Paul E. Ceruzzi, A History of Modern Computing (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 
1998); Martin Campbell-Kelly and William Aspray, Computer: A History of the Information 
Machine, 2nd ed. (Boulder, CO: Westview Press, 2004). 
33 Ronald Kline, The Cybernetics Moment: Or Why We Call Our Age the Information Age 
(Baltimore MD: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2015); Gregory J. Downey, “Making Media 
Work: Time, Space, Identity, and Labor in the Analysis of Information and Communication 
Infrastructures,” in Media Technologies: Essays on Communication, Materiality, and Society 
(Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 2014), 141–66; Turner, From Counterculture to 
Cyberculture: Stewart Brand, the Whole Earth Network, and the Rise of Digital Utopianism; 
Aad Blok and Greg Downey, eds., Uncovering Labour in Information Revolutions, 1750-2000 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003). 
34 See, e.g., Mara Mills, “Media and Prosthesis: The Vocoder, the Artificial Larynx, and the 
History of Signal Processing,” Qui Parle 21, no. 1 (Fall/Winter 2012): 107–49; Jonathan Sterne, 
MP3: The Meaning of a Format (Durham: Duke University Press, 2012). 
35 As I write this introduction, an event currently making waves in the news points to the value-
laden stakes involved in digitizing and transmitting digital information. On August 1, 2018, a 
U.S. federal judge issued a restraining order to halt the release of blueprints for a fully 
functioning 3-D printed gun, which was briefly made available a few years prior and 
downloaded by more than 1,000 people. Designed by Cody Wilson, an outspoken gun rights 
activist, free-market anarchist, and founder of Defense Distributed, a non-profit organization 
that develops open source gun designs, the blueprints for the 3-D printed gun and their 
impending accessibility have stirred controversy over the free and open accessibility of 
downloadable information. Meanwhile, the constructed 3D-printed guns would amount to 
weapons that are unregistered and untraceable by authorities. Critics of Defense Distributed 
point to the threat of an increasing number of mass shootings as this open-source invention 
would enable anyone with access to the internet, computer-aided design software, and a 3-D 
printer the ability to fabricate a fully functioning, untraceable gun. “US Release of 3D-Printed 
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implications of open source data or big data, it highlights the fact that the manipulation 

and dissemination of electronic digital information has a complex history, laden with 

values and assumptions that helped shape developments in digitizing human bodies. 

The Postscript concludes with a discussion of the present-day proliferation of 

downloadable, proprietary body models and asks the reader to consider what precisely 

is at issue when we build, manipulate, transmit, and render bodies digital. 

Lastly, the ever-shifting goal of realism in computer-generated images extends 

through this project. Although standards for realism depend on the objectives of the 

stakeholders and the image-making instruments available to them, the real-world stakes 

amount to the communication of deceptive or misleading information.36 There is a fine 

line between photorealism and image enhancement. Though in some cases not 

necessarily directly applicable to 3-D computer graphic modeling, but instead image 

scanning and retouching, the ease with which digital images can be manipulated and 

disseminated in the early twenty-first century raises important questions about image 

fidelity, the translation between real-world and screen image spaces, and the 

                                                                                                                                          
Gun Software Blocked,” BBC News, August 1, 2018, https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-
canada-45027237. See also Michael Barbaro, "The Fight Over 3-D Printed Guns," The Daily 
Podcast, August 1, 2018. 
36 For deception in human-computer interaction and between users of multi-player real-time 
virtual worlds, see Sherry Turkle, Life on the Screen: Identity in the Age of the Internet (New 
York, NY: Simon & Schuster, 1995). While not deception per se, but rather imitation, Alan 
Turing’s “Imitation Game” was an early theoretical example of artificial intelligence in digital 
computers. The original premise is that an interrogator of either sex attempts to determine 
which of the other two players, one a man and one a woman, is which sex. Then he proposes 
that a computer replace the man in the game to see whether the computer can play the game too. 
A.M. Turing, “Computing Machinery and Intelligence,” Mind 59, no. 236 (October 1950): 433–
60. 
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consequences of harboring unrealistic expectations for bodily appearance.37 In this 

heightened moment of post-2016 “fake news” and “alternative facts,” a widely 

circulated, digitally manipulated image in the wrong hands could affect someone’s 

political or social reputation, hence influencing people’s perception of that person. At 

worst, it could incite violence and hate in both real and virtual spaces.38  

The manipulability of digital images calls into question the reliability of 

scientific images.39 According to science studies scholar Emma Frow, the use by 

scientists of digital image processing software like Adobe Photoshop “facilitates the 

production of aesthetically attractive but scientifically misleading images,” leading 

science journals to implement guidelines for publishing images.40 Exemplified here is, 

in Frow’s words, “a crisis of trust in the published image.”41 Since the late 1980s, with 

the help of digital image processing software, scientists have been eliminating the 

                                                
37 See, e.g., Mike Featherstone, “Body, Image and Affect in Consumer Culture,” Body & 
Society 16, no. 1 (2010): 193–221; Bordo, Unbearable Weight: Feminism, Western Culture, and 
the Body; Joan Jacobs Brumberg, The Body Project: An Intimate History of American Girls 
(New York: Random House, 1997); Joan Jacobs Brumberg, Fasting Girls: The History of 
Anorexia Nervosa, 2nd ed. (New York: Vintage Books, 2000). The digital manipulation of 
fashion images in magazines and advertisements has sparked controversy over “authentic” 
depictions of primarily women’s bodies, adding to the “homogenization of beauty” and scrutiny 
of women’s bodies in popular media. See, e.g., Elizabeth Wissinger, This Year’s Model: 
Fashion, Media, and the Making of Glamour (New York: New York University Press, 2015); 
Julia Brucculieri, “Instagram Influencers Are All Starting To Look The Same. Here’s Why.,” 
The Huffington Post, March 9, 2018, https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/instagram-
influencers-beauty_us_5aa13616e4b002df2c6163bc. 
38 Laura Mallonee, “How Photos Fuel the Spread of Fake News,” Wired, December 21, 2016, 
https://www.wired.com/2016/12/photos-fuel-spread-fake-news/. See also Turkle, Life on the 
Screen: Identity in the Age of the Internet. 
39 For a helpful overview of visual cultures of science, see, e.g., Marita Sturken and Lisa 
Cartwright, Practices of Looking: An Introduction to Visual Culture (Oxford UK: Oxford 
University Press, 2001), Chapter 8: Scientific Looking, Looking at Science. 
40 Emma K. Frow, “In Images We Trust? Representation and Objectivity in the Digital Age,” in 
Representation in Scientific Practice Revisited, ed. Catelijne Coopmans et al. (Cambridge, MA: 
MIT Press, 2014), 249. 
41 Ibid. 
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“noise” that appears in raw data or adding color or other tonal elements to signal 

empirically significant distinctions,42 but guidelines for appropriate criteria for image 

editing is only beginning to take shape. 

In the entertainment industry, computer-generated special effects and digital 

compositing introduce possibilities for creating artificial scenes, fantastical creatures, 

and seemingly true-to-life depictions of events that run counter to historical record.43 

Presently, computer graphics researchers develop algorithms for simulating the physical 

properties of hair, fabric, and other materially complex objects with the objective of 

photorealistic rendering.44 While most readers would have a general sense of what I 

mean when I say photorealism, our impressions of what counts as a photorealistic 

image has changed over time. What would now be considered a crudely rendered 

computer-generated image might have been considered amazingly photorealistic just a 

decade ago. The abilities and constraints of computer processors, hardware, and display 

technology, taken together with cultural conventions in representational practices and 

                                                
42 Michael Lynch and Samuel Y. Edgerton, Jr., “Aesthetics and Digital Image Processing: 
Representational Craft in Contemporary Astronomy,” in Picturing Power: Visual Depiction and 
Social Relations, ed. Gordon Fyfe and John Law, Sociological Review Monograph 35 (London: 
Routledge, 1988), 184–220; Regula Valerie Burri and Joseph Dumit, “Social Studies of 
Scientific Imaging and Visualization,” in The Handbook of Science and Technology Studies, ed. 
Edward J. Hackett et al. (Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 2008), 297–317; Frow, “In Images 
We Trust? Representation and Objectivity in the Digital Age”; Joseph Dumit, Picturing 
Personhood: Brain Scans and Biomedical Identity (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 
2004), 90–100. 
43 Stephen Prince’s 1996 essay, “True Lies” offers an important early contribution to film 
studies and the implications of digital filmic techniques. See Stephen Prince, “True Lies: 
Perceptual Realism, Digital Images, and Film Theory,” Film Quarterly 49, no. 3 (Spring 1996): 
27–37. See also Lev Manovich, “Synthetic Realism: The Mythology of Computer Graphics,” 
Afterimage 20, no. 2 (September 1992): 12–14. 
44 See, e.g., Mike Seymour, “Pixar’s RenderMan & Marschner Hair,” FXGuide (blog), October 
9, 2017, https://www.fxguide.com/featured/pixars-renderman-marschner-hair/. 
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familiarity (or lack thereof) with graphic styles and visual mediation, contribute to 

shifting impressions of what counts as a photorealistic image.  

Photorealism implies an objective approach to image-making based on the 

principles of linear perspective, a dominant mode of visualization since its development 

in 1400s Italy. According to Marita Sturken and Lisa Cartwright, perspective is a 

product of “a Renaissance interest in the fusion of art and science,”45 and “the technique 

of perspective appears to us to be realistic precisely because it is a stylistic convention 

that dominates in Western images to this day.”46 With respect to perspective drawings, 

Eugene Ferguson adds, “Since their invention in the fifteenth century, perspective 

drawings have provided a uniform convention for pictorial representations of the three-

dimensional objects. Such drawings can be interpreted with little effort by most 

viewers.”47 The method of translating a three-dimensional scene to a two-dimensional 

surface plays out with the identification of a vanishing point and the mapping of what 

an observer sees onto a Cartesian grid (see Chapter 3).  

The principles of perspective underlie digital computer graphic modeling 

practices. Introductory graphics courses usually begin by teaching students about linear 

perspective, its origins in the Renaissance, and defining objects based on an x-y-z 

coordinate system; these tenets provide the framework for building a recognizable, 

realistic computer graphic image.48 The modern, mechanical means of “objective” 

                                                
45 Sturken and Cartwright, Practices of Looking: An Introduction to Visual Culture, 111. 
46 Ibid., 111–13. 
47 Eugene S. Ferguson, Engineering and the Mind’s Eye (Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 
1992), 77. 
48 This claim is anecdotal; I have sat in on two separate introductory graphics courses at Cornell 
University where this observation has been the case, and through conversations with graphics 
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visualization calls into question the positionality of the viewing subject. Scholars of 

visual studies and science studies have shown that techniques of mechanically recording 

information about the world are never void of subjectivity. In Donna Haraway’s words, 

“Vision requires instruments of vision; an optics is a politics of position.”49 

Anthropologist Tim Ingold elaborates on this point in his move to emphasize haptic 

rather than optical vision as a way of knowing and being in the world: 

It is the singular property of vision, according to the [perspective] view, 
that it allows us to have the world at a distance, to obtain a knowledge of 
forms so objectively detached from the visceral conditions of existence 
as to be unsullied by the vagaries of sensory experience. Vision, 
understood in this light, sets up an optical relation between mind and 
world. In this relation both the seer and the seen, both the eye and the 
objects of its attention, are fixed in place, and the line of sight connects 
the two.50 
 

The separation of the subject from the multi-sensory experience of his surroundings, 

and the upholding of the distinction between his own mind’s eye and the world, 

establish the conditions for the detachment of the observing subject and not only what 

he sees, but what he chooses to render visible.51 

                                                                                                                                          
practitioners they have confirmed that a discussion of Cartesian perspective is one of the first 
concepts taught in introductory graphics courses. 
49 Donna Haraway, “The Persistence of Vision,” in The Visual Culture Reader, ed. Nicholas 
Mirzoeff (New York: Routledge, 2002), 681. 
50 Ingold, “Surface Visions,” 101. 
51 Since its publication in 1983, Svetlana Alpers’ important work The Art of Describing, has 
propelled much discussion on visual culture and ways of seeing the world and making it visible. 
She demonstrates that the seventeenth-century approach to Dutch painting – the framing scenes 
and the subject matter, differed from that of Italian painters. The distinction was not a mere 
variation in aesthetic styles, but rather a different way of seeing the world and making it visible, 
encapsulated by Alpers’ comment: “The Dutch present their pictures as describing the world 
seen rather than as imitations of significant human actions.” See Svetlana Alpers, The Art of 
Describing: Dutch Art in the Seventeenth Century (Chicago, IL: The University of Chicago 
Press, 1983), xxv. See also Bruno Latour, “Visualization and Cognition: Thinking with Eyes 
and Hands,” Knowledge and Society: Studies in the Sociology of Culture Past and Present 6 
(1986): 1–40. 
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While the “true” realism of computer-generated humans seems to always be just 

out of reach, “realistic” figures have captivated the attention of spectators for decades. 

How can this be the case? Computer graphics scientists have indicated that graphically 

depicting human bodies heightens the stakes involved in rendering the image, because 

people know what bodies and faces look like; achieving a realistic depiction of a human 

form is very difficult to accomplish. In a computer graphics textbook, James D. Foley 

declares, “The modeling of humans is the final frontier. Our ability to recognize and 

distinguish faces is remarkable; computer graphics images of people must be extremely 

convincing to satisfy our demands for realism.”52 As graphics scientist Marc Levoy put 

it, “There are people who make their whole careers on coming up with better models of 

the appearance of specific classes of objects.”53 But what counts as a “convincing” 

appearance of a computer-generated body has changed over time.  

In the late twentieth century, the “abstractness”54 of electronic binary data and 

the electronic reproduction of images signaled the end of images as representing 

“reality.” Originally published in 1981, Jean Baudrillard’s Simulation and Simulacra 

presented the state of images in late capitalist mass media. Baudrillard dryly stated that 

the image “bears no relation to any reality whatever: it is its own pure simulacrum.”55 

Responding to Baudrillard’s claim, film theorist Steven Shaviro skeptically expressed 

the magnitude of that sort of statement: “In consequence, the physical body is 
                                                
52 Foley et al., Computer Graphics: Principles and Practice, 1049. 
53 Marc Levoy, Interview with the author, interview by Alana Staiti, June 5, 2017. 
54 Greg Downey, “Virtual Webs, Physical Technologies, and Hidden Workers: The Spaces of 
Labor in Information Internetworks,” Technology and Culture 42, no. 2 (April 2001): 209–35; 
Shoshana Zuboff, In the Age of the Smart Machine: The Future of Work and Power (New York: 
Basic Books, 1988), see especially Chapter 2: The Abstraction of Industrial Work. 
55 Jean Baudrillard, Simulation and Simulacra, trans. Sheila Faria Glaser (Ann Arbor: 
University of Michigan Press, 1994), 6. 
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completely nullified, replaced by a stream of images without referents. Instantaneous 

electronic transmission has supposedly replaced the human body as locus and measure 

of labor power.”56 Writers who characterized computing practices as disembodied were 

picking up on discourses of cyborgs, cyberspace, and virtual reality that were swirling 

in popular media during that period, and that illustrated a disconnect between body and 

information on the one hand, and a cyborgian fusion of the two on the other.57 These 

sorts of discourses were in part informed by the contexts in which early computer-

generated imagery was presented to audiences. The abstract, a-physical characteristics 

of cyberspace and the intangible properties of electronic binary code, as well as a lack 

of understanding about what operations were done by computer automation versus what 

was done by the operator, contributed to interpretations of disembodiment in computing 

cultures, a point I will revisit in Chapter 2. 

Similarly, art historian and visual theorist Jonathan Crary raised concerns about 

the “relentless abstraction of the visual” as digital imaging techniques expanded.58  He 

                                                
56 Steven Shaviro, The Cinematic Body: Theory Out of Bounds Vol. 2 (Minneapolis, MN: 
University of Minnesota Press, 1993), 120. 
57 William Gibson’s 1984 sci-fi novel Neuromancer introduced readers to the idea of 
cyberspace, which I will address later on. William Gibson, Neuromancer, 1st ed. (New York: 
Ace, 1984).For critical treatment of cyborg discourses, cyberspace and virtual worlds, see, e.g., 
Edwards, Paul, The Closed World: Computers and the Politics of Discourse in Cold War 
America (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1996), 165–73, 303–65; Turkle, Life on the Screen: 
Identity in the Age of the Internet; N. Katherine Hayles, “Embodied Virtuality: Or How to Put 
Bodies Back Into the Picture,” in Immersed in Technology: Art and Virtual Environments, ed. 
Mary Anne Moser and Douglas MacLeod (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1996), 1–28; N. 
Katherine Hayles, How We Became Posthuman: Virtual Bodies in Cybernetics, Literature, and 
Informatics (Chicago, IL: University of Chicago Press, 1999). For technological optimistic texts 
from the period, see, e.g., Stewart Brand, The Media Lab: Inventing the Future at MIT (New 
York: Penguin Books, 1988); Howard Rheingold, Virtual Reality (New York: Simon & 
Schuster, 1991); Nicholas Negroponte, Being Digital (London: Hodder and Stoughton, 1995). 
58 Jonathan Crary, Techniques of the Observer: On Vision and Modernity in the Nineteenth 
Century, 2nd ed. (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1992), 2. 
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worried that these techniques “are relocating vision to a plan severed from a human 

observer. … Most of the historically important functions of the human eye are being 

supplanted by practices in which visual images no longer have any reference to the 

position of an observer in a ‘real,’ optically perceived world. If these images can be said 

to refer to anything, it is to millions of bits of electronic mathematical data.”59 What’s at 

stake in Crary’s conception of the issue is a detaching of the embodied, observing 

subject and the operatives of vision; hence, according to Crary, images reference the 

abstractness of mathematical computation rather than claiming any referential basis in 

the “real” world. Both before and since Crary published his thoughts on the 

consequences of digital imaging in his 1992 book, Techniques of the Observer, writers 

have identified the slippery nature of representation and reality in digital imaging as one 

marking a divorce from the purported “realness” that a photograph reveals. I counter the 

above point by asserting that computer-graphically modeled objects – whether they 

depict human bodies, or aircraft, or teapots or swirly shapes or simple geometric shapes 

– derive from referents in the form of drawings, figurines, live human forms, and other 

source material. 

When simulation, transformation, and the “abstractness” of electronic binary 

data comprise the dominant visual and visualizing schemes of late capitalist screen 

image culture, it might be difficult to parse out signs and signifiers from their referents, 

or to designate the real from the artificial. Ultimately, I argue that we should take 

comfort in knowing that living bodies and the visual traces of real-world, material 

                                                
59 Ibid. 
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things make up the images that barrage us daily.60 While we should continue to be 

concerned with the perceived threat of automation or questions of what is “real” or 

“artificial,” we should also question the social relations, values, and constraints 

involved in getting information about human bodies into the computer to begin with, 

and what bearing they have on bodies, technologies, and visual cultures of the past and 

present.  

My stakes in this project derive from my interest in feminist science studies, 

fashion studies, and visual communication. I am drawn to the topic of body modeling 

because I have spent a great deal of time working with dress forms and live human 

models in studios, mannequins in museums, and 3-D virtual models in computer-aided 

design. Having taught courses in fashion design, where image-making, visual 

communication, and the interpretation and appropriation of images and styles have great 

bearing on market trends and body and beauty standards, I am attuned to the visual 

traces and patterns in cultural production generated by various social groups. I want to 

explore to how these traces and patterns transformed with every incarnation, while at 

the same time indelibly leaving their mark.  

 Next, I situate my overarching arguments in conversation with relevant 

historiography while interweaving the project’s narrative arc, setting the scene for 

                                                
60 N. Katherine Hayles pushes back against notions of disembodiment in virtual worlds and 
argues, “Far from being left behind when we enter cyberspace, our bodies are no less actively 
involved in the construction of virtuality than in the construction of real life.” Though this 
project does not address virtual worlds, I am sympathetic to Hayles’ efforts to remind readers 
that information is always already embodied. Hayles, “Embodied Virtuality: Or How to Put 
Bodies Back Into the Picture,” 1. 
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postwar computer modeling research and artistic and commercial production in the 

United States from the 1960s to late 1980s.  

 

Digitization and the “digital image” 

In computer graphics and animation, a model usually refers to the 2- or 3-

dimensional visualization of an object or the data set associated with that object. 

Implicit in the act of computer graphic modeling lies the assumption that the object will 

be transformed, usually through some form of motion specification, and then rendered 

as an image. Modeling is one of the first steps in computer animating an object. The 

model may exist as a physical object in the world whose surface points can be digitized 

to generate the data set for the computerized counterpart, but the real-world existence of 

the object is not a prerequisite for the computer model’s creation. In those instances, the 

modeler might refer to images, including sketches or other inspirational material, to 

build the 3-D computer model.  

Human modeling for computer graphics comprises three main applications – 

computer-aided design, commercial media, and biomedical imaging. My study centers 

on commercial media applications (primarily television commercials and motion 

pictures) and computer graphics research geared toward these applications, although all 

three of the above fields intersected in many ways, through hardware, software, 

technical expertise, and professional collaborations. Even in the 1960s when electronic 

digital computer imaging was in its infancy, techniques and intended uses varied 

considerably. Practitioners started using the phrase computer graphics in the late 1950s, 

when aerospace and automotive industries and armed forces divisions began using 
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computer-aided design for industrial production. Analog computer-animated clips 

appeared in a few Hollywood motion pictures in the late 1950s,61 although it wasn’t 

cost effective to employ digital computer animation in the movies until the late 1970s, 

and even then, production companies took a big leap of faith when they invested a 

couple of thousand dollars in a few seconds’ worth of computer graphics for a motion 

picture, shot on film with the camera pointed at the graphics display screen.62 

Meanwhile, children’s cartoons using hybrid analog-digital computer animation caught 

on in the 1970s, and at around that time production companies based in the United 

States, Canada, Japan, and Western Europe started using hybrid and eventually purely 

digital computer animation in television commercials and short clips for news and 

sports. In the United States, analog-digital hybrid machines were in use for cartoon 

animation through the early 1980s.63  

If we take a step back to examine the history of models in other arenas of 

science, we see that physical models and model-building have been important but 

under-acknowledged contributors to modern Western epistemic cultures.64 In laboratory 

spaces, physical model-building has persisted to the present, although since about the 

1960s, research laboratories began using computer graphics to visualize and test 

                                                
61 One early example of analog computer animation in movies includes the beginning credits for 
Vertigo (Dir. Alfred Hitchcock, 1958). Designed by Saul Bass and executed by analog computer 
animator John Whitney using parts from an obsolete analog computer for fire control called the 
M-5 antiaircraft gun director.  
62 Peter J. Westwick, “Aerospace and Hollywood: How Computer Animation Went from Space 
to Cineplex,” in Blue Sky Metropolis: The Aerospace Century in Southern California (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 2012), 162; Richard Taylor, Interview with the author, Phone, 
May 24, 2017. 
63 Dave Sieg, Interview with the author, October 10, 2015. 
64 Soraya de Chadarevian and Nick Hopwood, eds., Models: The Third Dimension of Science 
(Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 2004). 
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physical models in fields including chemistry, molecular biology, geology, and physics, 

and to test topological theories in mathematics.65 Many of the mathematical models 

deployed offered a specific type of modeling practice, a simulation, to analyze scenarios 

using models as representative of the system being analyzed and to learn about patterns 

in human behavior. Computerized simulation became a crucial tool in Cold War 

strategic defense research and development, informed by cybernetics, game theory, and 

technocratic ideals.66 

By the early 1960s, developments in the internal architecture, transistor 

technology, and programming of mainframe computers, among other factors, led to a 

transformation in the digital computing industry.67 Before that, large mainframe 

computers were marketed to a variety of firms for information processing, and IBM 

(The International Business Machines Corporation) dominated the market for these 

machines, which were leased rather than sold to clients, making it difficult for the client 

                                                
65 See, e.g., Natasha Myers, “Molecular Embodiments and the Body-Work of Modeling in 
Protein Crystallography,” Social Studies of Science 38, no. 2 (April 2008): 163–99; William 
Hansard, Turning a Sphere Inside Out (Education Development Center and the Topology Films 
Project, 1976); Naomi Oreskes, “From Scaling to Simulation: Changing Meanings and 
Ambitions of Models in Geology,” in Science Without Laws: Model Systems, Cases, Exemplary 
Narratives (Durham: Duke University Press, 2007), 93–124; Evelyn Fox Keller, Making Sense 
of Life: Explaining Biological Development with Models, Metaphors, and Machines 
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2002); Eric Francoeur and Jerome Segal, “From 
Model Kits to Interactive Computer Graphics,” in Models: The Third Dimension of Science, ed. 
Soraya de Chadarevian and Nick Hopwood (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 2004), 
402–29. 
66 See, e.g., Kline, The Cybernetics Moment: Or Why We Call Our Age the Information Age; 
Angela N.H. Creager, Elizabeth Lunbeck, and M. Norton Wise, Science Without Laws: Model 
Systems, Cases, Exemplary Narratives (Durham: Duke University Press, 2007); Sharon 
Ghamari-Tabrizi, The Worlds of Herman Kahn: The Intuitive Science of Thermonuclear War 
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2005); Jennifer S. Light, “Taking Games 
Seriously,” Technology and Culture 49, no. 2 (April 2008): 347–75; Edwards, Paul, The Closed 
World: Computers and the Politics of Discourse in Cold War America. 
67 Ceruzzi, A History of Modern Computing, 110. 
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to adapt or modify the mainframe system to suit their specific needs. Historians of 

technology rightfully emphasize the importance of transistors to developments in 

computing in the 1950s and early 1960s (and later the integrated circuit or “chip” in the 

early 1970s).68 Transistors replaced the larger electronic tubes used in mainframe 

computers. They were smaller, faster and cheaper to produce. An early experimental 

transistorized computer, the TX-0 (and subsequent TX-2), was outfitted with a cathode 

ray tube screen and interactive light pen for generating vector graphics in real-time. It 

was built at MIT in 1956, and it served as a blueprint for the marketable successors, the 

PDP line of minicomputers built and distributed by Digital Equipment Corporation 

(DEC).69 The PDP-10 and later models were among the most popular hardware options 

for computer graphics scientists in the 1970s and early 1980s. These new 

minicomputers operated with a Teletype input machine and enabled users adept at 

programming (including graphics scientists) to modify the computer’s operations as 

needed.70  

While computer graphics scientists based at research hubs in the United States 

worked primarily with digital computers, production companies and experimental 

computer graphics firms made use of analog and analog-digital hybrid computer 

animation machines, which occupied a niche market in the television industry from the 

                                                
68 Ross Knox Bassett, To the Digital Age: Research Labs, Start-Up Companies, and the Rise of 
MOS Technology (Baltimore MD: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2002); Cyrus C.M. Mody, 
The Long Arm of Moore’s Law: Microelectronics and American Science (Cambridge, MA: The 
MIT Press, 2017); Campbell-Kelly and Aspray, Computer: A History of the Information 
Machine; Ceruzzi, A History of Modern Computing. 
69 For more on the impact of DEC and the PDP line, see Campbell-Kelly and Aspray, 
Computer: A History of the Information Machine, 198–202; Ceruzzi, A History of Modern 
Computing, 124–41. 
70 Ceruzzi, A History of Modern Computing, 128. 
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early 1970s to mid-1980s, specifically for cartoons and news and sports segments (see 

Chapter 2). Analog-digital hybrid animation machines generated moving images in real-

time and afforded an appealing option for production companies interested in 

experimenting with the new medium or attempting cost-saving approaches to cartoon 

animation. Thus, the period of this investigation begins with the introduction of not only 

the earliest minicomputers but also developments in analog-digital hybrid computer 

animation machines, which comprise the milieu of computing machinery in Chapter 2.  

Highlighting the distinction between the use of analog and digital computer 

animation is an important aspect of this project, because it directly addresses the way in 

which historians have approached modeling in the history of computing. Historian of 

technology Charles Care notes that describing the history of analog computing in the 

context of modeling practices is apt. He states:  

Analogue computing does not fit well within this historiographical 
tradition [of information processing]. For its users, the analogue 
computer was more like a scientific instrument, an experimental tool that 
guided their reasoning. Throughout the development of analogue 
technology its users were motivated by a desire to model and understand 
the world. This difference becomes significant when analogue 
technology is considered as a precursor to digital computing.71  
 

Charles Care considers analog computers as experimental rather than computational 

machines because of their ability to model, offering “another history of the computer, a 

narrative of modeling technology.”72 While Care focuses on analogue computers as 

experimental devices in science, his emphasis on modeling in analogue computers 

implies that modeling practices changed once digital systems superseded analogue ones. 

                                                
71 Charles Care, Technology for Modelling: Electrial Analogies, Engineering Practice, and the 
Development of Analogue Computing (London: Springer-Verlag, 2010), 60. 
72 Ibid., 12. 
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In Chapter 2, I extend Care’s typecast of the analogue computer as an “experimental 

tool” to that of 3-D computer graphic models, and even the living and inanimate models 

that were deployed to create the computerized form. In other words, the computer as a 

modeling machine does not end with the twilight years of analogue computing; rather, 

as Care instructs us to consider analog and digital computers as “complementary,” we 

must “consider the continuity of [modeling] practice that spanned the two.”73  

In The Analogue Alternative: The Electronic Analogue Computer in Britain and 

the USA, 1930-1975, James Small argues that even less than a half-century ago, the 

dominance of digital electronic computing over analog-digital hybrids was not at all 

obvious. For almost thirty years, a lively debate existed between engineers, scientists, 

and industry professionals that pitted increasingly specialized analog and digital 

computers in competition with each other. From the mid-1960s, the analog/digital 

debate was superseded by the hybrid versus all-digital debate, where an active 

“campaign” to establish a perceived superiority of the all-digital computer triumphed in 

the discourse of the period, and eventually the practice. Despite their ability to generate 

cheap and speedy animation in real time, Computer Image’s hybrid machines were 

caught up in this milieu, and they grew significantly less popular by the late 1970s, such 

that by the early 1980s the machines only served the niche market of churning out two-

dimensionally animated Saturday morning cartoons.  

                                                
73 Ibid., vii. 
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Care, Small, and other historians of computing have pointed out that there was 

no clear “shift” from analog to digital computing formats,74 and this project supplements 

that argument by highlighting the combination of imaging and sensing technologies, 

including but not limited to analog-digital hybrid and digital computer formats, used in 

computer graphic modeling from the 1960s to early 1990s.75 These formats were (and in 

some cases still are) all mixed up with each other in the machinery itself though video 

and film recording equipment and various display technologies. Moreover, academic 

articles, technical papers, correspondences, and conference proceedings reveal that 

digital computers needed to interface with film and television formats for any aspect of 

display, whether or not the cathode ray tube screen displayed electron-drawn vector 

lines or whether it generated color or grayscale for pixelated raster displays.76 So while 

                                                
74 David Mindell, Between Human and Machine: Feedback, Control, and Computing before 
Cybernetics (Baltimore MD: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2002), 10; Care, Technology for 
Modelling: Electrial Analogies, Engineering Practice, and the Development of Analogue 
Computing; Charles Care, “Early Computational Modelling: Physical Models, Electrical 
Analogies and Analogue Computers,” in Ways of Thinking, Ways of Seeing: Mathematical and 
Other Modelling in Engineering and Technology, ed. Chris Bissell and Chris Dillon (Berlin, 
Germany: Springer-Verlag, 2012), 95–119; James S. Small, The Analogue Alternative: The 
Electronic Analogue Computer in Britain and the USA, 1930-1975 (London: Routledge, 2001); 
Edwards, Paul, The Closed World: Computers and the Politics of Discourse in Cold War 
America. 
75 Small, The Analogue Alternative: The Electronic Analogue Computer in Britain and the USA, 
1930-1975; Care, “Early Computational Modelling: Physical Models, Electrical Analogies and 
Analogue Computers.” For a revisionist timeline of electronic analog and digital computing, 
see, e.g., Aristotle Tympas, “From Digital to Analog and Back: The Ideology of Intelligent 
Machines in the History of the Electrical Analyzer, 1870s-1960s,” IEEE Annals of the History 
of Computing 18, no. 4 (1996): 42–48. Beyond the history of computing, media scholars have 
offered revisionist timelines of moving image media. See, e.g., Manovich, The Language of 
New Media; Mark B. N. Hansen and Timothy Lenoir, New Philosophy for New Media 
(Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2006). 
76 Ivan E. Sutherland, “Computer Inputs and Outputs,” Scientific American 215, no. 3 (1966): 
86–97; Ivan E. Sutherland, “Computer Displays,” Scientific American 222, no. 6 (1970): 56–81; 
Andries van Dam, “Computer Software for Graphics,” Scientific American 251, no. 3 
(September 1984): 146–61; Nick Monfort and Ian Bogost, “Random and Raster: Display 
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computer modeling and animation programs operated within digital computer systems 

(mainframe computers, minicomputers, and eventually personal computers), they still 

interface with analog imaging technologies – though not necessarily with what we 

consider to be analog computers – to the present.77  

While the above observation may not seem particularly remarkable, it becomes 

important when we consider the stakes involved in telling histories of a seemingly 

monolithic “digital image.”78 In an overview of writings from film and media scholars 

on “the digital image” or “digital cinema,” or the “digital turn,” one encounters so much 

slippage and imprecision in language that we can’t help but imagine a paradigm shift 

where the Digital Image or the Digital Turn in cinema subsumes a not-Digital-image in 

one fell swoop. We know that on the ground, this is not the case, and that it is not the 

motivation of the writers to suggest that an abrupt paradigm shift took place overnight. 

And yet, there is an urgent need for greater clarity in questions surrounding the digital 

image.  

                                                                                                                                          
Technologies and the Development of Video Games,” IEEE Annals of the History of Computing 
31, no. 3 (September 2009): 34–43. 
77 See, e.g., Peter Sachs Collopy, “The Revolution Will Be Videotaped: Making a Technology 
of Consciousness in the Long 1960s” (University of Pennsylvania, 2015); Peter Sachs Collopy, 
“Video Synthesizers: From Analog Computing to Digital Art,” IEEE Annals of the History of 
Computing 36, no. 4 (December 2014): 74–86. Historians of the Hollywood special effects 
industry have argued for greater attention to the blurred lines between analog and digital format 
in the context of “digital cinema.” See, e.g., Lisa Bode, Making Believe: Screen Performance 
and Special Effects in Popular Cinema (New Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 2017); Lisa 
Bode, “Fleshing It Out: Prosthetic Makeup Effects, Motion Capture and the Reception of 
Performance,” in Special Effects: New Histories, Theories, Contexts, ed. Dan North, Bob 
Rehak, and Michael S. Duffy (London: Palgrave, 2015), 32–44. 
78 William J. Mitchell, The Reconfigured Eye: Visual Truth in the Post-Photographic Era 
(Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 1992); David Norman Rodowick, The Virtual Life of Film 
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2007). 
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So, what would a nuanced history of digital imaging look like? And why is this 

slippage in language so seductive?79 The slippage happens when “the digital image” 

becomes a catch-all for digital film, digital photography, digital image processing, 

computer-generated or synthetic imagery, and digital compositing (a combination of 

analog film and digital image processing), among other processes and techniques.80 I 

propose that one way to rectify this slippage involves treating computer-generated 

imaging as a form of craft, and furthermore one that requires an understanding of the 

techniques involved in getting real-world information into a computer and graphically 

representing that information. I will discuss the role of craft in my analysis in more 

detail shortly. 

                                                
79 See, e.g., W.J.T. Mitchell, Image Science: Iconology, Visual Culture and Media Aesthetics 
(Chicago, IL: The University of Chicago Press, 2015); Mitchell, The Reconfigured Eye: Visual 
Truth in the Post-Photographic Era; Lev Manovich, “Automation of Sight: From Photography 
to Computer Vision,” Article, 1997, http://manovich.net/content/04-projects/014-automation-of-
sight-from-photography-to-computer-vision/11_article_1997.pdf; Manovich, The Language of 
New Media; Hansen and Lenoir, New Philosophy for New Media; Rodowick, The Virtual Life of 
Film. 
80 For all of its specificity in computer imaging techniques from the early 1990s, William J. 
Mitchell’s book, The Reconfigured Eye commits a surprising number of slippages in the 
language of the “digital image,” to the extent that it’s difficult to discern the difference between 
the digital image, “algorithmic image construction,” (basically modeling), and digital 
manipulation of images. See, e.g., Mitchell, The Reconfigured Eye: Visual Truth in the Post-
Photographic Era. Important exceptions in film and media studies to the above observation, 
where the author makes careful distinctions between different techniques in digital imaging and 
how they have changed over time includes Sean Cubitt, The Practice of Light: A Genealogy of 
Visual Technologies from Prints to Pixels (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2014). Additionally, 
film scholar Thomas Elsaesser pushes back against the notion of a “digital convergence” in 
film, arguing, “Digital images were not something the film industry was waiting for to 
overcome any felt ‘deficiencies’ in its production of special effects.” Thomas Elsaesser, “Digital 
Cinema: Convergence or Contradiction,” in The Oxford Handbook of Sound and Image in 
Digital Media, ed. Carol Vernallis, Amy Herzog, and John Richardson (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2013), 19. 
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If we backtrack to the 1940s, we notice that early experimentation in computer 

graphics derived from the tinkering81 of engineers, scientists, and artists who had access 

to oscilloscope display machines for mission control and other mechanical analog 

computers during and after World War II.82 The combination of diverse skill sets is 

what made computer graphics and animation such an appealing field to enter for those 

with a technical flair for art or an arty flair for the technical. To that end, by the mere 

fact that computer graphics and animation were mediated by image-making practices, 

the field was never not an aesthetically-oriented project. Research in 3-D modeling was 

characterized by the co-mingling of technical and artistic practices, which are important 

to consider in tandem when analyzing the production cultures83 and representational 

practices84 of computer graphics research and commercial production.  

 By the late 1960s, an international network of visual artists, musicians, 

engineers, and scientists had organized group exhibitions, catalogues, performances, 

                                                
81 Hong-Hong Tinn, “From DIY Computers to Illegal Copies: The Controversy Over Tinkering 
with Microcomputers in Taiwan, 1980-1984,” IEEE Annals of the History of Computing 33, no. 
2 (2011): 75–88. 
82 Sito, Moving Innovation: A History of Computer Animation; Collopy, “Video Synthesizers: 
From Analog Computing to Digital Art.” 
83 For seminal work on cultures of production in the Hollywood film and television industry, see 
Caldwell, Production Culture: Industrial Reflexivity and Critical Practice in Film and 
Television. See also Vicki Mayer, Miranda J. Banks, and John Thornton Caldwell, eds., 
Production Studies: Cultural Studies of Media Industries (New York: Taylor & Francis, 2009). 
84 Ian Hacking, Representing and Intervening: Introductory Topics in the Philosophy of Natural 
Science (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1983); Lorraine Daston and Peter Galison, 
Objectivity, 2nd ed. (New York: Zone Books, 2010); Keller, Making Sense of Life: Explaining 
Biological Development with Models, Metaphors, and Machines; Barbara Maria Stafford, Good 
Looking: Essays on the Virtue of Images (Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 1996); Lisa 
Cartwright, Screening the Body: Tracing Medicine’s Visual Culture (Minneapolis, MN: 
University of Minnesota Press, 1995); Michael Lynch and Steve Woolgar, eds., Representation 
in Scientific Practice (Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 1990); Catelijne Coopmans et al., eds., 
Representation in Scientific Practice Revisited (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2014); Alpers, The 
Art of Describing: Dutch Art in the Seventeenth Century; Jordanova, Sexual Visions: Images of 
Gender in Science and Medicine between the Eighteenth and Twentieth Centuries. 
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and symposia around themes of cybernetics and computer art.85 Interdisciplinary work 

by analog computer animators including Mary Ellen Bute and John Whitney set the 

precedent for collaborations between artists and engineers in the United States, and Bell 

Labs in Murray Hill, New Jersey was one of the most active institutional promoters of 

these collaborations.86 In 1966, a group of artists presented a series of performances 

based on collaborations with engineers. The first large-scale event of its kind, 9 

Evenings: Theater and Engineering, took place in New York City over nine evenings in 

October. The connections that emerged from that event led to the establishment of the 

non-profit group, Experiments in Art and Technology, or E.A.T., which sought to 

connect artists with engineers for art projects involving electronic technologies. In 

1968, two exhibitions set the stage for institutional legitimation in the United Kingdom 

and the United States. Cybernetic Serendipity was curated at the Institute for 

Contemporary Art in London and then toured the U.S. At the Museum of Modern Art in 

New York, a monumental exhibition entitled, The Machine as Seen at the End of the 

Mechanical Age, featured 2-dimensional artworks whose subject themes pertained to 

mechanization, as well as a few examples of mechanical art objects and video and 

computer art. Soon after in 1971, the IBM Corporate Exhibition Center staged an 

                                                
85 Fred Turner has shown that the social circles of technophiles, countercultural communalists, 
and artists overlapped in postwar United States. Turner, From Counterculture to Cyberculture: 
Stewart Brand, the Whole Earth Network, and the Rise of Digital Utopianism, 5–6. 
86 See, e.g., Zabet Patterson, Peripheral Vision: Bell Labs, the S-C 4020, and the Origins of 
Computer Art (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2015); Sito, Moving Innovation: A History of 
Computer Animation; Andrew Utterson, From IBM to MGM: Cinema at the Dawn of the 
Digital Age (London: Palgrave, 2011); Jon Gertner, The Idea Factory: Bell Labs and the Great 
Age of American Innovation (New York: Penguin Books, 2012); Gregory Zinman, “Analog 
Circuit Palettes, Cathode Ray Canvases: Digital’s Analog, Experimental Past,” Film History 24, 
no. 2 (2012): 135–57; A. Michael Noll, “The Beginnings of Computer Art in the United States: 
A Memoir,” Leonardo 27, no. 1 (1994): 39–44. 
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exhibition curated by Charles and Ray Eames called A Computer Perspective. The 

exhibition charted the history of the digital computer from 1890 to 1950 and was on 

view until 1975, while an accompanying catalogue was published in 1973.87   

Through the 1970s, the Computer Science Department at the University of Utah 

was the leading institution in the United States for research in digital computer graphics, 

and specifically computerized object modeling. This period marked an important 

moment in the history of computer graphics, as financial support funneled into the 

department from the Advanced Research Project Agency (ARPA), which funded a 

variety of graduate- and faculty-led projects that could make a case for research topics 

contributing to applications in U.S. defense and tactical simulations.88 Guided by Ivan 

Sutherland, head of ARPA’s IPTO (Information Processing Techniques Office)89 from 

1964 to 1966 before joining the Computer Science faculty at the University of Utah in 

1968, research in computer graphic modeling at the University of Utah flourished for 

the next decade.90  

Because of ARPA’s financial support, graduate students and faculty were 

encouraged to work on computer graphic modeling research with demonstrated 

applications in U.S. defense, although as graduates of the Computer Science 
                                                
87 Charles Eames and Ray Eames, A Computer Perspective: Background to the Computer Age, 
2nd ed. (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1990). 
88 See, e.g., Timothy Lenoir, “All but War Is Simulation: The Military-Entertainment 
Complex,” Configurations 8 (2000): 289–335. 
89 For an overview of the graphics research conducted at IPTO, see Arthur L. Norberg, Judy E. 
O’Neill, and Kerry J. Freedman, Transforming Computer Technology: Information Processing 
for the Pentagon, 1962-1986 (Baltimore MD: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1996), 119–52. 
90 While generalist histories of computer graphics have articulated the importance of the 
pioneers who boast the Utah pedigree, as well as the technical achievements of the Salt Lake 
City based Evans and Sutherland Corporation, I have yet to find sources that contextualize the 
techniques for digitizing models in technical and aesthetic terms, which is one of my goals in 
this project, and will discuss shortly. 
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Department at Utah recalled of their time there, they were given a great deal of leeway 

in choosing research questions and forming collaborations with faculty and other 

graduates.91  

Along with Ivan Sutherland, David C. Evans, one of the founders of the 

Computer Science Department at the University of Utah, founded Evans & Sutherland 

Computer Corporation (or Evans & Sutherland for short). Based in Salt Lake City with 

close ties to ARPA and the University of Utah, Evans & Sutherland specialized in the 

development of graphics systems for flight simulation programs. With influx of funding 

from ARPA, the aircraft industry, the National Science Foundation, and NASA, among 

other entities, the University of Utah’s Department of Computer Science was among the 

most prominent and well-funded research hubs for 3-D computer modeling. The objects 

that ended up getting digitized included aircraft, automobiles, industrial parts, 

household objects, and people.  

 

The human in the computer  

Getting information about the surfaces of human bodies and the way bodies 

moved into computers was a fundamental part of computer graphic modeling practices. 

In this section, I introduce the trope of the “human in the computer” to frame postwar 

computing practices in their broader milieu, drawing from the work of historians of 

technology Ronald Kline, Paul Edwards, and Fred Turner on discourse communities to 

                                                
91 Frederic I. Parke, Oral History with the author, October 4, 2017; Catmull, Oral History of 
Edwin Catmull: 2013 Computer History Museum Fellow; Wessler, Interview with Barry 
Wessler, University of Utah Oral History Project. See also Turner, From Counterculture to 
Cyberculture: Stewart Brand, the Whole Earth Network, and the Rise of Digital Utopianism, 17. 
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help contextualize computing practices in the postwar period. These historians have 

outlined overlapping computer discourse communities in postwar United States, which 

implicitly framed the research objectives and interests of graphics scientists at the 

University of Utah and other university and government research hubs.92 

Discourses of cybernetics undergirded the historical roots of computing cultures, 

which changed over time as stakeholders and knowledge communities appropriated the 

concepts of cybernetics, “closed world,” and “cyborg discourses” to varying ends.93 In 

early cybernetics research, scholars invoked linguistic analogies to link human behavior 

to feedback-control mechanisms. The Macy conferences on cybernetics were held from 

1946 to 1953 and provided an intellectual venue for the bringing together of scientists 

and humanists from disciplines including biology, social science, mathematics, 

psychology, and engineering. There, they applied concepts of cybernetics to their 

respective fields, with an eye toward (often contentious) interdisciplinarity.94 In The 

Cybernetics Moment, Ronald Kline describes how participants framed the conferences: 

The intellectual foundation of the conferences was the cybernetic 
analogy relating humans to machines, and machines to humans. In this 
analogy, the nervous system was deemed to work like a feedback-control 
mechanism, the brain like a digital computer, and society like a 
communications system.95  

 
                                                
92 Edwards, Paul, The Closed World: Computers and the Politics of Discourse in Cold War 
America; Lenoir, “All but War Is Simulation: The Military-Entertainment Complex”; Norberg, 
O’Neill, and Freedman, Transforming Computer Technology: Information Processing for the 
Pentagon, 1962-1986. 
93 Kline, The Cybernetics Moment: Or Why We Call Our Age the Information Age; Ronald 
Kline, “Cybernetics, Management Science, and Technology Policy: The Emergence of 
‘Information Technology’ as a Keyword,” Technology and Culture 47, no. 3 (July 2006): 513–
35; Edwards, Paul, The Closed World: Computers and the Politics of Discourse in Cold War 
America. 
94 Kline, The Cybernetics Moment: Or Why We Call Our Age the Information Age, 37–39. 
95 Ibid., 44–45. 
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Debates about analogies and models figured strongly in many of the meetings, where 

lengthy discussions unfolded about the varying and imprecise uses of the terms analog 

and digital, and the extent to which theoretical and physical models of cybernetic 

concepts including homeostasis and feedback loops were useful tools to think with in 

various disciplines in the hard and social sciences.96 Cyberneticists and commenters 

drew analogies between “humans as machines” and “machines as humans”97 to develop 

a universal language of cybernetics whose scientific and humanistic underpinnings 

would link the living and mechanistic feedback systems at the planetary level.  

 I draw from Kline’s organizing concepts of “humans-as-machines” and 

“machines-as-humans,” but instead shift the emphasis to visual-representational aspects, 

highlighting the ways in which graphics practitioners, animators, filmmakers and 

writers envisioned and helped shape what it would look like to depict a human in a 

computer, whether the human was supposed to represent a “universal,” anonymous 

figure or particular, recognizable individual. In Chapter 2, I use the trope of the human 

in the computer to argue that computer scientists incorporated corporeal analogies into 

machine circuitry and code for both analog and digital computer animation. In Chapters 

3 and 4, I discuss different technical, artistic, and representational aspects of getting 

information about living bodies into the computer, and how artists, filmmakers and 

laypeople made sense of that process.  

 Paul Edwards’ “cyborg discourse” provides a helpful framework for considering 

the historical and representational aspects of getting bodily information about humans 

                                                
96 Ibid., 45–55. 
97 Kline, The Cybernetics Moment: Or Why We Call Our Age the Information Age, see Chapter 
5: Humans as Machines, and Chapter 6: Machines as Human. 
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into computers. In The Closed World, Edwards introduces two interrelated discourses – 

the closed world discourse and the cyborg discourse – to draw attention to the symbolic, 

technical, and strategic significances of computers in Cold War United States. In my 

formulation, I de-emphasize the “closed world” discourse because many of the cases I 

study do not directly relate to defense research (despite being funded by it!). Cyborg 

discourses, on the other hand, offer a fruitful framework for understanding how 

concepts in cybernetics and Cold War research and development ushered in an array of 

computational, human-machine metaphors, leading Edwards to conclude that “closed-

world discourse represents the political logic of the cyborg.”98 A cyborg comprises a 

melding of living organism and machine. Donna Haraway gave the term new life in the 

mid-1980s when she published “A Cyborg Manifesto,” calling for a feminist reading of 

the human-machine coupling that pushes back against patriarchy in science studies and 

in techno-scientific practices.99  

The trope of the human in the computer surfaces in films in the early 1980s, and 

Edwards assigns the closed world and cyborg discourses to these and other films. Films 

including Tron (1982), Blade Runner (1982), War Games (1983), and The Terminator 

(1984) depicted the sinister side of human-machine couplings, framed in terms of 

dystopian techno-thrillers and sci-fi cyberpunk genres.100  

                                                
98 Edwards, Paul, The Closed World: Computers and the Politics of Discourse in Cold War 
America, 273. 
99 Donna Haraway, “A Cyborg Manifesto: Science, Technology, and Socialist-Feminism in the 
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 Even still, additional overlapping communities in computing cultures involved 

technophiles and those associated with the New Communalist movement. Fred Turner 

charts the involvement of these groups through the activities of one influential man, 

Stewart Brand, who helped bring about associations between networked computers and 

self-actualization, liberalism, and an “ethos of personalness.”101 On a related note, the 

1970s marked the “Me Decade,” characterized by “a retreat from collective action to the 

personal pursuit of material and spiritual well-being.”102 Writer Tom Wolfe, a prominent 

figure in the new journalism movement, coined the phrase to describe what he observed 

in American middle class society as a turn away from 1960s radicalism and a turn 

toward “self-reflection, self-improvement, and self-fulfillment.”103 Taken together with 

the above authors and the communities they study, it is within this broader milieu that 

discourses of computing operated.104  

 Aside from the fact that the characterization of the “Me Decade” paints an 

illustrative picture of broader trends in American social and political life, I bring it up to 

underscore a point raised by social historian and American Studies scholar Lisabeth 

Cohen regarding historiography of postwar United States. In A Consumers’ Republic, a 

                                                
101 Turner, From Counterculture to Cyberculture: Stewart Brand, the Whole Earth Network, 
and the Rise of Digital Utopianism, 105. 
102 Lindsey Churchill, “Me Decade,” ed. Gina Misiroglu, American Countercultures: An 
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history of mass consumption in postwar U.S., Cohen reminds her readers that not all 

historical events can or should be framed in terms of the Cold War context. She states: 

The Consumers' Republic had close ties to the Cold War, not least of 
which was its powerful symbolism as the prosperous American 
alternative to the material deprivations of communism. But I want to 
suggest as well that much of importance in America's postwar history 
happened outside of the Cold War frame, and applying it too exclusively 
can obscure other crucial developments.105 

 
I echo Cohen’s point and follow the work of the above historians, advocating for 

histories of technology in postwar U.S., broadly imagined.  

 By the mid-1980s, as rapid digitizing techniques developed and modeling 

applications expanded, the labor processes behind the use of live human models in 

computer graphic modeling became even more ill-defined than before. Researchers of 

rapid scanning of human bodies during the 1970s and early 1980s obscured the identity 

of their subjects because much of this research centered on biomedical and 

anthropometric applications where the anonymity of the patient would ideally be 

preserved. Simultaneously, researchers used an increasing number of inanimate tools, 

including mannequins, sculptures and figurines, to test and refine rendering algorithms.  

 The figures that got modeled and animated not only functioned within but also 

responded to a late twentieth-century cultural milieu characterized by reflexivity and 

hyper-awareness of screen mediation. Computer graphic modeling provided material 

and visual instantiations of these communication phenomena while theorists, cultural 

critics, artists, filmmakers, and graphics practitioners commented on the changing face 
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of imaging media.106 When computer-generated imagery was deployed on television or 

in films in the 1980s and early 1990s, it directed attention to the synthetic, computerized 

nature of the medium. It did so in such a way that explicitly linked the human-in-the-

computer and the storyline to the fact that the graphics were computer-generated (see 

Chapters 3 and 4).  

 

Computer modeling as craft: a material culture studies approach 

An approach grounded in material culture studies is appealing for its attention to 

the way objects come into being and get circulated in the world.107 STS scholars have 

emphasized the materiality of techno-scientific practices, lending agency to objects and 

arguing for their important roles in the production of knowledge.108 I want to bring to 

bear the “material turn” on the slippery language of the “digital turn” by applying a 

material culture studies approach.109 A material culture study of computer graphic 

                                                
106 Social and media theorists writing about the dissemination of images in mass media from the 
1960s includes Marshall McLuhan, Guy Debord, and Jean Baudrillard. On experimental 
computer, film and video art and their overlap in practice, Gene Youngblood was an early 
contributor, as well as N. Michael Noll, Woody Vasulka, Steina Vasulka, Nam June Paik. Gene 
Youngblood, Expanded Cinema (New York: E.P. Dutton & Company, 1970); Sherry Miller 
Hocking, Interview with the author, February 9, 2016. 
107 For an overview of recent work in material culture studies from various disciplinary 
perspectives, see, e.g., Dan Hicks and Mary C. Beaudry, eds., The Oxford Handbook of 
Material Culture Studies (Oxford UK: Oxford University Press, 2010). 
108 See, e.g., Law, John. “Actor Network Theory and Material Semiotics,” version of 25th April 
2007,  
available at http://www. heterogeneities.net/publications/Law2007ANTand 
MaterialSemiotics.pdf, (downloaded on 18th May, 2007). 
109 Media scholar Jacob Gaboury has established a compelling basis on which to develop 
histories and theories of computer graphics, given a materialist approach. His 2014 dissertation 
focused on the important research conducted at the University of Utah between 1965 and 1979. 
His emphasis on materiality allows him to “extend a theory of the digital image not as 
ephemeral simulation but as a physical thing – the digital image as material object.” I am 
sympathetic to his approach and explicitly draw from the field of material culture studies in my 
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modeling places in center stage the many living models and inanimate objects that got 

deployed in computer science laboratories and production studios. 

The discipline of material culture studies derives from anthropology, cultural 

history, and archaeology and follows an object-based mode of analysis.110 In a 

formative 1982 essay, art historian Jules Prown states, “Material culture is the study 

through artifacts of the beliefs – values, ideas, attitudes, and assumptions – of a 

particular community or society at a given time. … Material culture is singular as a 

mode of cultural investigation in its use of objects as primary data. … It is a means 

rather than an end, a discipline rather than a field.”111 An object-based analysis of 

computer graphic modeling reveals that computer systems, as well as video and 

photography equipment and traditional craftsman’s tools, including paper, pen, plaster, 

and clay, comprised the materials used by graphics practitioners to get information 

about bodies into computers.  

I argue that a combination of tactile, craft-based practices, photographic 

imaging, and computer automation shaped the visual and production cultures of 3-D 

computer graphic modeling. I am not suggesting that people should consider computer 

modeling as craft per se, but rather that craft-based practices comprise 3-D computer 

graphic modeling. More specifically, those practices involve aesthetic techniques 

                                                                                                                                          
investigation. Jacob Gaboury, “Image Objects: An Archaeology of Computer Graphics, 1965-
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combining visual, haptic, and proprioceptive work, including sculpting, molding, 

drawing and drafting.112  

What does it mean to craft a computer graphic model? Why the emphasis on 

tactility and handwork when, presumably, the subject with which the modelers work 

constitutes immaterial information in the form of numbers and code? By framing 

computer graphic modeling as constitutive of craft-based practices, I underscore the 

importance of thinking holistically about epistemic and embodied practice. Put another 

way, I view craft as a way to break down mind/body distinctions and, in Susan Bordo’s 

words, the “Cartesian masculinization of thought.”113 I apply the idea of craft-based 

techniques in a way that hearkens back to a historically- and theory-oriented use of the 

term as set forth by design historian Glenn Adamson. In The Invention of Craft, 

Adamson outlines the history of craft as an idea, and he argues that the modern 

invention of craft was established as antithetical to industry. Craft continues to inform 

modern, technical practices; even while framed as antithetical to mechanization and 

automation in manufacturing, it plays an active role in shaping what it means to be 

modern.114 Much like Adamson, I am eager to demonstrate that craft does not stand 

apart from industrial processes; in fact, a craft approach informs and in turn gets 

informed by them. 

Recent feminist anthropological work on craft in molecular science has been 

helpful in thinking in terms of craft for this project. In Rendering Life Molecular, 

                                                
112 Fisher, “Relational Sense: Towards a Haptic Aesthetics.” 
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Natasha Myers illustrates that building crystallographic protein models “cannot be 

automated,”115 and building models “demands the kinds of skills and practices 

associated with craft production.”116 To learn about molecular structures, 

crystallographic modelers use “their keen visual and spatial sensibilities with their sense 

of tactility, … proprioception, … and kinesthesia.”117 Myers draws out these 

connections in her subjects’ “feeling for the molecule” to break down distinctions 

between “conceptual models” and “material models” as set forth by philosopher of 

science Ian Hacking in his 1983 book, Representing and Intervening.118 Myers argues 

that the body-work of molecular modeling complicates mind/body distinctions, bringing 

to bear material, embodied practices on the formation, validation, and dissemination of 

scientific knowledge.  

By situating the work of computer graphics scientists, animators, artists and 

technicians within the realm of craft, I signal the process-, skill-, and material-oriented 

sensibilities inherent in that realm. Within this context, part of my goal involves 

elaborating on a history of what architectural theorist Malcolm McCullough calls digital 

craft, or an attunement to the haptic, skilled work of the “computer graphics artisan.” 

Though McCullough’s intervention addresses broad trends in computer-aided design, I 

find his approach to thinking about the work that goes into computer-generated imaging 

appealing. It is not so much that any of the people whose stories I tell considered 

themselves artisans, per se (although the more artistic among them certainly would 
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have), but rather, theorizing the work of human modeling for computer graphics 

through the lens of craft allows for bringing together discussions about bodily 

knowledge, skill, representational practice, and the technical and aesthetic119 

components of creating and using computer models.  

Building on McCulloch’s notion of digital craft, framing computer modeling as 

constitutive of craft-based practices asks that we investigate the multi-sensory aspects 

of modeling work. I suggest a loose interpretation of touch in this context to include the 

“personal touch” of the “modeler’s signature,” as expressed in Luis Arata’s essay, 

“Unified View of Models:” “When modeling skills are honed, then this superb tool of 

the human imagination soars. It helps guide our hand in performing tasks, with a 

personal touch that is the modeler’s signature.”120 There is something to that phrase – 

the modeler’s signature – that indicates evidence of artisanal handiwork121 on the part of 

the modeler, as if the modeler were sculpting a form.122   

                                                
119 Literature on the intersections between science and art is vast. A peer-reviewed journal 
devoted to the merging of art and technology, Leonardo, boasts a significant repository of 
published work on philosophical and practice-based analyses of technology and art since its 
founding in 1968. For science studies literature that explicitly engages with aesthetic aspects of 
the techno-scientific practices that the authors study see, e.g., Caroline A. Jones and Peter 
Galison, eds., Picturing Science, Producing Art (New York: Routledge, 1998); Whitney E. 
Laemmli, “Paper Dancers: Art as Information in Twentieth-Century America,” Information & 
Culture: A Journal of History 52, no. 1 (2017): 1–30; Bruce Clarke and Linda Dalrymple 
Henderson, eds., From Energy to Information: Representation in Science and Technology, Art, 
and Literature (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 2002). For a provocative attempt at 
comparing the artist’s studio and the scientist’s laboratory in seventeenth-century England and 
Netherlands, see Svetlana Alpers’ essay in Picturing Science, Producing Art, cited above: 
Svetlana Alpers, “The Studio, the Laboratory, and the Vexations of Art,” in Picturing Science 
Producing Art, ed. Caroline A. Jones and Peter Galison (New York: Routledge, 1998), 401–17. 
120 Luis O. Arata, “A Unified View of Models,” Leonardo 44, no. 3 (2011): 283. 
121 Heather Paxson, The Life of Cheese: Crafting Food and Value in America (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 2013). 
122 Similarly, film scholar Jennifer Barker discusses the importance of the animator’s touch to 
the experience of not only creating animated film but also experiencing it. See Jennifer M. 
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Beyond computer graphic models, building models in other scientific realms 

constitute craft practices as well. Margaret Morrison and Mary S. Morgan point out that 

the process of model-building is a learning experience involving craft and acquired 

skills. They state:  

There are no rules for model building and so the very activity of 
construction creates an opportunity to learn: what will fit together and 
how? Perhaps this is why modeling is considered in many circles an art 
or craft; it does not necessarily involve the most sophisticated 
mathematics or require extensive knowledge of every aspect of the 
system. It does seem to require acquired skills in choosing the parts and 
fitting them together.123 

 
The authors frame the discussion in terms of the ad hoc, unregulated nature of model 

building, and suggest that it serves as an approximating mechanism, though one 

requiring “acquired skills” to construct. 

Finally, I advocate for thinking with feminist material culture studies and visual 

studies together, and I follow the work of Ludmilla Jordanova and Lisa Cartwright in 

that regard. In an afterword to the edited volume, Models: The Third Dimension of 

Science, Jordanova advocates for a material culture studies approach to models that 

encompasses visual studies. The author states, “Models should indeed be seen in terms 

of visual and material culture, which is in effect to think laterally, to compare them, in 

relation to production and reception, with other 3-D forms such as porcelain figures, 
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theatrical props, the lay figures used by artists, and toys.”124 Jordanova spotlights the 3-

D, physical models in their many forms as important parts of visual and material 

cultures of science. In a nod to craft-based practices, Jordanova continues, “In practice 

3-D items we could either call models or see as akin to models are considered marginal, 

coming up, if they do at all, principally in connection with processes of making.”125 

 Lisa Cartwright echoes Jordanova’s approach in an essay entitled, “Visual 

Science Studies: Always Already Materialist.” Though she doesn’t use the phrase 

“material culture studies,” she draws on the materialist underpinnings of science studies 

and “materialist feminist methodologies”126 to point out that since the “visual turn” in 

science studies since the 1990s, whenever scholars analyze “the visual” in science, they 

end up shifting their analysis away from “the image” to discuss other (no less 

important) aspects, including objectivity and sensory experience.127 She cuttingly notes:  

No sooner are representations and representational practices considered 
than they are entered into an analytic framework in which they 
provisionally cleave to another matter – other bodies; the objects, spaces 
and technologies to which those bodies point with fingers, gazes and 
utterances; other images and imaging technologies; other 
representational practices.128 
 

Cartwright points out that the incorporation of materialist feminist methodologies into 

the science studies canon “gave rise to a visual studies that could account for 
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subjectivity, complexity and the failure of knowledge projects.”129 In my own project, I 

apply material culture studies to encompass visual studies, finding that craft-based 

techniques and artistic handwork comprised computer graphic modeling practices. 

 

Invisible labor in information systems 

 In tandem with a material culture studies approach, I treat the living or 

inanimate model as a form of hidden labor, characterized by behind-the-scenes 

activities that go largely unnoticed and unacknowledged by front-end users and 

spectators.130 Historian and geographer of technology Gregory J. Downey investigates 

invisible labor in information systems, drawing connections between sociotechnical 

communication networks, including the telegraph system,131 the closed captioning 

system,132 and virtual e-commerce.133  

While I do not aim to explicitly contribute to labor studies, I am drawn to 

Gregory Downey’s work on labor in information networks. Responding to an edited 

volume about labor in information revolutions, Downey argues, “The need to analyze 

the place of labor … is all the more pressing because labor is, almost by definition, the 

least obvious aspect of the information technology revolution to analyze. Simply put, 

                                                
129 Ibid., 248. 
130 Steven Shapin, “The Invisible Technician,” American Scientist, Vol. 77, no. 6 (Nov-Dec 
1989): 554-63.  
131 Gregory J. Downey, Telegraph Messenger Boys: Labor, Communication and Technology, 
1850-1950 (New York: Routledge, 2002). 
132 Gregory J. Downey, Closed Captioning: Subtitling, Stenography, and the Digital 
Convergence of Text with Television (Baltimore MD: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2008). 
133 Downey, “Virtual Webs, Physical Technologies, and Hidden Workers: The Spaces of Labor 
in Information Internetworks.” See also Miriam A. Cherry, “Virtual Work and Invisible Labor,” 
in Invisible Labor: Hidden Work in the Contemporary World, ed. Marion Crain, Winifred R. 
Poster, and Miriam A. Cherry (Oakland: University of California Press, 2016), 71–86. 
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labor is too often overshadowed by alternative units of analysis – the ‘information’ or 

the ‘technology.’”134  

One way that historians of computing have (often implicitly) addressed hidden 

labor includes analyzing the history of gendered tasks in computing practices.135 These 

much-needed contributions enrich our understanding of how power dynamics help 

shape basically every aspect of computing. My project complicates discussions of 

hidden labor in computer graphics by treating the gendered, racialized model (both 

living human and digital object) as the analytical category.136  

Many of the 3-D humanoid forms that graphics scientists, artists, and animators, 

built reflected standards of (primarily feminine) beauty and whiteness. In popular media 

and advertisements, these standards continue to be gendered female,137 racially coded as 

white and hence “non-particular” and “ordinary.”138 When the body model’s labor is 

rendered visible in magazine articles and behind-the-scenes footage, the model that we 

                                                
134 Greg Downey, “Commentary: The Place of Labor in the History of Information-Technology 
Revolutions,” in Uncovering Labour in Information Revolutions, 1750-2000, International 
Review of Social History, Supplement 11 (Cambridge: University of Cambridge, 2003), 232. 
135 Thomas J. Misa, ed. Gender Codes: Why Women Are Leaving Computing. Hoboken, NJ: 
Wiley, 2010; Janet Abbate, Recoding Gender: Women’s Changing Participation in Computing, 
Cambridge: MIT Press, 2012; Marie Hicks, “De-brogramming the History of Computing,” 
IEEE Annals of the History of Computing, Vol. 35, no. 1 (January-March 2013): 86-88; Jennifer 
Light, “When Computers Were Women,” Technology and Culture, Vol. 40, no. 3 (1999): 455-
483. 
136 Mary Flanagan focuses on hyper-feminized depictions of virtual figures in her 2003 essay, in 
which she asks, “If our data must now be embodied, what is the impact on how we understand 
data in the form of human bodies, especially female-shaped bodies that act as conduits for 
information flow? What is the role of the female in this representation, and what are the social 
implications of embodied data?” Her compelling study rightfully focuses on representations of 
feminized digital bodies at the turn of the twenty-first century. See Mary Flanagan, “The Bride 
Stripped Bare to Her Data: Information Flow + Digibodies,” in Data Made Flesh: Embodying 
Information, ed. Robert Mitchell and Phillip Thurtle (New York: Routledge, 2003), 155. 
137 Flanagan, “The Bride Stripped Bare to Her Data: Information Flow + Digibodies.” 
138 Dyer, White, 223. 
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often see is a slender white woman. This unsurprising observation affirms the point that 

Susan Bordo and other feminist body studies scholars have raised about the implicit 

communication of beauty standards in images of women in popular media, as well as 

the rigorous body management efforts of women to shape and modify their bodies 

according to popular beauty standards.139 All of the bodies that appear in the following 

pages fall under the slender, white category, either in the figure the form represents (as 

in the abstracted, computerized character St. Catherine in The Catherine Wheel (Dir. 

Twyla Tharp, 1982) (see Chapter 2), or in the peach-skinned hues of Adam Powers the 

juggler (Chapter 2) or the Cindy Body Model in the film Looker (Dir. Michael Crichton, 

1981) (Chapters 3 and 4). Film theorist Richard Dyer calls the implicit norm of 

whiteness in film and literature “invisible whiteness,”140 and I consider the significance 

of presenting the representational aspects of these characters in the context of the 

ordinariness of invisible whiteness in twentieth-century visual cultures in the U.S. With 

Downey’s “information labor” as an organizing concept in mind, I consider what’s at 

stake in framing “standards of whiteness”141 in non-particular, normalizing terms. 

 In labeling modeling work as invisible labor, I follow the broad definition of the 

term outlined by Winifred R. Poster, Marion Crain, and Miriam A. Cherry in their 

introduction to the edited volume, Invisible Labor: 

                                                
139 See, e.g., Bordo, Unbearable Weight: Feminism, Western Culture, and the Body; Bordo, 
“Reading the Slender Body.” 
140 Dyer, White, 44–45. 
141 Winifred R. Poster, Marion Crain, and Miriam A. Cherry, “Introduction: Conceptualizing 
Invisible Labor,” in Invisible Labor: Hidden Work in the Contemporary World, ed. Marion 
Crain, Winifred R. Poster, and Miriam A. Cherry (Oakland: University of California Press, 
2016), 17. See also Joseph Pugliese, Biometrics: Bodies, Technologies, Biopolitics (New York 
and London: Routledge, 2010), especially Introduction and Chapter 2. 
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We focus on labor that occurs within formal employment relationships 
but is not conceptualized as work and so remains hidden from view – 
sometimes in the public imagination, sometimes from consumers, and 
sometimes from the workers themselves. When their work is erased, the 
workers themselves are sometimes rendered invisible as well.142  
 

In the following chapters, I will illustrate the different kinds of visibilities and 

invisibilities of the physical, real-world living and inanimate models and the many 

forms their digital counterparts took. The above authors call this sort of framing a 

“spectrum of visibilities,” claiming that “invisibility is a multivalent concept.”143 Many 

types of labor are “semivisible,” as the authors indicate, “Either the worker or the work 

is unrecognized. The invisible labor may be central or peripheral to the occupation, and 

the number of viewers may vary from a few to many.”144 We might consider the 

multiple models that appear in this project as semivisible forms of labor, becoming 

prominent in some instances and receding into the background in others.  

I also take a cue from art historians who have explored the history of artists’ 

models in modern Western culture, and I unpack anecdotes about live human models in 

histories of computer graphics to probe the technical and artistic practices that comprise 

computer graphic modeling. To that end, literature on the history of artists’ models has 

been helpful in applying a grammatical framework for analyzing human models in 

computer graphics. The observations of literary scholar Marie Lathers about artists’ 

models in nineteenth-century French literature rings true for human models in computer 

graphics:  

                                                
142 Poster, Crain, and Cherry, “Introduction: Conceptualizing Invisible Labor,” 3. 
143 Ibid., 9. 
144 Ibid., 11. 
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Stories and anecdotes of modeling that foreground voyeuristic scenarios 
remain popular, although certainly not to the extent that they formerly 
have been; these stories continue also to inform the popular 
understanding of artistic practices and, in broader terms, the relationship 
between representation and gender.145  
 

I sympathize with Lathers’ goals to recuperate the accounts of real-life artists’ models 

in the ways that she attempted to do for a nineteenth-century Parisian context. Much in 

the way that the stories of living (female) models who were recruited to participate in 

computer graphics research and commercial work remain anecdotal accompaniments to 

more well-known male computer graphics scientists and animators, Lathers notes, “The 

actual female models of the [nineteenth century] have been ignored or considered 

inconsequential – though seductively appealing – additions to studio anecdote.”146 

Because I am interested in the deployment – and in some cases the exploitation – of the 

image of the model and when that deployment takes place, literature on the social and 

cultural history of the artists’ model neatly aligns with many of the stories of un-

credited or briefly mentioned female models in computer graphics.  

 Recruitment processes for much of the research in computer graphic modeling 

happened in ad-hoc ways and largely depended on the availability and proximity of 

willing volunteers. These volunteers comprised fellow graduate students, friends of the 

computer scientists, as well as the scientists’ wives. Take Laraine Miner’s story, for 

example. Her volunteer work, and her involvement in the process of custom-modeling 

one of the first full-body models in computer graphics, as well as where that 

information got disseminated, was largely rendered invisible for any number of reasons. 

                                                
145 Marie Lathers, Bodies of Art: French Literary Realism and the Artist’s Model (Lincoln, NE: 
University of Nebraska Press, 2001), 3. 
146 Ibid., 5. 
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Regretfully, Miner’s presence does not register strongly on the “spectrum of 

visibilities.” 

  Lastly, I offer a final note on the limitations of this study. While “following the 

bodies” offers a productive approach to researching and analyzing the history of 

computer graphic body models, as with any study, we end up with an incomplete 

picture of what was going on in computer graphics. More specifically, this study 

privileges developments in human modeling rather than other forms of computer 

graphic image-making, including instruments, people, and practices involved in other 

projects apart from human modeling. Modeling is but one step in a computer graphics 

pipeline; therefore, this project is not and cannot offer a comprehensive impression of 

late twentieth-century computer imaging practices. To that end, this study de-

emphasizes other processes in graphics research and the animation pipeline, including 

rigging, rendering, color graphics and display, and the importance of video art and 

technologies to computer imaging, which warrant in-depth studies of their own.147 

 

Synopsis of chapters 

Chapter 1 develops a way to talk about models and their polysemous nature, 

highlighting the critical role that both human and algorithmic models played in the 

development of computer graphics and animation. Working with the understanding that 

broadly speaking, models serve as analogies for complex real-world phenomena, I 

                                                
147 For instance, in her Introduction to the edited volume, Meta-Morphing, Vivian Sobchack 
points out that rendering is ripe for scholarly attention. Vivian Sobchack, “Introduction,” in 
Meta-Morphing: Visual Transformation and the Culture of Quick Change (Minneapolis, MN: 
University of Minnesota Press, 2000), footnote 1, xxii. 
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investigate the relationship between human models and their digitized counterpart. The 

three organizing concepts I use to frame the grammar of computer graphic models 

include: “Model as technology and tool,” “Model as transformation and manipulation,” 

and “Model as analogy and resemblance.” While science and technology scholars have 

analyzed the social, political, and epistemological aspects of computational models, 

they have not fully investigated the role of the live human model in computer imaging 

practices. By asking what it means to model and what it means to be a model, I lend a 

fresh perspective to histories of computing and histories of models and modeling.  

 Chapter 2 demonstrates that computer scientists, technicians, artists and 

animators working with analog and digital computing machines drew on corporeal 

metaphors to make sense of hardware and programming systems for animation, further 

testament to the persistence of bodily traces, albeit linguistic ones. These metaphors 

helped illustrate specific algorithmic functions or technical elements, which sometimes 

mapped directly onto the visual representation of a figure’s skeleton or skin, for 

instance, and other times gestured abstractly toward the animated result. One early case 

includes an electronic analog computer animation machine, the Animac.  

Invented in the mid-1960s by Lee Harrison III, founder of Computer Image 

Corporation, the Animac machine comprised corporeal analogies embedded into its 

algebraic functions and circuitry. The proof-of-concept machine could render and 

animate a computer-generated stick figure in real time, either by manipulating the 

machine’s switches and knobs or by doing so while a human model wore a harness, so 

that the stick figure on the cathode ray tube display would mimic the model’s 

movements. This chapter offers a close reading of an instance where, in 1969, 
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Computer Image Corp. recruited a professional female dancer to get photographed 

while dancing in the Animac motion harness. Ordinarily, a male engineer would wear 

the harness to animate the stick figure on the screen, but because of the promotional 

setting, the Computer Image team strapped into the harness a blonde, lithe dancer 

named Debbie Macomber, who frequently performed as an ensemble dancer in The 

Jerry Lewis Show. The Animac has long since been dismantled, and the machine’s story 

– let alone that of Macomber – gets short shrift in historical surveys of computer 

animation. This chapter offers a corrective to that oversight and emphasizes the 

importance of analog and analog-digital hybrid computer animation to the history of 

human modeling for 3-D computer graphics. 

The second part of the chapter addresses corporeal metaphors in digital 

computer animation programs, and the relationship between inscribing human 

movement into the computer by applying traditional animation techniques. I focus on 

the animation work of Rebecca Allen, a resident artist at the Computer Graphics 

Laboratory (CGL) and the New York Institute of Technology (NYIT) in the early 

1980s.  

Chapter 3 addresses the processes involved in manually digitizing the surfaces 

of human bodies for computer graphics research and commercial media from the 1970s 

to late 1980s, and analyzes the representational characteristics of the figures that 

resulted. Key sites for these activities include the University of Utah during the 1970s 

and NYIT from the mid-1970s to mid-1980s. Beginning in the mid-1970s, advertising 

companies and production studios brought together computer animators, engineers, 

actors, and production crew to create computer animated clips for television 
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commercials and motion pictures. Leading production companies including Information 

International Inc., based in Los Angeles, pushed the envelope on computer-generated 

figures for television commercials and animated shorts during the 1980s. I demonstrate 

that digitizing processes often involved tactile, craft-based techniques to get information 

about the curved surfaces of bodies into digital computers. Artists and animators often 

exploited the faceted effect that the polygonal forms generated, leading to a machine-

like aesthetic in the humanoid forms.  

 Chapter 4 provides case studies of the film Looker (1981) and the television 

character Max Headroom (1985-1988) to highlight what I call proto-digital actors, or 

figures that were made to appear as if they were computer-generated but were in fact 

rendered in live action. I offer a close reading of a scene in the 1981 science-fiction 

thriller film, Looker (Dir. Michael Crichton), to illustrate the body and beauty standards 

that informed the production of the scene, as well as the design decisions for depicting a 

body scanner before the machine existed. I offer the character Max Headroom as an 

example of postmodern pastiche and parody that was characteristic of computer-

generated humanoids that self-reflexively signaled their synthetic makeup during that 

period.  

 The Postscript discusses the introduction of body scanning research and 

responses in popular media to the development of computer scanning and 

photogrammetric lasers, concluding with an anecdote about present-day applications for 

3-D body models. 
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CHAPTER 1 
 

TECHNOLOGIES OF TRANSFORMATION: 
THEORIZING THE BODY MODEL FOR COMPUTER GRAPHICS AND 

ANIMATION 
 

In 1892, several American newspapers along with a British periodical published 

a short story by Henry James called “The Real Thing.”148 The story recounts the 

interactions between a commercial illustrator and the genteel couple that approaches 

him for the opportunity to sit for him as models. Instead of commissioning the artist to 

create a portrait of Major Monarch and his wife, Mrs. Monarch, the couple eagerly and 

through a series of rather pitiful interactions offer Mrs. Monarch as a figure model, 

marketing herself as an anonymous muse for a small fee. The couple naïvely attempts to 

sell the artist on Mrs. Monarch’s image and countenance, characterized by a type of 

gentility that they thought would translate well in illustrations “for magazines, for 

storybooks, for sketches of contemporary life.”149  

Gesturing toward his wife, Major Monarch tells the artist, “We thought that if 

you ever have to do people like us, we might be something like it. She particularly – for 

a lady in a book, you know.”150 The “people like us” to which the Major refers pertains 

to gentlefolk that the narrator would depict in his illustrations. However, he comes to 

realize that the couple too closely resembles “the real thing,” namely the bodily and 

material habits of gentility and the lifestyle it represents. No matter how hard she tries, 

Mrs. Monarch cannot transform her image into something else; she is destined to 

                                                
148 Charles Johanningsmeier, “How Real American Readers Originally Experienced James’s 
‘The Real Thing,’” The Henry James Review 27, no. 1 (Winter 2006): 75–99. 
149 Henry James, “The Real Thing,” in Henry James: Seven Stories and Studies, ed. Edward 
Stone (New York, NY: Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 1961), 108. 
150 Ibid., 110. 
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remain genteel in a manner too authentic, despite not having the means to sustain her 

genteel lifestyle. Nonetheless, the couple’s desperate plea for work not only makes the 

illustrator take pity on them but also piques his curiosity, so he employs Mrs. Monarch 

as a sitter for a short while.  

It was not simply that Mrs. Monarch was bad at being a model, although she 

surely lacked what it took to transform into different characters for the artist’s 

illustrations. The issue that preoccupies the artist centers on his preference for a 

malleable subject, a model who could skillfully transform into something else, 

appearing like “the real thing” rather than being the thing itself. He reflects on his 

perplexing impressions of the couple and the disconcerting nature of their authenticity: 

I liked them … they were so simple; and I had no objection to them if 
they would suit. But somehow with all their perfections I didn't easily 
believe in them. … Combined with this was another perversity – an 
innate preference for the represented subject over the real one: the defect 
of the real one was so apt to be a lack of representation. I liked things 
that appeared; then one was sure. Whether they were or not was a 
subordinate and almost always a profitless question.151  

 
A model that was good at her job could transform into the character that the artist 

wanted to convey, hence the narrator’s valuing the appearance of being over actually 

being the thing depicted. The narrator found it difficult to believe Mrs. Monarch’s 

costumed transformations because she inevitably remained what she was.  

Mrs. Monarch couldn’t hold up a candle to Mrs. Churm, a more experienced and 

favored model in the artist’s repertoire. Of the middling Mrs. Churm, the narrator says, 

“I scarcely ever saw her come in without thinking afresh how odd it was that, being so 

little in herself, she should yet be so much in others. … She was only a freckled 

                                                
151 Ibid., 113. 
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cockney, but she could represent everything, from a fine lady to a shepherdess.”152 The 

fact that she could take on any persona made Mrs. Churm a desirable model. The artist 

made sure that Major and Mrs. Monarch witnessed Mrs. Churm’s modeling process to 

get a sense of what might be expected of them for the job. He added, “I mentioned that 

she was quite my notion of an excellent model – she was really very clever.”153  

Rather than trying to rely on his memory to recall the way a person looks, the 

artist in Henry James’s story opts for the well-known technique of life drawing by 

referring to the presence of a living model. When an artist creates an image, he or she 

usually refers to real-life examples of things to aid in the study and image-making 

process. These real-life examples serve as visual referents for the thing that the artist 

wants to represent; they allow the artist to gather visual information about the subject 

that he or she wants to depict. But as James’s story attests, human models are not 

interchangeable; the selection of a model for an image-making endeavor could be the 

difference between a compellingly rendered image and one that falls flat. 

I introduce this chapter with a discussion of James’s “The Real Thing” to 

highlight the unique position of the artist’s model in behind-the-scenes practices 

surrounding image-making. Art historians and other writers have observed that the 

artist’s model represents a curious trope in modern life;154 she155 is an artist’s muse, 

                                                
152 Ibid., 115. 
153  Ibid., 116. 
154 Literature about artist’s models is vast and spans several periods and subjects. Commentary 
encompasses critical art historical texts as well as magazines and journals geared toward 
popular audiences. See, e.g., Wendy Steiner, The Real Real Thing: The Model in the Mirror of 
Art (Chicago, IL: The University of Chicago Press, 2010); Lathers, Bodies of Art: French 
Literary Realism and the Artist’s Model; Christopher Willard, “Are You a Model Artist? 
Working from the Nude Model,” American Artist, December 1996; Elizabeth Hollander, 
“Working Models,” Art in America, May 1991; Billy Klüver and Julie Martin, “A Short History 
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moldable, yet one-of-a-kind. In the model, the artist can imagine and then visualize the 

transformation from a real-life body to the representation of one. The following 

chapters tell a history of the processes involved in visualizing and mediating that 

transformation in early research and commercial work in computer graphics and 

animation in the United States.  

Computer graphics scientists and animators used living and inanimate models as 

visual referents for the computer graphic models they created. Sometimes the social and 

material circumstances of computer imaging practices resembled those of an artist and 

his or her model; other times they took shape more haphazardly. Nonetheless, the 

deployment of both living and inanimate forms aided computer graphics practitioners in 

digitizing and graphically modeling things that looked like those living and inanimate 

forms but consisted of electronic binary data rendered on computer screens rather than 

the real thing – living bodies, clay, or plastic forms, for instance. Bodies in motion 

rendered on analog-digital hybrid animation machines offered dynamic character 

                                                                                                                                          
of Modeling,” Art in America, May 1991; Martha Banta, “Artists, Models, Real Things, and 
Recognizable Types,” Studies in the Literary Imagination 16 (Fall 1983): 7–34. On a related 
note, art and fashion historians have explored the histories and ontologies of fashion models, in 
some ways a hyper-commercialized version of the artist’s models, who need to market 
themselves in ways that promote their physical features as well as their ability to highlight the 
clothing that they wear for the purposes of sales. See, e.g., Caroline Evans, “The Ontology of 
the Fashion Model,” AA Files, Architectural Association Publications 63 (September 2001): 
56–69; Caroline Evans, The Mechanical Smile: Modernism and the First Fashion Shows in 
France and America, 1900-1929 (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2013); Joanne 
Entwistle and Elizabeth Wissinger, eds., Fashioning Models: Image, Text and Industry 
(London: Berg, 2012); Ashley Mears, Pricing Beauty: The Making of a Fashion Model 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 2011); Amanda M. Czerniawski, Fashioning Fat: 
Inside Plus-Size Modeling (New York: New York University Press, 2015). 
155 The feminine pronoun is no accident; we often only hear about women models, although 
men work as models too. Art historians have addressed the history of the shift in 
representational figures in Western art with respect to male and female models. See, e.g., 
Abigail Solomon-Godeau, “Male Trouble: A Crisis in Representation,” Art History 16, no. 2 
(June 1993): 286–312. 
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animation for 2-D graphics, but when it came to 3-D body modeling, the stick figure 

animations that hybrid machines produced did not meet an enthusiastic market.   

In each of the following chapters, it will become evident that the existence of the 

model, an object of reference, whether living or inanimate, matters to the way that 

computer graphic modeling developed and how that history unfolded. As I mentioned in 

the Introduction, a computer graphic model usually refers to the graphical 

representation of a computer-generated form, consisting of a data set of electronic 

binary code. But the word model also referred to a physical thing – a sculpture, a living 

body, or a figurine – that the practitioner deployed in the model-building process. Even 

if he or she did not refer to a physical object to build a computer-generated model, 2-D 

images provided visual reference for creating the graphical depiction and served as an 

“indexical trace,” to borrow a phrase from film theorist Philip Rosen,156 of an original 

referent or set of referents. The term index derives from the linguist and semiotician 

Charles Sanders Peirce, who in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries 

established a theory of signs that underscored the importance of interpretation to 

signification. Peirce defined the index as “a real thing or fact which is a sign of its 

object by virtue of being connected with it as a matter of fact and by also forcibly 

intruding upon the mind, quite regardless of its being interpreted as a sign.”157 In film 

theorist Philip Rosen’s words, the index reveals “some existential connection between a 

                                                
156 Philip Rosen, Change Mummified: Cinema, Historicity, Theory (Minneapolis, MN: 
University of Minnesota Press, 2001), 20. 
157 Charles Sanders Peirce, Collected Papers of Charles Sanders Peirce, Volumes III and IV, 4th 
ed., vol. 3 (Cambridge, MA: Belknap Press, 1974), 359. 
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specific referent and the signifier, [while the signifier] will always provide the subject 

with irrefutable testimony as to the real existence of the referent.”158 

I am taking some liberties here in borrowing the term for describing the body 

model in computer graphics, because I am interested primarily in the depiction of the 

body model as object of reference rather than the image itself as the object of 

significance, which is what primarily concerns film theorists. Even so, despite the 

original body model having long since been erased from historical record, the indexical 

trace of the body – its reference to a physical referent, so to speak – attests to the 

model’s staying power. The extent to which that physical referent might be 

recognizably traced, however, could be up for debate, and I will return to that question 

later. 

 The rest of this chapter addresses three organizing concepts about the body 

model for computer graphics on which I build my analysis for later chapters. I borrow 

from work on scientific models in science studies, visual studies and art history, and I 

extrapolate from these texts to make a case for the need to interrogate in new ways a 

variety of modeling practices – and indeed, what even counts as a model – in computer 

graphics and animation. We will revisit some of the featured examples of models and 

modeling practices in later chapters, but I also take the opportunity to briefly introduce 

other examples of computer graphic modeling that do not appear in later chapters to 

                                                
158 Rosen, Change Mummified: Cinema, Historicity, Theory, 18. The index took on a special 
meaning with respect to the cinematic image, due in large part to French film theorist Andre 
Bazin’s 1945 essay about photographic and cinematic realism entitled, “The Ontology of the 
Photographic Image.” Rosen draws heavily on Bazin to characterize the indexical trace as “a 
matter of pastness,” wherein the photographic and filmic image depict a scene that was in the 
“camera’s ‘presence’” at some point in the past. Ibid., 20. 
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illustrate the constellation of objects and practices associated with computer graphic 

modeling from the 1960s through 1980s.  

 It is difficult to describe models without making analogies, as models are 

inherently analogical. Therefore, the following subsections adopt an analogical logic. 

They include: “Model as technology and tool,” “Model as transformation and 

manipulation,” and “Model as analogy and resemblance.”  

 

Model as technology and tool  

In Models as Mediators, Margaret Morrison and Mary S. Morgan proclaim that 

scientific models constitute technologies, and their valence comes from being used to 

experimental, representational, and interventionist ends. Though their essay centers on 

economic models, the authors argue that extrapolating to different kinds of scientific 

models is warranted. They state: 

Scientific models have certain features which enable us to treat them as a 
technology. … Because of their characteristics of autonomy and 
representational power, and their ability to effect a relation between 
scientific theories and the world, they can act as a powerful agent in the 
learning process. That is to say, models are both a means to and a source 
of knowledge.159 

 
Models are tools for teaching and knowledge-building. Morrison and Morgan argue that 

building and manipulating models can “teach us things about themselves.”160 The 

authors continue, “When we build a model, we create a kind of representative structure. 

But, when we manipulate the model, or calculate things within the model, we learn, in 

                                                
159 Morrison, Margaret and Morgan, Mary S., “Models as Mediating Instruments,” 35. 
160 Ibid., 33. 
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the first instance, about the model world – the situation depicted by the model.”161 

Learning about the “model world,” or in this case, the world of computer systems that 

graphically express things, exemplifies much of the research conducted by computer 

graphic scientists interested in developing algorithms for modeling and transformation.  

The computer graphic body model serves as a tool to test162 animation and 

rendering of humanoid figures. In Evelyn Fox Keller’s words, models are “tools for 

material intervention.”163 To that, I would add more specifically that computer graphic 

models are also tools for aesthetic intervention, whether intentionally or unintentionally. 

Recall the Catmull-Miner model from the Introduction. The 3-D model was used in 

several projects from the 1970s to 1980s to test animation and rendering programs. I 

suggest that aside from the computerized model, we might also consider that Laraine 

Miner herself stood in as a “technology” in the service of her then-husband’s research.  

Computer graphics scientist Ed Catmull cast Miner in plaster from head to toe, 

then he digitized the plaster cast using a digitizing pen attached to a small gantry. I will 

delineate the digitizing process in more detail in Chapter 3, but for now, I focus on the 

significations of the many incarnations of Miner’s body in digitized form. A full-body 

view and a partial side view of the 3-D model are featured in Figures 1.1 and 1.2 

respectively. While we don’t have photographic evidence at our disposal during the  

                                                
161 Ibid. 
162 For a sociology of test images in the history of color television, see Dylan Mulvin and 
Jonathan Sterne, “Scenes from an Imaginary Country: Test Images and the American Color 
Television Standard,” Television & New Media 17, no. 1 (2016): 21–43. See also Trevor Pinch, 
“‘Testing -- One, Two, Three ... Testing!’ Toward a Sociology of Testing,” Science, Technology 
& Human Values 18, no. 1 (Winter 1993): 25–41. 
163 Evelyn Fox Keller, “Models Of and Models For: Theory and Practice in Contemporary 
Biology,” Philosophy of Science 67, no. Supplement: Proceedings of the 1998 Biennial 
Meetings of the Philosophy of Science Association (September 2000): S77. 
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plaster casting phase, the static wireframe form in Figure 1.1 resembles that of a plaster 

cast; Miner’s arms propped stiffly (and probably rather uncomfortably) at her sides. The 

plaster of Paris wrapped around her hands much like mittens would cover the thumb 

and fingers. Figure 1.2 is a clearer depiction of the wireframe form, whose gridded lines 

reveal the contours that Catmull most likely drew on the dried cast after he removed it 

from her body. Through the process of casting Miner’s body and digitizing the cast, 

Figure 1.1 and 1.2 Still images from a test film of the 3-D wireframe Catmull-
Miner body model, built by Ed Catmull at the University of Utah, exact date 
unknown, circa early 1970s. His then-wife Laraine Miner served as the body 
model. Note the stilted stance of the full-body image on the left, indicating the 
stiff plaster cast of the physical model that got digitized. Photo by the author. 
“Computer Animation F103.” David C. Evans audio-visual collection A0159, 
Special Collections and Archives. University of Utah, J. Willard Marriott Library.  
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Catmull treated these steps as means to an end in his quest to learn about getting surface 

information of a body into the computer.164  

We might also consider the Catmull-Miner model a prop – arguably, a variation 

on a tool – in the futuristic sci-fi thriller Futureworld (Dir. Richard T. Heffron, 1976). It 

briefly appears in the periphery of a scene, and the context in which it appears attests to 

not only the tool-like aspect of the model itself but also what the model stood for in the 

film. A sequel to Westworld (Dir. Michael Crichton, 1973), Futureworld is set in an 

immersive make-believe space station, administered by a company called Delos. Delos 

has attempted to make a comeback after androids murderously ran amok in the Wild 

West-themed Westworld two years prior. What we later learn is that the company has 

ulterior motives for bringing high-profile guests aboard the space station. Delos is 

actively making clones of rich and powerful international figures, programming them to 

operate on behalf of the company’s interests, while killing the original individual.165  

 Figure 1.3 depicts a close-up of a still from the scene in Futureworld featuring 

two computer-generated body models created by Ed Catmull. The Catmull-Miner 

model appears on the left-hand side of the frame, and Catmull’s computer-generated 

hand appears on the right. We see the model being pieced together limb by limb by a 

male operator (presumably a robot), showing that Delos is designing and building 

robots with the use of state-of-the-art equipment. The computer-generated hand on the 

right of the image predates the Catmull-Miner model. The hand is perhaps one of the  

                                                
164 Catmull most likely used a DEC PDP-10 minicomputer and Teletype console, connected to 
an Evans & Sutherland Picture System graphics display. 
165 Richard T. Heffron, Futureworld, DVD (American International Pictures, 1976). 
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earliest examples of a custom-made 3-D computer animated body part, created by Ed 

Catmull and Fred Parke for Catmull’s dissertation project. Originally featured in A 

Computer-Animated Hand, a four-minute video made in 1972 at the University of Utah 

as part of Catmull’s project, the hand was animated using a program that Catmull wrote 

called MOP, or Motion Picture Language (I will return to this case in Chapter 3). In this 

Futureworld scene, it’s implied that the computer-generated models on the screen are 

design prototypes for constructing the actual androids.  

Stepping away from bodies for a moment, the Utah teapot offers a quintessential 

example of a model as a tool for computer graphics practitioners. It is a widely 

distributed teapot data set that computer scientists and animators have used to test 

Figure 1.3 Close-up of a still from a scene in Futureworld (Dir. Richard T. 
Heffron, 1976). In this scene, a computer operator puts together the Catmull-
Miner model piece by piece on the left-hand side of the frame. The torso is fixed 
in place and the head is being moved to sit atop the torso. On the right-hand side, 
Ed Catmull’s computer-animated hand rotates on the screen. The footage depicted 
on the right-hand screen is from Ed Catmull and Fred Parke’s A Computer 
Animated Hand (1972). Futureworld (Dir. Richard T. Heffron, 1976), American 
International Pictures. DVD. 
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techniques of rendering three-dimensional objects using computer graphics. The teapot 

model was developed by Martin Newell in 1975 at the University of Utah. The story 

goes that while he and his wife Susan Newell were in the kitchen one morning, Susan 

suggested that he use their porcelain Melitta teapot to generate the geometry for an 

object with different kinds of curved surfaces. The teapot contained complex curves and 

its form cast shadows on itself, offering Newell a challenge for algorithmically 

expressing how light rays would hit the surface of the object. He took a sheet of graph 

paper and measured and drafted the teapot (Figure 1.4), then manually plotted the 

coordinates in a computer, most likely using the PDP-10 or PDP-11 and a Teletype 

console. The drawing in Figure 1.4 resembles the “drafting conventions”166 of an 

engineering design drawing; an initial elevation, a quick sketch laying out the basic 

measurements and proportions of the object being studied, and some alternate views 

(see the sketch of a cross-section on the right-hand side of Figure 1.4). 

In his dissertation on graphics research at the University of Utah, Jacob Gaboury 

poetically introduces the Utah teapot, explaining why the object offered an ideal 

problem for 3-D modeling in 1975:  

The pot’s simple, modern shape was an ideal fit for the then-current 
challenges to the field of computer graphics: it was a convex object, 
contained saddle-points, had a concave element (the hole in the handle), 
it self-shadowed, had hidden surface issues, and looked reasonable when 
displayed without a complex surface texture. It was complex enough to 
test the problems that challenged the field, but was also an elegant, 
simple, and recognizable design.167 
 

                                                
166 Kathryn Henderson, On Line and On Paper: Visual Representations, Visual Culture, and 
Computer Graphics in Design Engineering (Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 1999), 36–44. 
167 Gaboury, “Image Objects: An Archaeology of Computer Graphics, 1965-1979,” 169–70. 
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The Utah teapot offers a compelling anecdote, perhaps most importantly framed by its 

mundaneness as a “domestic object.”168 Gaboury ponders how this object could 

“become an icon and emblem of an entire discipline” given its “highly gendered” 

significance.169 Figure 1.5 shows Newell’s teapot on display at the Computer History 

Museum. Despite its mass-produced nature, the “social life”170 of this object has been 

transformed to museum artifact. The teapot is a physical model for an iconic computer-

generated image, albeit one that, according to Gaboury, serves as “a ‘good enough’ 

approximation of a material thing, both immediately recognizable and invisible in its 

generic signaling of ‘object-ness.’”171 The fact that the Melitta teapot is a recognizable, 

visually appealing, yet mundane object provided an ideal test case for building a digital 

world that visually resembled a real one.  

 

                                                
168 Ibid., 176–77. 
169 Ibid., 177. 
170 Appadurai, “Introduction: Commodities and the Politics of Value.” 
171 Gaboury, “Image Objects: An Archaeology of Computer Graphics, 1965-1979,” 176. 
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Figure 1.4 and 1.5 A drafted drawing on graph paper (top) of Martin Newell’s 
Melitta teapot (below) on display in the Computer History Museum. 
Computer History Museum online exhibition, “Computer Graphics, Music, 
and Art,” accessed May 12, 2017. 
http://www.computerhistory.org/revolution/computer-graphics-music-and-
art/15/206. Collection of the Computer History Museum. 
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 I want to suggest that even though graphics scientists acknowledged the 

difficulties in modeling human figures and human motion, they treated bodies, whether 

living or artificial, as physical objects, albeit ones made of complex materials. In 

computer graphics, the body is an object just like a teapot. What made the Utah teapot 

the quintessential computer graphic model was its status as a recognizable object; a 

universal stand-in for testing transformation and rendering algorithms.   

Graphics scientists and animators continue to use the Utah Teapot to the extent 

that they label it an industry inside joke. The graphically transformed teapot has 

frequently appeared as a prop in test images and computer-generated scenes. For 

instance, it appeared in a 1995 episode of the Simpsons as well as a scene in Toy Story 

(Dir. John Lasseter, 1995). When the transformed teapot appears in a research paper or 

a computer-generated rendering, it serves as a knowing wink to graphics practitioners 

and computer animators and signals the self-reflexivity deployed by computer graphics 

practitioners, an implicit acknowledgement of the mimetic nature of their work. The 

teapot offers a neutral object, one that is elegantly shaped, recognizable in its function, 

and presumably apolitical in its inclusion in a computer-generated scene.  

 

Model as transformation and manipulation 

In her autobiographical account of figure modeling, author Kathleen Rooney 

describes how she feels when posing: “You are frozen forever in the process of 

becoming. You are never fully formed. Each session presents the opportunity to adopt a 
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daring new identity for a finite time.”172 The artist model’s appealing quality is her 

ability to transform and be molded into something else with every circumstance, and we 

might say the same for computerized models. As we learned in the previous section, 

people in graphics research and commercial production devise algorithms, construct 

data sets, and build computer graphic models as tools for the purpose of learning about 

the model itself, but also to transform and manipulate images. Now, we should unpack 

what transformation and manipulation mean in the computer graphic context. 

Transformation as an organizing concept has been a hot topic for the past few 

decades. Scholars from a range of disciplines have discussed the relationship between 

transformation and embodiment in Western culture: in history,173 science studies,174 

sociology,175 anthropology,176 film and media studies,177 and literary theory,178 for 

example. According to sociologist Rebecca Coleman, “transformation is an organizing 
                                                
172 Kathleen Rooney, Live Nude Girl: My Life as an Object (Fayetteville, AR: University of 
Arkansas Press, 2010), 158. 
173 Warren I. Susman, Culture As History: The Transformation of American Society in the 
Twentieth Century, 2nd ed. (New York: Pantheon Books, 1984). 
174 Myers, Rendering Life Molecular: Models, Modelers, and Excitable Matter; Richard Doyle, 
On Beyond Living: Rhetorical Transformations of the Life Sciences (Stanford, CA: Stanford 
University Press, 1997); Michael Lynch, “Sacrifice and the Transformation of the Animal Body 
into a Scientific Object: Laboratory Culture and Ritual Practice in the Neurosciences,” Social 
Studies of Science 18 (1988): 265–89. 
175 Rebecca Coleman, Transforming Images: Screens, Affect, Futures (London and New York: 
Routledge, 2013). 
176 Michael Taussig, Mimesis and Alterity: A Particular History of the Senses (New York and 
London: Routledge, 1993). 
177 Gilles Deleuze, Cinema I: The Movement-Image, trans. Hugh Tomlinson and Barbara 
Habberjam, 5th ed. (Minneapolis, MN: University of Minnesota Press, 1997); Vivian Sobchack, 
The Address of the Eye: A Phenomenology of Film Experience (Princeton, NJ: Princeton 
University Press, 1992); Vivian Sobchack, Carnal Thoughts: Embodiment and Moving Image 
Culture (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2004); Sobchack, “Introduction”; Bode, 
Making Believe: Screen Performance and Special Effects in Popular Cinema; Deborah Levitt, 
The Animatic Apparatus: Animation, Vitality, and the Futures of the Image (Alresford, UK: 
Zero Books, 2018). 
178 Catherine Malabou, Plasticity at the Dusk of Writing: Dialectic, Destruction, Deconstruction 
(New York: Columbia University Press, 2010). 
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feature of contemporary social and cultural life so that there has become an imperative 

of transformation” [emphasis in original].179 If we follow that assertion, it might be easy 

to write transformation into (or draw transformation out of) any number of different 

practices. Transformation, however, is not just a term that I as an analyst map onto 

computer graphic modeling practices; the term is and has been used by graphics 

practitioners themselves to characterize the uses and utilities of models. Furthermore, 

the practitioners acknowledge the slippery, polysemous nature of the word model, and 

as I will demonstrate in Chapters 3 and 4, graphics scientists, modelers, and animators 

often approached the uses and utilities of 3-D models self-reflexively.  

 The manipulability of computer models is what makes them what they are; they 

are mutable, shifting, transformational objects, at once visual representations of things 

as well as objects at work in the world. If we revisit Morrison and Morgan’s essay in 

Models as Mediators, the authors extend the model-as-tool analogy to explain that the 

model as a tool only really becomes important and applicable when in use, when 

manipulated: 

Just as one needs to use or observe the use of a hammer in order to really 
understand its function, similarly, models have to be used before they 
will give up their secrets. In this sense, they have the quality of a 
technology – the power of the model only becomes apparent in the 
context of its use. Models function not just as a means of intervention, 
but also as a means of representation. It is when we manipulate the 
model that these combined features enable us to learn how and why our 
interventions work.180 

 
In brief, what good is a tool if you don’t put it to use? As an internal research proposal 

for Evans & Sutherland put it in 1974, “Much of the power of computer graphics as a 

                                                
179 Coleman, Transforming Images: Screens, Affect, Futures, 1. 
180 Morrison, Margaret and Morgan, Mary S., “Models as Mediating Instruments,” 12. 
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problem solving tool lies in its ability to allow the human operator to define, 

manipulate, and examine models graphically.”181 Putting the model to use implied 

manipulating it. The many incarnations of the Catmull-Miner model and the Utah 

Teapot attest to the intended uses of these objects. To transform and manipulate a 

computer graphic model is to implicate its representational characteristics as well. 

 The reader might be wondering whether the trope of transformation and 

manipulation only applies to digital computer graphics. Does the analogy of “model as 

transformation and manipulation” hold up if we consider how modeling enters the 

picture in analog computer animation? I argue that indeed it does. By modeling the flow 

of moving bodies, analog animation machines, such as the Animac and Scanimate, 

yielded expressively fluent forms, drawing attention to the transformative properties of 

analog-computer-generated images, as well as the ability to manipulate images in real-

time. Take for instance the computer-animated film, Growing (Dir. Gary C. Bergland, 

1969), which features swirly abstracted circular and linear shapes that transform into 

figures resembling flowers (note how I say “figures resembling flowers” rather than 

simply “flowers.” More on that shortly.). 

 In 1969, the Encyclopaedia Britannica Educational Corporation commissioned 

Computer Image Corporation to create Growing. In an article in a 1969 issue of 

Entertainment World, the author marvels at the film, calling it “a highly imaginative 

‘graphic-structional’ for young children which takes the viewer through heretofore 

unknown visual experiences. And effectively communicates its message on how things 

                                                
181 “The Model System,” 1974, 1, David C. Evans Papers, University of Utah Special 
Collections. 
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grow.”182 I am skeptical about whether the film was effective in its ability to 

communicate how things grow. The swirly, sinewy abstract shapes that float and 

transform across the screen evoked a sense of awe, especially at the time, considering 

the electronically synthetic nature of the film, which many of the spectators from the 

industry hadn’t seen before. Figure 1.6 offers a series of still images from the film to  

    

     

 

illustrate the abstract shapes featured in Growing and give the reader a sense of the 

flowing movement modeled from Computer Image Corporation’s Animac machine,  

                                                
182 Art Harger, “Snow White and the Seven Analogs,” Entertainment World, October 31, 1969, 
Collection of Edwin J. Tajchman. 

Figure 1.6 Series of still images from Growing (Dir. Gary C. Bergland, 1969). Note the 
abstract geometric and spirograph shapes that are combined to create shapes resembling 
flowers. Photos by the author. Library of Congress Moving Image Collection. 
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which I will discuss more in depth in Chapter 2. Indeed, the saturated pinks and yellows 

and reds of the flowers, spirograph shapes, and backgrounds are striking. However, I 

wonder the extent to which Growing was really an educational (or rather, “graphic-

structional”) tool. 

 

Model as analogy and resemblance 

By now it should be apparent that it is difficult to describe models without 

referring to metaphors and analogies. We could say that a model is like the thing it 

references but it is not exactly that thing. Sergio Sismondo says that “even mathematical 

models should be analogues of physical systems, and as analogues they are tools for 

understanding, describing, and exploring those systems. They should behave in the 

same way as the things they represent behave. Models are therefore different from 

theories not only in being applied, but in being analogues.”183  

 Despite the transformability of the computer graphic model, there remains a 

recognizable trace to the original referent. Recall the Catmull-Miner model. The data set 

helped inform computer graphic science, and at the same time, both scientific and 

artistic experimentation informed what the model would look like at any given moment. 

But in the end, the model still comprised information about the shape of Miner’s body 

and that information was expressed graphically. We could call her likeness and its 

staying power the index of the computer graphic image. Again, building on Peircian 

semiotics and adapting the index to computer graphics and animation, and digital 

                                                
183 Sergio Sismondo, “Models, Simulations, and Their Objects,” Science in Context 12, no. 2 
(June 1999): 249. 
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imaging in general, I follow a growing body of literature that pushes back against film 

theory that establishes a firm break between computer-based imaging practices and 

those that preceded it, including photography, film, and video. Writers including Tom 

Gunning, Philip Rosen, and Kris Paulsen challenge these totalizing claims, arguing for 

an analysis of moving image phenomena with greater attunement to continuity in 

moving image practices.184 

 The relationship between the original object, its referents and its visual 

reproducibility implicate the visual and material cultures of science. Feminist science 

and visual studies scholar Lisa Cartwright picks up on indexicality in the context of 

science studies: “indexicality consists not in mobility … but in a more radical 

specificity of material qualities that convey from substance to substance, in a mutability 

that requires contact and a small scale on which movement occurs.”185 That mutability 

and movement, what Bruno Latour would call “cascades of transformation,”186 link 

together visual resemblances in a computer graphic model’s transformation. To that 

end, resemblance becomes an important part of the discussion, serving as a way to 

access the model’s latent presence in computer-generated images. 

 How does one describe resemblance? I have already stated that a model is like 

the thing it references but it is not exactly that thing. Recognizability is helpful, as we 
                                                
184 See, e.g., Philip Rosen, Change Mummified: Cinema, Historicity, Theory (Minneapolis, MN: 
University of Minnesota Press, 2001), especially Chapter 8: Old and New: Image, Indexicality, 
and Historicity in the Digital Utopia; Tom Gunning, “Moving Away from the Index: Cinema 
and the Impression of Reality,” Differences 18, no. 1 (2007): 29–52; Kris Paulsen, “The Index 
and the Interface,” Representations 122, no. 1 (Spring 2013): 83–109; Kris Paulsen, 
Here/There: Telepresence, Touch, and Art at the Interface (Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 
2017). 
185 Cartwright, “Visual Science Studies: Always Already Materialist,” 257. 
186 Bruno Latour, “The More Manipulations, the Better,” in Representation in Scientific 
Practice Revisited, ed. Catelijne Coopmans et al. (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2014), 347. 
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analogize between things that we recognize to be similar in some way or another. An 

example from Roland Barthes’ Camera Lucida might help us elucidate resemblance. 

Camera Lucida was published shortly before Barthes’ death in 1980. The book offers a 

philosophical study of the photographic image as well as a tribute to the author’s late 

mother. In this excerpt, Barthes contemplates the recognizability of his mother in a 

photograph:  

And here the essential question first appeared: did I recognize her?  
According to these photographs, sometimes I recognized a region of her 
face, a certain relation of nose and forehead, the movement of her arms, 
her hands. I never recognized her except in fragments, which is to say 
that I missed her being, and that therefore I missed her altogether. It was 
not she, and yet it was no one else. I would have recognized her among 
thousands of other women, yet I did not ‘find’ her. I recognized her 
differentially, not essentially. Photography thereby compelled me to 
perform a painful labor; straining toward the essence of her identity. I 
was struggling among images partially true, and therefore totally false. 
To say, confronted with a certain photograph, ‘That’s almost the way she 
was!’ was more distressing than to say, confronted with another, ‘That’s 
not the way she was at all’ [emphasis in original].187 

 
Barthes exasperatingly yearns for his mother’s real presence, and what he retains 

instead is merely her likeness. He can recognize parts of her face – “a certain relation of 

nose and forehead … her hands” – and indeed the photograph is like the person that it 

references but it is not that person. 

 Presenting a series of images and offering analyses of their depictions remains 

the most effective way to begin forming linkages, and hence significations, between and 

among the “cascades of transformation”188 that computer graphic models-in-use 

engender. To that end, I echo Barbara Stafford’s important call for “a more nuanced 

                                                
187 Roland Barthes, Camera Lucida: Reflections on Photography, trans. Richard Howard, 2nd 
ed. (New York: Hill and Wang, 2010), 65–66. 
188 Latour, “The More Manipulations, the Better,” 347. 
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picture of resemblance and connectedness.”189 In Visual Analogy, Stafford points out 

that “we possess no language for talking about resemblance, only an exaggerated 

awareness of difference.”190 Regarding analogy in images, Stafford states: 

Most fundamentally, analogy is the vision of ordered relationships 
articulated as similarity-in-difference. ... Analogues retain their 
individual intensity while being focused, interpreted, and related to other 
distinctive analogues and the prime analogue. We should imagine 
analogy, then, as a participatory performance, a ballet of centripetal and 
centrifugal forces lifting gobbets of sameness from one level or sphere to 
another. Analogy correlates originality with continuity, what comes after 
with what went before, ensuing parts with evolving whole. This transport 
of predicates involves a mutual sharing in, or partaking of, certain 
determinable quantitative and qualitative attributes through a mediating 
image.191 

 
The “similarity-in-difference” of computer graphic models to their referents represents a 

crucial component of understanding histories of computer-generated imaging (or any 

other form of imaging for that matter). The “participatory performance” of visual 

analogy enrolls such disparate sensibilities as quotation, mimesis, measurement and 

desire.   

 Stafford laments the lack of a coherently rigorous approach to analyzing analogy 

in computer imaging. She states, “At the close of the twentieth century, it should give us 

pause that we still lack a flexible method for orchestrating the jumble of discrete 

emissions and darting blips that swim across countless monitors. They remain a 

hermetic system of graphic symbols for which we have lost the analogical key.”192 I 

would like to think that there’s a way to recover that “analogical key.” If we are to start 

                                                
189 Barbara Maria Stafford, Visual Analogy: Consciousness As the Art of Connecting 
(Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 1999), 9. 
190 Ibid., 10. 
191 Ibid., 9. 
192 Ibid., 55. 
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constructing a method for describing visual analogy, we may as well begin with body 

models – instantiations of material and visual analogies par excellence. 

 The computer graphic body model is a technology in the sense that it serves as a 

tool for computer graphic scientists and animators. It is a transformational device, 

allowing for changes in the physical appearance of the thing being depicted. It is a 

metaphor for the imitative practices of computing and specifically computer graphics, 

and when rendered, it draws attention to the computer-generated nature of the image. 

With the proliferation, manipulability, and dissemination of digital images in the 

present day, we need to devise new ways to make sense of analogy and resemblance, to 

make informed assessments about quotation, reference and transmission, and to bring 

bodies back into the seemingly abstract realm of information systems, as indexical 

traces that are always already present. 
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CHAPTER 2 
 

MODELING MOVEMENT IN ANALOG AND  
DIGITAL COMPUTER ANIMATION, 1961-1984 

 

On February 5, 1969, a team of engineers at Computer Image Corporation in 

Denver, Colorado filmed a professional dancer moving in a body harness replete with 

wires, straps, and potentiometers. The harness was connected to an electronic analog-

digital hybrid computer called the Animac (Figure 2.1). This machine could render and 

animate a computer-generated stick figure in real time, either by manipulating the 

machine’s switches and knobs or by doing so while a human model wore a harness. 

Ordinarily, if the technician or engineer chose to wear the harness to animate the stick 

figure that appeared on the Animac’s cathode ray tube (CRT) screen, he would wear the 

harness over coveralls while performing the motions. But on that day, the team of male 

engineers brought in a professional female dancer named Debbie Macomber to help 

generate publicity for Computer Image and the Animac. Chief Engineer at Computer 

Image, Edwin Tajchman remembers that his team of engineers taped the harness to her 

legs and arms. He humorously recalled, “They wanted a nice dancer there. … We had 

all kinds of volunteers to tape the potentiometers to her.”193  

We might chuckle (or wince) at the thought of a group of male engineers 

tripping over each other for the opportunity to tape wires to a young female dancer. But 

the fact that Macomber was recruited for a promotional photo-shoot reveals more than 

the simple and perhaps predictable fact that male computer programmers were excited 

to handle a pretty young dancer. The recruitment of her talent in the form of expert 

                                                
193 Edwin Tajchman, Oral History, February 15, 2016. 
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movement signals what inventor Lee Harrison III and his team at Computer Image 

hoped to achieve through Animac animation: computer-generated figures that fluidly 

moved in real time. Computer Image sought someone with not only expert command of 

their body, but also a particular style to their movement, to show off what the machine 

could do.  

 

 

In this chapter I demonstrate that from the early 1960s through 1980s, computer 

scientists, engineers, animators and artists called upon corporeal analogies and 

metaphors to make sense of the animation machinery and programming, in the interest 

Figure 2.1 Photograph of partial view of the Animac showing the patch panel, date 
unknown. Collection of Dave Sieg. 
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of making humanoid bodies move on a screen. Practitioners often inscribed information 

from living, moving bodies into computer circuitry and code, regardless of whether they 

recruited models to help carry out their work. They used corporeal metaphors to model 

the intended graphical output of the machinery. This chapter is divided into two main 

parts, both revolving around the topic of modeling the motion of humanoid characters 

using computers and how it has changed from the early 1960s to the late 1980s. My 

entry point into this discussion is by way of the human model and the animator – 

sometimes one and the same person – in the development of computer animation 

techniques for both analog-digital hybrid and digital computer systems. I highlight the 

importance of the presence of a living model as referent for the study of movement in 

both analog and digital computer animation. Sometimes, animators and scientists 

recruited dancers to capture their aesthetically pleasing movements. Animators also 

used their own bodies as sources of information, studying their own motions and facial 

expressions in mirrors. The use of mirrors is a common technique in traditional 

animation, as animators inscribed and then often exaggerated or caricaturized 

information about their own bodies in the resulting animated character. 

In the first section, I use design schematics, archival footage, and Debbie 

Macomber’s interaction with the Animac to highlight an early example of corporeal 

underpinnings in analog-digital computer animation from the 1960s. The fact that she 

was recruited and her labor rendered visible strictly for promotional purposes attests to 

the public-facing interest in drawing attention to a feminized depiction of body 

modeling, whereas in the research and development phase, the anonymous male 

technicians served as body models when needed. I will indicate how Macomber’s 
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encounter with the Animac revealed the shortcomings of the machine, attesting to the 

fact that while analog computer animation captured and represented the continuous and 

dynamic motions of stick figures on a screen, its marketable qualities were re-packaged 

into factory style automated animation for 2-D cartoons and flying logos.  

 In the second part, I discuss research in computer animation at the New York 

Institute of Technology from the early 1980s, focusing on the human models who 

helped contribute to making digital computer animation appear more believable and 

captivating. I also highlight the influence of dance and traditional animation techniques 

in computer graphics research to argue that computer animators needed a keen sense of 

not only how to graphically convey motion and emotion, but also how to embed those 

properties in digital character animation. I conclude the chapter with a coda on 

animation software that entered the market in the mid-1980s, when companies 

blackboxed computer animation techniques by issuing software packages, thus 

standardizing the possibilities for character articulation.  

I argue that knowledge of key concepts in animation and human motion 

constituted (and continues to constitute) an important part of whether the humanoid 

figure was convincingly animated for commercial media purposes. Rather than stilted, 

robotic movements, computer scientists and animators sought methods of expressing 

the flow of bodily movement, using analog and digital machines. I flip the model-as-

metaphor concept in Chapter 1, instead framing both analog and digital computer 

animation techniques where bodily metaphors serve as the model. Metaphor written into 

circuitry and code served as the exemplar for how bodily articulation should be ordered 

and carried out. Metaphors in computer circuitry and code reflected the “model body” 
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to be animated, although the reality of the computer-generated figure’s animation didn’t 

always gracefully map onto the mechanized, encoded ideal.  

In both traditional forms of animation and computer animation, the animator 

often refers to his or her own movements in a mirror or in video recordings, providing 

visual reference for modeling human motion.194 Hence, the animator serves a key role 

in computer animation because he or she interprets and incorporates his or her own 

movements and expressions into character animation, paying close attention to joint and 

limb articulations, and emotion and exaggeration of gestures.195 In short, the animator 

serves as his or her own motion reference model. Even when animators establish a 

standard set of motions that aren’t based on a human model or their own bodies as 

referent, they often draw on concepts in animation, like the squash and stretch rule for 

malleable objects in motion, to make the illusion of motion more believable.196  

While it may not seem surprising to state that bodily metaphors existed (and still 

do exist) in computer machinery and character animation systems, these instances 

reveal a pattern on the part of computer scientists, animators, and artists to map 

corporeal metaphors onto computer hardware and procedures to put the human in the 

computer. The mapping of metaphors onto computer operations signaled that these 

linguistic associations with body parts served as models for how characters were 

supposed to be animated. Moreover, with respect to analog computer animation, 

                                                
194 Ed Hooks, Acting for Animators: A Complete Guide to Performance Animation (Portsmouth, 
NH: Heinemann, 2000), 93–95; Paul Wells, Basics Animation 03: Drawing for Animation 
(Switzerland: AVA Publishing, 2009), 7. 
195 Lisa Cartwright, “The Hands of the Animator: Rotoscopic Projection, Condensation, and 
Repetition Automatism in the Fleischer Apparatus,” Body & Society 18, no. 1 (2012): 47–78. 
196 John Lasseter, “Principles of Traditional Animation Applied to 3D Computer Animation,” 
Computer Graphics 21, no. 4 (July 1987): 36–37. 
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modeling human movement was already inherent to the form and function of the 

machine due to its analogical nature. Contrastingly, the discontinuous nature of digital 

computer code implied a procedural, discrete approach to modeling movement. Early 3-

D humanoid figures modeled with geometric shapes and simple joint articulation 

yielded markedly more stilted marionette-like movement compared to the flowing 

movements in analog animation. This was partly due to the design of the model in use, 

as well as the hierarchical nature of joint articulation in digital computer animation 

programs. 

This chapter helps us see that there was no clear “shift” from analog to digital 

computing formats; they were (and in some cases still are) all mixed up with each other 

in the machinery itself through signal and voltage control, video and film recording 

equipment, and various forms of raster displays. An important example of the 

combination of analog and digital technologies in computer animation includes the 

Animac and its more marketable successor, the Scanimate. Academic articles, technical 

papers, correspondences, and conference proceedings for computer graphics research 

reveal that digital computers needed to interface with analog film and television formats 

for any aspect of display, whether or not the display consisted of drawn vector lines 

characteristic of oscilloscope displays, or whether it generated color or halftone for 

raster displays. So, while computer software operated within digital computer systems 

(mainframe computers, minicomputers, and personal computers), they still interfaced 

with analog imaging technologies – though not necessarily what we consider to be 

analog computers – through the 1990s and into the twenty-first century.  
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While this project does not explicitly endeavor to contribute to critical histories 

of television, or television studies in general, I want to point out the often under-

acknowledged role of television commercial production in the history of computer 

graphics and animation. Indeed, many of the technical “firsts” in terms of broadcasting 

footage to laypeople (rather than to communities of computer scientists at conferences, 

for instance) made in whole or in part by computer-generated imagery happened via 

television. The oversight by historians and media critics may be due to the fact that 

many of these “firsts” pertain to the production of television commercials, which while 

the history of commercial advertising in the U.S. has been explored, television 

commercial production is rarely the subject of rigorous scholarly attention in film and 

media studies. However, several articles in trade journals, newspapers, and magazines 

about commercial computer graphics for television production appeared in the 1970s 

and 1980s, which suggests that a lively conversation about computer graphics in 

television existed, often laced with optimistic ideas about how computer graphics would 

shape the future of broadcast media.197 Another challenge to studying the history of 

television commercial production involves the question of audience reception, and 

furthermore in the case of computer graphics, whether or not the viewing public 

realized what they were watching was computer-animated to begin with (and whether 

                                                
197 See, e.g., “Bob Abel’s Views on the Present/Future of Computer Graphics,” Back Stage, 
April 8, 1988. 
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they even cared). I will return to this theme in Chapters 3 and 4 when I discuss 

computer graphics aesthetics in commercial media during the 1980s.198 

A closely related realm of electronically mediated imaging from the 1960s 

onward includes experimental video art. According to historian Peter Sachs Collopy, 

“Video artists first adopted digital minicomputers as programmable controllers in order 

to manipulate the behavior of analog synthesizers more precisely and intricately.”199 

Significant crossover existed between people, equipment, sites, and performances in 

experimental video art and computer animation, but because I focus on computerized 

human modeling, I will not address video art in the following pages. This focus is 

regrettably at the expense of a more in-depth analysis of precisely how and in what 

circumstances these networks overlapped.200 Nonetheless, it is worth acknowledging the 

contributions of and collaborations between video and computer artists from the 1960s 

through 1990s, and equally worth mentioning some conflicts that arose. Because of 

similarities in the design of analog-digital computer animation and computer-controlled 

video synthesizers, inventors occasionally filed (or threatened to file) patent disputes. 

For example, Lee Harrison III, the inventor of the hybrid computer animation machine 

Scanimate, thought that Bill Etra and Steve Rutt, inventors of the analog-controlled 
                                                
198 John Corner, “Television and the Practice of ‘Criticism,’” Flow, September 22, 2006, 
https://www.flowjournal.org/2006/09/television-and-the-practice-of-criticism/; Amy Villarejo, 
Ethereal Queer: Television, Historicity, Desire (Durham: Duke University Press, 2014), 1–29. 
199 Collopy, “Video Synthesizers: From Analog Computing to Digital Art,” 75. 
200 The papers of the renowned experimental video arts residency, Experimental Television 
Center, Owego, NY, contain several examples of grant applications that span four decades 
where visiting artists applied for funding to work with both digital computer and video 
equipment to create moving images. The collection was recently acquired by the Rose Goldsen 
Archive of New Media Art, Cornell Library Special Collections. Sherry Miller Hocking, 
“Thoughts on Collaboration: Art and Technology,” in The Emergence of Video Processing 
Tools: Television Becoming Unglued, ed. Kathy High, Sherry Miller Hocking, and Mona 
Jimenez, vol. 1 (Bristol, UK: Intellect, 2014), 329–35; Hocking, Interview with the author.  
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Rutt/Etra Video Synthesizer, infringed on the Scanimate patent.201 Indeed, so much 

crossover existed between analog-digital machines and their components in 

experimental computer and video imaging that carving out space for intellectual 

property became challenging.202 Ample crossover between experimental video art and 

computer animation attests to the aesthetically-oriented environment in which computer 

animation developed.203 

In the first section, I also argue that Macomber’s brief stint as an Animac motion 

model reveals the occasional publicizing of laboring bodies that are otherwise relegated 

behind the scenes. Macomber rendered visible the invisible labor of the engineers and 

technicians who wore the Animac harness to conduct research. When considered more 

than a mere publicity stunt, these brief moments of exposure open up space for thinking 

through what it means to model and what it means to be a model in experimental 

computer animation. When do we see models in practices of computer graphics and 

                                                
201 “Annon. Report for Patent Search,” Vasulka Archive, accessed October 18, 2016, 
http://vasulka.org/archive/Artists2/Harrison,Lee/general.pdf. 
202 For histories of computing that address patent disputes, especially the landmark 1973 case, 
Honeywell, Inc. v. Sperry Rand Corp. about the first electronic digital computer, see Alice R. 
Burks and  Arthur W. Burks, The First Electronic Computer: The Atanasoff Story (Ann Arbor: 
University of Michigan Press, 1988); Alice R. Burks and Douglas R. Hofstadter, Who Invented 
the Computer? The Legal Battle That Changed Computing History (Amherst, NY: Prometheus 
Books, 2003); Thomas Haigh, Mark Priestly, and Crispin Rope, ENIAC in Action: Making and 
Remaking the Modern Computer (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2016). For a case history of 
patent issues in early video games, see, e.g., Henry Lowood, “Video Games in Computer Space: 
The Complex History of Pong,” IEEE Annals of the History of Computing 31, no. 3 (September 
2009): 5–19. See also Alvy Ray Smith, “Digital Paint Systems: An Anecdotal and Historial 
Overview,” IEEE Annals of the History of Computing 23, no. 2 (June 2001): 19. 
203 Jeff Schier, “Early Scan Processors -- Animac/Scanimate,” in Eigenwelt Der Apparatewelt: 
Pioneers of Electronic Art (Linz, Austria: Ars Electronica, 1992), 92–95; Hocking, Interview 
with the author; Hocking, “Thoughts on Collaboration: Art and Technology”; Noll, “The 
Beginnings of Computer Art in the United States: A Memoir”; Turner, From Counterculture to 
Cyberculture: Stewart Brand, the Whole Earth Network, and the Rise of Digital Utopianism, 
46–48. 
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animation, and when are they hidden? In this case, simply put, what can Debbie 

Macomber in a harness tell us about analog computerized motion, and the desire to 

model and graphically represent human motion on a computer? What made her a 

suitable candidate for recruitment for this particular project?204 By shifting the account 

from the pioneers involved in hybrid computer animation to the previously 

underacknowledged motion models, we gain a greater impression of the behind-the-

scenes labor involved in making computerized bodies move, the limits of the 

technology, and what movements people deemed aesthetically ideal. 

 

(Body) Metaphor as (Body) Model 

 The Animac was an electronic analog computer animation machine. From the 

late 1950s to mid-1960s, Lee Harrison III and his business partner, engineer Bill 

Altemus, designed the machine in Harrison’s attic in Blue Bell, Pennsylvania. At the 

time, Harrison worked for Philco, an electronics company based in Philadelphia and an 

innovator of the high-performing surface-barrier transistor in the early 1950s.205 To get 

Harrison’s company off the ground and provide capital for developing the machine 

envisioned by Harrison, engineers and technicians who worked for the company, 

initially called Lee Harrison Associates, would help pay for the company’s upkeep by 

contributing five dollars per month for one percent of the company share.206 In 1965 

                                                
204 I would like to be able to interview Macomber but I have not yet been able to locate her. 
205 Ceruzzi, A History of Modern Computing, 65. 
206 Lee Harrison III, Lee Harrison Tape Transcription, 11, Vasulka Archive, accessed July 18, 
2016, 
http://vasulka.org/archive/RightsIntrvwInstitMediaPolicies/IntrvwInstitKaldron/55/Harrison.pdf
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Harrison moved his family to Denver, Colorado, to work for the Denver Research 

Institute while developing the Animac in his spare time. Altemus moved his family to 

Denver a few years later once Harrison established Control Image Corporation, which 

he later re-named Computer Image Corporation.207  

Harrison dreamed of creating a computer animation machine for the express 

purpose of real-time character animation, though internal documents indicate the 

intended versatility of Animac applications. He thought the Animac would effectively 

display information for satellite and aircraft tracking and “up-to-the-minute weather 

maps,”208 two fields that benefitted from electronic analogical modeling of complex 

systems. Regardless of the array of intended applications, Harrison’s main agenda for 

the Animac centered on character animation, and he embedded corporeal analogies into 

the machine’s very make-up. In fact, the original name for the machine was the Bone 

Generator.  

Considering the Animac’s ability to make moving stick figures, the Bone 

Generator was certainly an apt name. According to the 1968 patent for the machine, the 

length and movement of bone vectors and what appeared to be skin over the bones, or 

concentric cylindrical spirals that gave volume to the stick figures, were determined by 

“various voltages [to] position these bones in three-dimensional space” and by 

“scanning stored information to modulate the magnitude of [the] … skin vector 

                                                
207 Marilou Harrison E-mail to Alana Staiti, “From Marion Harrison,” November 17, 2015. 
208 Lee Harrison, III, “Preliminary Descriptions of an Animation Device” (Lee Harrison 
Associates, Blue Bell, Pennsylvania, Date unknown), 3, Vasulka Archive, 
www.vasulka.org/archive. 
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according to the distance of the skin from the bone.”209 In what we can presume to be an 

earlier draft of the patent language for the Animac, Harrison explained in-depth what he 

meant by bone and skin vectors: 

A ‘bone’ in this context is a spatial vector, a line in three dimensional 
space which has a determined length, a determined starting point, and a 
determined direction, a direction which may be described by the angles θ 
(θ is the angle that the projection of the vector on the xy plane makes 
with the x axis) and ϕ which the bone or vector makes with the familiar 
standard xz and xy planes respectively of 3-dimensional geometry. On 
the other hand, the ‘skin’ of the image as herein described, may be 
thought of as the thickness or shape (3-dimensional or otherwise) of the 
visual image, and may be described as the locus of all points described 
by the end or tip of a variable-length skin vector which emanates from 
the bone and terminates at the surface of the skin of the object, as it (the 
vector) rotates or spins orthogonally around the bone as its root travels 
along the length of the bone from one end to the other.210  
 

So, the skin forms around the bone separately but synchronously, rotating from the 

bone’s starting point to end point in a spiral path encircling the bone. In the same 

document, to help the reader visualize the relationship between bone and skin vectors, 

Harrison provided a hand-drawn figure of a bone with skin wrapped around it on an xyz 

(three-dimensional) plane (Figure 2.2). A set of dotted lines indicating the back side of 

the skin that would be hidden from the viewer is “blanked out,” according to the specs, 

“by turning off the intensity of the beam according to the vectorial position of the skin 

vector,” which is dependent on a video scanning frequency and algebraically expressed 

camera angle.211  

                                                
209 Lee Harrison III, Automatic Generation and Display of Animated Figures, United States 
Patent Office 3364382 (Norristown, PA, issued January 16, 1968), Column 1,2. 
210 Lee Harrison, III, “Preliminary Descriptions of an Animation Device,” 6–7. 
211 Ibid., 42. 
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In an interview transcript from 1992, then sixty-three-year-old Harrison 

explained to experimental video artist Woody Vasulka the rationale behind calling the 

Animac the Bone Generator, referring to bodily reference points in both literal and 

figurative ways. For example, he discussed the reset position of each bone as the navel 

point:  

Figure 2.2 Diagram of the relationship between bone vector and skin vector in schematics 
for an analog computer animation machine, presumably an early draft of patent language for 
the Animac. Lee Harrison, III, “Preliminary Descriptions of an Animation Device,” Lee 
Harrison Associates, Blue Bell, Pennsylvania. Date unknown. Accessed January 18, 2017 
from the Vasulka Archive, www.vasulka.org. 
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We always, on our figures, had a navel point. We’d always flip back to 
the navel point. We’d go up and out an arm and go back to the navel 
point, go up and out another arm and back to the navel, go up and out to 
the head. Those were all fly-back bones and we would fly back by just 
collapsing the information that was contained on a capacitor. … If you 
understood the code you could actually see the bones on this patch 
panel.212 

 

Whether or not an experienced programmer might be able to “see the bones” in his 

work, corporeal analogies were ubiquitous at least linguistically in the Animac’s 

circuitry. In this case as well as in many other projects to come using purely digital 

techniques, the navel point constituted an important locus from which to render 

computerized humanoid forms. More generally, the bodily metaphors of bones, skins, 

and navels sought to linguistically and visually model the stick figure movements that 

appeared on the CRT screen. 

Remarkably, the Animac depicted moving figures in real-time while using a 

variety of sources to generate electronic signals, including a telemetric motion harness, 

which I mentioned earlier, as well as vocal input. Its creation wasn’t borne from the 

legacy of large stored program digital computers that were already in use at that point in 

military-academic-industrial complex hubs in the United States,213 but rather from the 

offbeat musings of an artist turned engineer-inventor, Lee Harrison III. Beginning in the 

late 1950s, computer scientists and industrial engineers experimented with moving 

vector graphic stick figures and wireframe bodies using digital computer graphics, most 

                                                
212 Harrison III, Lee Harrison Tape Transcription, 2–3. 
213 Lenoir, “All but War Is Simulation: The Military-Entertainment Complex”; Edwards, Paul, 
The Closed World: Computers and the Politics of Discourse in Cold War America; Ceruzzi, A 
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notably for simulating the movements of a standard male operator for cockpit design in 

the U.S. Armed Forces.214 Harrison’s trajectory was a bit different, as he came up with 

the idea for real-time electronic analog character animation while painting murals and 

filming footage with a friend in Guatemala.215 His widow, Marilou Harrison, said that 

the epiphany “came to him in ’55 while he was sitting on the bank of a very large lake 

in Guatemala playing a little flute he had whittled.”216  

As writers have noted, artistic experimentation in computer graphics derived 

from the tinkering of engineers, scientists, and artists who had access to oscilloscope 

display machines for mission control and other mechanical analog computers during 

and after World War II.217 While a graduate student at MIT in the early 1960s, Ivan 

Sutherland developed the program Sketchpad, the first of its kind to use a graphical user 

interface, which ran on MIT’s Lincoln TX-2 computer. Sketchpad communicated with 

the computer’s x-y-z display for plotting 2-D vector graphics and served as a precedent 

for CAD/CAM applications (computer-aided design/computer-aided manufacturing). 

Though the Animac’s intended use did not involve solid object modeling, its real-time 

animation capabilities made it a pioneering machine at the time, as participant historians 

will tell us.218 Sketchpad and other early graphics programs were meant for digital 

computer graphics, which at the time comprised tedious, manual operations for 
                                                
214 Fetter, “A Progression of Human Figures Simulated by Computer Graphics.” 
215 Harrison III, Lee Harrison Tape Transcription, 8–9. 
216 Harrison to Staiti, E-mail, “From Marion Harrison.” 
217 Youngblood, Expanded Cinema; Small, The Analogue Alternative: The Electronic Analogue 
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218 Woody Vasulka, “Animac (Hybrid Graphics Animation Computer, 1962),” in Eigenwelt Der 
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modeling and animating 2-D objects on vector display systems, wherein electron beams 

draw lines directly on the CRT screen. Beginning in the early 1970s, raster displays 

offered an alternative to vector systems where the electron gun continually scanned line 

by line across the screen, rendering the image in a grid of pixels, while a frame buffer 

stored the large amount of image data.  

Computer scientists, engineers, and artists experimented with digital computer 

animation on what we would now consider to be primitive graphic interfaces of the 

early to mid-1960s. For example, computer engineer A. Michael Noll created a 

computer-generated “ballet” at Bell Telephone Labs in Murray Hill, New Jersey. A 

series of rigid vector-drawn stick figures slide and twirl across the screen in a 

choreographed manner, and some of their arms rise and fall periodically.219 Again, the 

Animac represented an entirely different breed of computers, partly because the context 

in which it was created comprised an area outside large research institutions funded by 

U.S. defense. What the Animac couldn’t achieve in modeling the surfaces of objects, it 

made up for in real-time, analogic animation, which proved appealing for commercial 

production in animation. When the Computer Image team recruited Debbie Macomber 

to help animate a character, however, they got more than they bargained for.  

 

Debbie Macomber: boneless body as movement technology  

The August 1970 cover of Audio Visual Communications magazine features an 

image of Macomber in a dynamic pose, wearing a form-fitting bodysuit with the 

                                                
219 A. Michael Noll, “Computer-Generated Ballet,” in Paul Cohen, The Incredible Machine 
(Bell Telephone Laboratories and Owen Murphy Productions, 1970), 
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harness strapped to it (Figure 2.3). A stick figure with an oversized head appears on the 

screen above her, and a male operator sits with his back to the camera, attending to the 

controls. Audio Visual Communications was a magazine geared toward people working 

in broadcast industries and in workplaces requiring up-to-date audio-visual 

communications technologies. The article touches on the advantages of hybrid analog-

digital computer graphics applications as well as analog computer animation, cleverly 

framed as an implicit advertisement for Computer Image and their machines, the 

Animac and Scanimate. The anonymous author frames the cutting-edge analog 

animation technique in economic terms, pointing out that a feature length Disney film 

animated using traditional methods could not presently be feasible (in 1970), simply 

because of exorbitant labor costs. The author argues, “An animated sequence that costs 

$10,000 per minute and two weeks to produce, using the laborious method of repetitive 

drawing, would cost as little as $2,000 per minute and could be done in half a day on 

equipment developed by Computer Image Corp.”220 Neglecting to mention the fact that 

the animated images produced by computers looked strikingly different from those of 

traditional animation, let alone that of the signature Disney style of animation, the 

author goes on to indicate that advancements in analog and analog-digital hybrid 

computer animation have thus far come from the need for precision in aircraft design 

and engineering, among other industrial applications. However, the author claims, in 

                                                
220 “Electronic Visuals,” Audio-Visual Communications, August 1970, 14. 
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 “none of the instances has the bridge been made from the precise world of the 

computer to the flowing, natural expression of art.”221 No matter that a growing network 

of computer scientists and artists had been collaborating for the past decade in a variety 

of spaces, both nationally and internationally, with the express purpose of bridging 

computer precision and artistic expression, as I mentioned in the Introduction. 

                                                
221 Ibid.  

Figure 2.3 Cover of Audio-Visual Communications magazine, August 1970. Debbie 
Macomber featured in Animac harness and engineer Lloyd Bowles seated. 
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Even though Macomber happened to be the focal point of the magazine spread, 

neither she nor the seated operator, Lloyd Bowles, were listed by name. Despite the 

editor’s oversight, Macomber established herself as a professional dancer in Hollywood 

by the time she participated in the Animac photoshoot. In the late 1960s, Macomber 

enjoyed some amount of fame – or rather, as much fame as an ensemble dancer can 

achieve – by appearing on The Jerry Lewis Show, as well as in a Las Vegas nightclub 

routine called Black, White and Fourteen with showbiz dancer/choreographer Joe 

Tremaine and African American singer/dancer/choreographer Bert Woods.222  

Four months after the Animac photoshoot, Macomber appeared on the cover of 

the June 7, 1969 issue of TV Guide. The feature article begins in a matter-of-fact tone 

and cuts to the chase about the business of earning a living in the television industry. 

The unnamed writer begins: 

Television has been good for dancers: it has kept a lot of them off relief. 
It also offers the fringe benefit all dancers seem to crave – expression, 
self-expression. Where? In the dance troupes that toil, anonymously and 
violently, on the variety programs Hollywood grinds out every week.223  
 

The article suggests that somehow despite toiling anonymously in Hollywood dance 

troupes, ensemble dancers retain their self-expression. Part of the appeal of employing a 

lithe, Caucasian dancer like Macomber was precisely because her look hinged on 

anonymously fitting into a crowd. While she “stood out” as an exceptional dancer, she 

also fit the desirable generic mold: “blonde, 5-feet-7, 115 pounds,” TV Guide called 

                                                
222 Rose Eichenbaum, The Dancer Within: Intimate Conversations with Great Dancers, ed. 
Aron Hirt-Manheimer (Middletown, CT: Wesleyan University Press, 2008), 109. 
223 “Debbie Macomber at 21: The Dancer,” TV Guide, June 7, 1969, 8. 
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Macomber “the prototype Hollywood dancer.”224 Even so, the author introduces 

Macomber as an exception: “These dancers all look alike: faceless as butter cookies. 

Still, every once in a while, one stands out. For instance, Debbie Macomber, until 

recently a regular on The Jerry Lewis Show.”225 Though ordinarily meant to recede into 

a crowd on the studio set, Macomber also stood out at the Computer Image 

headquarters, when the invisible labor of the male technician226 was rendered visible in 

the form of a professional female dancer. If sex appeal and youthfulness was not 

imbued into the animated figure itself in that moment, at least Macomber held up her 

end of the bargain.  

 The expressive qualities of Macomber’s style of dance aligned with a youthful, 

hip, and liberated sensibility for popular dance forms in the 1960s, undoubtedly 

influenced by go-go dancing and other mid-century moves like the twist, but also the 

organic, exaggerated, and sometimes spasmodic movements that characterize modern 

dance in general. The same TV Guide article described Macomber’s motions in the 

following ways: 

On-stage Debbie jumps, jerks, bounces, slides, spins and makes other 
motions difficult to describe and believe. (‘I like to be free when I dance; 
to be creative.’) Her contortions unleash energy that teeters on the brink 
of ferocity.227 
 

Macomber’s energetic and ferocious “contortions” signaled her exceptional skill to 

express herself through her bodily movements and gestures. Figure 2.4 depicts a series 

                                                
224 Ibid. 
225 Ibid. 
226 Shapin, “The Invisible Technician.” 
227 “Debbie Macomber at 21: The Dancer,” 13. 
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of overlaid color images of Macomber in various dance poses on the cover of the same 

TV Guide issue. She wears a bright yellow midriff-baring knit top and matching  

 

 

bellbottoms. The outfit emphasizes her slender frame and draws attention to the 

dancer’s curves and range of motion. Adding to Macomber’s ferocity was her penchant 

for comedic performance. With stints on The Jerry Lewis Show, Rowan and Martin’s 

Laugh-In, and the short-lived surrealist comedy show, Turn-On, Macomber knew how 

to ham it up. In fact, she probably landed the Animac gig because of her connections to 

the network of television comedy performers in Hollywood. Tom Smothers, one of the 

Figure 2.4 Debbie Macomber on the cover of the June 7, 1969 issue of TV Guide. 
Collection of Ed Tajchman. 
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creators of the Smothers Brothers Comedy Hour, was an early investor in Computer 

Image and served on the company’s Board of Directors.228  

When asked about what the future holds for the talented yet “faceless” ensemble dancer, 

choreographer Louis DaPron exaggerated, “It’ll have to be everything or nothing. She’s 

got the physical equipment – she has no bones in her body – so it’s up to her.’”229 

Ironically, Computer Image recruited a “boneless” dancer to demo the Bone Generator. 

Nonetheless, the existence of bones on the Animac patch panel translated quite literally 

to the corporeal structure of the Animac harness, shown in Figure 2.5, with its bones 

made of Lincoln Logs, affixed to tendon-like straps, sinewy wires, and potentiometer 

joints. In the foreground Macomber stands in a resting pose wearing the harness. In the 

background, operator Lloyd Bowles sits in front of the machine, head turned toward the 

periphery and hands poised at the controls, indicative of a familiar, almost habitual 

stance assumed by operators of electronic analog devices, as Trevor Pinch and Frank 

Trocco observed of Bob Moog when poised to play the Moog synthesizer.230 The 

harness provided one of a few options for controlling character animation, though one 

could just as well operate the Animac without the use of the harness.  
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When it came time for Macomber to dance in the body harness in Computer 

Image’s Denver headquarters,231 however, the apparatus couldn’t withstand her 

contortions. Evidently, the editors of Audio-Visual Communications magazine neglected 

to mention that every time Macomber started dancing, the makeshift harness fell apart. 

Granted, this bit of information may not have been made clear to the writer of the 

                                                
231 The headquarters for Computer Image Corp. moved to Beverly Hills, CA in January 1970, 
and moved back to Denver in July 1972. “Computer Image Corporation” (Computer Image 
Corp., n.d.), 2, Collection of Edwin J. Tajchman. 

Figure 2.5 Debbie Macomber in foreground wearing Animac body harness. Lloyd 
Bowles, Animac engineer and operator, in background. Note the structure of the 
harness, made with Lincoln Logs, straps, wires, and potentiometers. Probably 
February 5, 1969. Collection of Dave Sieg. 
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article, who wasn’t particularly concerned with detail or accuracy in communicating to 

readers in broadcast industries specifics about how, for instance, the machines worked. 

Simply put, Macomber’s movements were too dynamic for the harness to operate 

effectively.232 Usually worn over coveralls by technicians and engineers, and probably 

never before pushed to its structural limits by gyrating hips, the capacity of the harness 

was probably overextended. According to former Chief Engineer Ed Tajchman, even 

when worn by a technician in the lab, the harness needed to be re-assembled practically 

every time they used it.233 Several contributors to Animac lore bring up the humorous 

anecdote of the harness falling apart during Macomber’s photo-shoot.234 As a proof-of-

concept machine, perhaps we can excuse the imperfect performance of the Animac and 

its makeshift accessories, which were discarded years later.  

On the other hand, critically considering Macomber’s gig at Computer Image 

opens up space to analyze the role of the model in computer animation, the corporeal 

metaphors embedded in the machine, and techniques of inscription of bodily 

articulation. Macomber’s entry into Computer Image revealed the shortcomings of the 

Animac, reminding the team of male engineers of the machinery’s material constraints. 

By literally plugging in a young, energetic dancer to the machine, they were confronted 

with significant flaws in the Animac’s circuitry, or at least that of the harness. The 

patent claimed, “In the case of live figure input, the system can be made to reproduce 

movements of the figure even though the figure [may] be many miles distant from the 

                                                
232 Tajchman, Oral History; Sieg, Interview with the author. 
233 Tajchman, Oral History. 
234 This point has come up in both e-mail and in-person conversations with Dave Sieg, Ed 
Tajchman, and Marilou Harrison, widow of Lee Harrison III. 
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system.”235 Despite the claim, it didn’t seem like long-distance telemetric animation 

would be plausible considering the difficulties they had with the harness when it was in 

the same room as the rest of the machine. Perhaps long-distance telemetric animation 

without the harness could have been feasible, but “live figure input” required the use of 

the harness. 

Even so, Harrison had grand plans for the body harness when he was developing 

the Animac in the early 1960s. Harrison pitched an idea to NASA (National 

Aeronautics and Space Administration) at the time, activating the telemetric harness to 

aid in “getting a picture back of the astronaut in space using very low band width.”236 

As Harrison recounted to experimental video artist Woody Vasulka in the 1992 

interview, NASA was interested in the proposal and asked how many cameras he would 

need for the task. Harrison replied that he wouldn’t need any cameras, telling NASA:  

Look, you already know what the guys look like. That’s a priori. You 
could store that. You put it all together on the ground. You store what he 
looks like on the ground and you recreate that based on what he’s doing 
up in space but what he’s doing you can detect with little detectors at his 
joints in the suit or whatever. You can tell exactly, as much as you want 
to tell.237 

 
Imagine an image of the astronaut rendered in bone and skin vectors, clad in the 

anthropometric harness embedded in his spacesuit, broadcast on a screen at NASA’s 

headquarters. Rather than simply pointing and shooting a camera at the astronaut in 

space, with all of the equipment that comes with the ambitious undertaking, Harrison 

proposed a simple substitution: analogically modeling the astronaut’s movements using 

                                                
235 Harrison III, Automatic Generation and Display of Animated Figures, Column 1. 
236 Harrison III, Lee Harrison Tape Transcription, 35. 
237 Ibid. 
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an electronic harness connected to an analog computer animation machine. His idea was 

certainly appealing, but the proposal never materialized. 

 On the day of the 1969 photo-shoot, and when the harness was functioning, 

Macomber’s movements most likely animated the stick figure character called Dynne. 

Figure 2.6 illustrates a series of designs for this character, who was developed at 

Computer Image for a television show called Turn-On that ABC network canceled after 

only one episode aired in 1969. Produced by George Schlatter and Ed Friendly, the 

team that created Laugh In, Turn-On’s premise involved the show itself being 

controlled by a computer. A multi-racial cast of characters delivered crass one-liners, 

filmed against a starkly white backdrop. The jumpy, fast-paced computer-generated 

soundtrack uttered weird blips and bleeps for the full thirty minutes. The show’s credits 

were interspersed throughout the duration of the show, to perhaps suggest that some of 

the computer output wasn’t working properly. It was offbeat, offensive, and apparently 

not very well liked. The phrase turn-on was intended as a double, or perhaps even triple, 

entendre; as in, “turn on” the television, sexual “turn-on,” and a reference to 

recreational drug use coined by psychologist Timothy Leary – “turn on, tune in, drop 

out.”238 Explicitly connecting each of the above references through perplexing parodies 

in the form of sketch comedy, and despite the fact that television audiences probably 

understood (but perhaps didn’t appreciate) the title’s play on words, the show flopped.

                                                
238 Collopy, “The Revolution Will Be Videotaped: Making a Technology of Consciousness in 
the Long 1960s,” 125–38; Turner, From Counterculture to Cyberculture: Stewart Brand, the 
Whole Earth Network, and the Rise of Digital Utopianism, 163–65. 
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Figure 2.6 Photographs depicting variations on the appearance of the character Dynne for 
the TV show Turn-On. Note bone vectors (sticks) and skin vectors (swirly shapes). 
Collection of Edwin Tajchman. 
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 Even though Dynne does not show up in either of the two episodes – the one 

that was aired and another unaired239 – the character was almost certainly being 

developed for a future episode, based on evidence from Tajchman’s engineering log 

book. It’s worth mentioning that Macomber appears as a dancer in a few seconds-long 

clips of both the aired and unaired episodes, arms flailing, hips gyrating.  

Pages from Tajchman’s log book reveal that as he and his colleagues tinkered 

with the mechanics of Dynne’s gestures, they also incorporated design elements into the 

character’s appearance based on the demeanor they thought Dynne should embody. On 

January 15, 1969, about two weeks before Macomber’s visit, Tajchman wrote, 

“Finished another oscillator design. We made the Dynne more evil looking to make him 

more appropriate for the one-liners by giving him horns and a goatee. The goatee moves 

with his lower lips and his eyes and horns move with his upper lip.”240 The 

synchronization of facial hair with lip movement probably exaggerated Dynne’s 

gestures, which helped bring the character’s expressions to life.241  

Evidently, the engineers themselves designed Dynne’s figure rather than an 

artist or animator. In this case, the fact that the engineers were doing the bulk of the 

design work may have contributed to the machine’s swift decline in popularity, 

especially for character animation. While several production and education companies 

commissioned Computer Image to create computer-animated shorts, the Animac’s days 
                                                
239 “Turn-On” (ABC, February 5, 1969), Paley Center for Media, New York; “Turn-On 
[Unaired]” (ABC, February 1969), Paley Center for Media, New York. 
240 Edwin Tajchman, “Coop Computation Book” (United States, 1969), January 15, 1969, 16. 
241 Exaggeration is a crucial element of traditional animation techniques, as writers of animation 
tutorials point out that these artistic licenses are key to making an animated character not only 
believable but also compelling. See, e.g., Angie Jones and Jamie Oliff, Thinking Animation: 
Bridging the Gap Between 2D and CG (Boston, MA: Thompson Course Technology, 2007), 
291. 
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were numbered. The characters and shapes that the Animac generated were rather 

abstract, comprising wiggly stick figures and floating faces that wobbled and 

stretched.242 While the characters’ movements were remarkably fluid, their appearances 

just didn’t take. And as far as I can tell, even though Debbie Macomber’s generic, 

ensemble-dancer body became associated with the Animac (at least to a small 

community of artists, engineers, and showbiz folks), she was not employed by 

Computer Image to help animate characters on a regular basis. She was simply recruited 

for that one photo-shoot in February 1969, and otherwise the male engineers served as 

behind-the scenes motion models in the projects that required it.  

 Whether or not she knew it, Debbie Macomber was part of an extensive legacy 

of professional dancers who were recruited as referents for motion studies in traditional 

2-D animation. Perhaps the most well-known and closely related example includes the 

motion studies that took place at Walt Disney Studios. Behind the scenes footage, as 

well as secondary literature on the history of Disney animation indicate that dancers 

would enact scenes in the studio to help animators capture the illusion of movement in 

their drawings and help bring the drawings to life.243 Production crew would 

photograph or film the actors and dancers and refer to the footage when drawing 

keyframes, or still images to designate crucial positioning in a storyline. Principal 

animators would generate these keyframes and their assistants would be responsible for 

filling in the in-between frames. In the second part of this chapter, I’ll discuss how that 

                                                
242 Scanimate: DVD-1 First Edition, DVD, 2004. 
243 Mindy Aloff, Hippo In a Tutu: Dancing in Disney Animation (Burbank, CA: Disney Press, 
2009); Frank Thomas and Ollie Johnston, The Illusion of Life: Disney Animation (New York: 
Hyperion, 1995). 
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process changed with the use of keyframe animation sub-routine programs for digital 

computer animation beginning in the early 1970s, making obsolete the assistant’s in-

betweening job.  

Harrison and his team recognized the marketable components of the Animac and 

adapted them to work with its successor, the Scanimate. This machine contained more 

digital functionality in its storage capacity, paired with a television video signal and 

raster display, squarely falling under the analog-digital hybrid category. The Scanimate 

could support graphic input from two sources: an image could be printed on a 

transparency and scanned on a light box “inside one of the Scanimate camera racks,” or 

“from a standard television signal input.”244 So the Animac became a testbed for the 

Scanimate, and while the motion capture harness and real-time character animation 

capabilities were cast aside, some corporeal underpinnings of the analog circuitry were 

preserved and interiorized in the Scanimate. Experimental video and computer artist 

Jeff Schier noted, “The curlicue skin is ‘unraveled’ and becomes small movable rasters 

[scanning lines] called ‘flags.’ … The intensity of the scanned image fills the undulating 

flag and is flown and spun across the surface of the screen. The multiple bone 

mechanism is simplified into five flag generators.”245 Harrison translated the bone and 

skin vectors into scanning lines within the Scanimate. 

One element that Harrison and his team refined in the Animac and embedded in 

the Scanimate involved the synchronization of sound with animated lip movement. 

With the combination of pattern recognition and filtering signals of different 

                                                
244 “General Description of the Scanimate System” (Computer Image Corp., n.d.), Collection of 
Dave Sieg. 
245 Schier, “Early Scan Processors -- Animac/Scanimate,” 95. 
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frequencies, a vocal input could automatically synchronize with control voltages to 

control the amplitude of the movement of what appeared to be lips. For example, all of 

the variations on Dynne’s mouth in Figure 2.6 could be synchronized with either pre-

recorded sound or live vocal input. Recorded animations of the Dynne and other figures 

featuring lip synchronization appear in a DVD compiled by Dave Sieg, former Head 

Engineer of Image West and collector of Scanimate machines and ephemera. Image 

West was a production company based in Los Angeles in the late 1970s and early 1980s 

and specialized in video graphics and Scanimate animation. In early schematics for the 

Animac dated 1961, Harrison indicates through circuitry flow charts that the lip 

synchronization went hand-in-hand with eye and eyebrow movement, as well as the 

“head bones.” Figure 2.7 shows a close-up of the Mouth Control unit on a Scanimate 

machine that is still operational in Sieg’s collection. The graphic need not look like a set 

of lips, but the controls for sound-synchronized movement retain the literal reference to 

a moving mouth. 

The Scanimate enjoyed about a decade’s worth of popularity, primarily in 

animation of text-based graphics. We owe much of the wavy, undulating graphics 

featured in the opening credits of primetime news and sports programs from the 1970s 

and early 1980s to the Scanimate. The machine’s visual effects comprised dynamic text 

animations and logos that swooped in and stretched and undulated, achieved in part 
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because of the interiorized bone and skin rasters.246 The wavy text effect was popular in 

children’s television shows, including Sesame Street and The Electric Company, for 

segments featuring words and numbers that zoomed around, flew by, and transformed 

across the screen. Interestingly, in 1969 Tom Smothers, one of the Board of Directors of 

Computer Image, told a Los Angeles Times journalist that the greatest potential for this 

new abstract animation medium “will be educational films for the young, particularly 

those from minority groups.” Smothers said, “Just lecturing at kids turns them off, 

particularly if the guy lecturing is someone [minority children] can’t identify with. But 

you can do a lot more when you just deal with concepts in the abstract, and let the kids 

                                                
246 Scanimate: DVD-1 First Edition. 

Figure 2.7 Close-up of the Mouth Control panel on the Scanimate, which is still 
operational. Note labels for upper lip and lower lip. Collection of Dave Sieg. 
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just think about the ideas you’re presenting.”247 Smothers and other people viewed the 

Scanimate as an emancipatory tool for young people who were routinely alienated by a 

white patriarchal world reflected back at them on the television screen. They thought 

the technology would open young people of color’s minds to new and more productive 

ways of learning. Though well intentioned, the language was steeped in essentializing 

assumptions about the learning processes of disadvantaged youth and reflected the 

surge in racial politics in the 1960s, which extended to psychological studies in racial 

identity development and sociological studies of educational disparities of and biases 

against people of color.248 

Emancipatory education aside, the flowing, undulating visual effects generated 

by the Scanimate condensed the work that Harrison and his colleagues had conducted 

over the span of more than a decade into the flying logos and cartoon characters that 

inhabited television screens around the world, from the 1970s to mid-1980s. Debbie 

Macomber’s role both as a model body and a body modeler of motion was short-lived, 

while the anonymous male engineers’ body movements transformed into automated 

raster scans that waved across the screen. 

 

Interiorizing digital articulation: body metaphors in digital animation programs 

By the early 1980s, analog computer animation was going out of fashion, 

replaced by digital computers with greater processing power, which had the capacity to 

                                                
247 Alexander Auerbach, “Bugs Bunny a La Computer: Denver Firm Aims to Slash Animation 
Costs,” Los Angeles Times, October 19, 1969, 7. 
248 Raymond Wolters, Race and Education, 1954-2007 (Columbia, MO: University of Missouri 
Press, 2008), 162–63. 
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store memory in frame buffers and record large quantities of data on magnetic tape so 

the animation information could be accessed at a later date. Up until that point, 

operators could only store a small amount of data on an analog or hybrid computer. 

While portions of the images in the form of keyframes were storable, recording an 

entire animation sequence required that the animators point a motion picture camera at 

the CRT screen and hope that the client wouldn’t ask for a re-do. However, while 

analog computer animation was still in its ascendancy, Lee Harrison III was recognized 

for his achievements, winning a National Academy of Television Arts and Sciences 

Award in 1972 for Outstanding Achievement in Engineering Development. This award 

was the first of its kind for the television industry, and Harrison’s award was one of the 

few occasionally bestowed upon engineers working in the television industry prior to 

the Academy’s annual institution of the award beginning in 1978.  

One of the aspects of hybrid computing that was lost after analog’s twilight 

years involved the particular feel of the machine.249 Programming analog-digital 

computers involves both feeling and seeing the components of the machinery to achieve 

the basic technical structure of the desired animation. It also requires a variety of 

articulated movements and gestures having to do with analog machine language 

programming.250 Some of these articulations include plugging patch chords to panels, 

turning knobs, wiring potentiometers and flipping switches. When I interviewed former 

                                                
249 Throughout his account of the history of analog and analog-digital hybrid computers in 
Britain and the U.S., James Small emphasizes that engineers who were keen on analog 
computing pointed to not only the “feel” of the machine but also a sense of intimacy between 
the machines and the mathematical problems they were trying to solve. Small, The Analogue 
Alternative: The Electronic Analogue Computer in Britain and the USA, 1930-1975. 
250 Pinch and Trocco, Analog Days: The Invention and Impact of the Moog Synthesizer, vi. 
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Computer Image engineer Ed Tajchman, I noticed that when he used the word 

“programming,” he pantomimed plugging a patch chord into a panel. Other electronic 

analog computer enthusiasts would probably recognize the gesture, whose history and 

terminology derives from the community of inventors and operators of the ENIAC 

computer in the mid- to late-1940s. According to historian David Alan Grier, “The 

process of 'programming' the ENIAC (or completing a 'set-up,' to use the ENIAC term) 

was a plugging operation that prepared paths for data through the various units and 

prepared signal cables that would tell each unit when to operate.”251 In this case, 

programming explicitly referred to plugging chords into the ENIAC control panel. 

Tajchman’s gestures indicate that programming is a physical act that comprises a set of 

standard gestures. They furthermore signal that the operator is in control of the 

machine.252 Indeed, that aspect was used as a selling point. In a 1969 article in the 

magazine Entertainment World, Harrison said, “Animac is the total involvement, total 

sensory experience for the artist. It is an extension of your mind and fingers. It is 

something you can talk into, walk into. You can create new worlds that don’t exist.”253 

Similarly, the feel of the analog machinery elicited a wave of emotions in Trevor 

Pinch and Frank Trocco, the authors of Analog Days, a history of the Moog 

Synthesizer. When Jon Weiss of Moog Music gave them a demonstration, the authors 

marveled at the sounds and sights generated by the machine:  

                                                
251 David Alan Grier, “The ENIAC, the Verb ‘to Program,’ and the Emergence of Digital 
Computers,” IEEE Annals of the History of Computing 18, no. 1 (1996): 51. 
252 David Mindell, “Beasts and Systems: Taming and Stability in the History of Control,” in 
Cultures of Control, ed. Miriam R. Levin (The Netherlands: Harwood Academic Publishers, 
2000), 205–24. 
253 Harger, “Snow White and the Seven Analogs.” 
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He hit a switch. Lights flashed. Jon patched in wires and adjusted knobs. 
The sound of an oscillator grunted into life. He soon had the sequencer 
set up, and a repetitive pattern of sounds flashed by faster and faster, the 
tone color changing as the filter came into play, tantalizing like 
shimmering icicles in the higher frequencies, then cascading downward 
through the deep resonant tones – the famous fat squelch of the Moog 
filter. Onward he patched and patched.254 
 

In the above example, programming analog machines did not simply constitute a multi-

sensory experience; they came across as something akin to wizardry. As the authors 

indicate, the tactility of the analog machine invited the user to tinker with its knobs, 

switches and buttons. In aesthetic contexts, it allowed for artists and musicians to 

experiment with image and sound using electronic signals and frequencies, perhaps one 

reason why people were drawn to the visual effects of the Scanimate. The operator was 

able to communicate with the machine by not only seeing the graphic output, but also 

hearing and feeling the machine respond to the input.255 All of this happened in real 

time, making the Scanimate an appealing option for clients in the television industry 

wanting near-immediate results.  

The tactility of the hardware didn’t simply vanish with advancements in digital 

computer animation, but rather a different set of bodily, linguistic, and computational 

practices were required. The ways in which the operator input information into the 

digital computer varied from analog or hybrid computers, as the patch panel 

programming of analog computers gave way to procedural programming in digital 

systems. Whatever guts of the machine were visible and palpable in the Animac, they 

started getting blackboxed in digital computer animation. With respect to computer 

                                                
254 Pinch and Trocco, Analog Days: The Invention and Impact of the Moog Synthesizer, 5. 
255 Collopy, “Video Synthesizers: From Analog Computing to Digital Art”; Pinch and Trocco, 
Analog Days: The Invention and Impact of the Moog Synthesizer. 
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animation, the undulating, real-time motion effects of hybrid animation were replaced 

by digital keyframe animation and other frame-by-frame rendering techniques, as 

graphics hardware gradually encompassed greater memory storage and faster 

information processing through the 1970s and 1980s. And as computer graphics 

scientists developed software to automate the in-betweening of keyframe positions, they 

claimed that this automated process would ultimately save production companies time 

and money. These sorts of projections were realized in the world of analog-digital 

hybrid computer animation, and Computer Image Corporation led the charge. The 

Saturday morning cartoon industry with its characteristic factory-style output took 

advantage of this cost-saving approach. Computer Image identified the cartoon industry 

as an attractive market, and several production companies around the world focusing on 

cartoon animation put to work the Scanimate, and especially the company’s other 

hybrid animation machine CAESAR, which was marketed for this express purpose.256  

By the early 1980s, several user-oriented programs for both 2-D and 3-D digital 

motion specification were in use at research hubs and production companies in many 

parts of the world. Because the programs were primarily intended for character 

animation, many of them contained references in their high-level programming 

language to body parts, including limbs, joints, and skeletons, to directly refer to the 

hierarchically organized body parts that would inform how a character would move in 

keyframes, or crucial frames for character positioning, with interpolated positions in 

                                                
256 Auerbach, “Bugs Bunny a La Computer: Denver Firm Aims to Slash Animation Costs”; 
Harger, “Snow White and the Seven Analogs”; Wayne Warga, “Computer Draws New Image 
for Animated Films,” Los Angeles Times, November 8, 1970; Bernard Kelly, “What’s New in 
Television? Cartooning by Computer, That’s What’s New,” Sunday Empire, April 18, 1971, 
Collection of Edwin J. Tajchman. 
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between.257 While researchers and well-connected artists used these systems during the 

1970s and 1980s, the programs operated like a puppeteer would animate a marionette; 

rather than attempting to simulate human movement, the marionette-like figures moved 

in a stilted way because the geometrically-shaped, jointed figures were responding to 

procedural input based on hierarchically organized body parts. Using dials, joysticks, 

light pens, tablets, and number value entries, animators could move 2-D and 3-D 

wireframe figures, primarily by setting keyframe positions. It was only through a 

conscious effort on the part of the animator to elicit a semblance of believable, human-

like motion from the digital body. To that end, the digital case was no different from 

hybrid computer animation or even traditional cel animation. The animator, with his or 

her keen sense of articulation, expression and emotion, brought the figures to life, and 

inscribed his or her own sensibilities into that figure.  

Before we examine the work of a skillful (digital) animator, I want to highlight a 

few examples of ways in which computer scientists attempted to circumvent the stilted 

effect of marionette movement by imbuing their animated figures with metaphorical 

humanness, specifically through the act of human naming. One example included a 

figure called ADAM, who was animated using the interactive, user-oriented graphics 

system GRAMPS. T.J. O’Donnell and Arthur J. Olson developed this software in 1981 

at the National Resource for Computation in Chemistry at the University of California 
                                                
257 A few examples of early 2-D and 3-D animation programs for digital computers include 
GENESYS (Baecker 1969); MOP (Catmull 1972); pioneering keyframe animation using 
MSGEN (Burtnyk and Wein 1971); GRASS (De Fanti 1976); ANIMA (Csuri 1975); ANTTS 
(Csuri et al., 1979); SAS, the Skeleton Animation System (Zeltzer 1982); ZGRASS (Dietrich 
1983); TWEEN (Catmull 1979); BBOP (Stern 1983); and ASAS (Reynolds 1982). For an 
overview of computer animation systems up until the mid-1980s, see Nadia Magnenat-
Thalmann and Daniel Thalmann, Computer Animation: Theory and Practice, Computer Science 
Workbench (Tokyo, Japan: Springer-Verlag, 1985). 
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Berkeley. GRAMPS was primarily used to model chemical structures but O’Donnell 

and Olson wanted to demonstrate the software’s versatility, manipulability, and user-

friendliness, so they created a 3-D model of a man, called him ADAM (A Dial 

Activated Man), and grouped his body parts in a hierarchical, “nested tree structure” to 

connect one joint to the next, a common practice in both hybrid and digital computer 

animation.258  

 The authors referred to photographic plates from Eadweard Muybridge’s 1907 

publication, The Human Figure in Motion, to set twelve keyframe positions of a man 

completing a standing broad jump by setting and saving “templated dial 

assignments.”259 At the end of their discussion in this article, and probably in an effort 

to give a nod to Adam’s female counterpart, though without explicitly gendering it as 

such, O’Donnell and Olson state that ADAM can be transformed into EVE: “scaling as 

well as rotation and translation transformations can be specified, allowing a continuous 

distortion of shape from, say, ADAM to EVE (Equally Viable Entity).”260 This is the 

only mention of EVE and its clever acronym, explicitly suggesting an origin story, 

leaving the reader to imagine what procedures might be required to transform the male 

marionette ADAM into its female counterpart EVE, and what she might look like once 

transformed. Certainly a play-on-words for Man’s familiar origin story, the authors tried 

to express that GRAMPS offered a platform for versatility in real-time motion 

                                                
258 T.J. O’Donnell and Arthur J. Olson, “GRAMPS: A Graphics Language Interpreter for Real-
Time, Interactive, Three-Dimensional Picture Editing and Animation,” Computer Graphics 15, 
no. 3 (August 1981): 133–42. 
259 Ibid., 141. 
260 Ibid., 142. 
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specification by using “transformation saving capabilities.”261 The standardized motion 

procedures discussed in the GRAMPS article exemplify fairly common practices in 

digital computer animation in the late 1970s and early 1980s. And O’Donnell and 

Olson’s ADAM was not the only digital “first man” in existence at the time.262 In this 

case, not only bodily metaphors but also gendered ones established the framework 

through which graphics scientists thought procedural animation ought to be carried out. 

This non-trivial point echoes the work of Donna Haraway and Emily Martin, who have 

addressed the social and historical significances of sexist and racist metaphors in 

technoscience.263 Embedded within acts of naming and classifying lay assumptions and 

                                                
261 Ibid., 141. 
262 Beginning in the early 1960s, human factors specialists including engineers, ergonomicists, 
and biomechanists implemented standardized computer-animated bodies and body parts in their 
research. They used anthropometric and biomechanical data to simulate the movement of 
“standard” operators of, for instance, airplanes and automobiles. William Fetter developed the 
first 3-dimensional computer-generated wireframe human model, called Boeman-I, while 
working under the partnership of Boeing and the Joint Army Navy Aircraft Instrumentation 
Research (JANAIR) Program in the early 1960s. An important multi-phase study that came out 
of this collaboration, called “Cockpit Geometry Evaluation,” applied the Boeman-I simulated 
model to cockpit design in military aircraft. It presented a simplified computer model for human 
motion based on a “23-pin-joint articulated stick-man (Boeman-I).” Fetter designed Boeman-I 
based on Air Force anthropometric data for a 50th percentile figure, that is, a (male) figure 
whose measurements and upper-body joint articulations correlated with about 50 percent of Air 
Force pilots. See “Cockpit Geometry Evaluation, Phase I, Final Report, Volume III -- Computer 
Program,” Cockpit Geometry Evaluation (Arlington, VA: Joint Army-Navy Aircraft 
Instrumentation Research Program, 1969), v; Fetter, “Computer Graphics: A Graphic Form of 
Visual Communication.” 
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and Nature in the World of Modern Science (New York, NY: Routledge, Chapman & Hall, Inc., 
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OncoMouse: Feminism and Technoscience (New York: Routledge, 1997); Emily Martin, The 
Woman in the Body: A Cultural Analysis of Reproduction, 3rd ed. (Boston, MA: Beacon, 2001); 
Emily Martin, “The Egg and the Sperm: How Science Has Constructed a Romance Based on 
Stereotypical Male-Female Roles,” Signs 16, no. 3 (Spring 1991): 485–501. 
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values about sex, gender, and social relations, in this case written explicitly into 

computer code by way of transformation.264 

 Meanwhile in Los Angeles, a team of animators and engineers at Information 

International, Inc. (hereafter Triple I) created a groundbreaking demo reel of a 

computer-animated juggler called Adam Powers: “Adam as the first man, and Powers 

because he’s so powerful.”265 Art Durinski, Art Director at Triple I at the time, 

explained that they recruited and filmed Ken Rosenthal, a programmer at Triple I who 

also knew how to juggle, to serve as a motion model. Rosenthal wore a “white leotard 

with black dots painted at 17 bone joints,” which provided “the reference points for 

plotting the human motion involved in juggling.”266 This type of motion reference was 

later called brute force animation, an early form of digital motion capture. The 

technique takes its roots from rotoscoping, a labor-intensive method for traditional 2-D 

cel animation patented in 1915 by Max Fleischer involving filming a live-action body in 

motion and tracing the images frame-by-frame. The animator uses the moving image 

frames as reference, while maintaining the ability to distort and caricaturize the figure 

according to his preference. Cultivating a sense of when it would be appropriate to 

distort, exaggerate, or caricaturize required some knowledge of animation techniques.  

 The difference here is that the computer animator does not trace the image frame 

by frame but instead uses individual frames as reference from more than one 

                                                
264 For important work on the history of sex and gender values and assumptions in science, see, 
e.g., Erika Lorraine Milam, Looking for a Few Good Males: Female Choice in Evolutionary 
Biology (Baltimore MD: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2010). 
265 Bill Giduz, “Adam Powers Heralds Age of Electronic Juggling,” International Jugglers’ 
Association, March 1983, 19. 
266 Ibid. 
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strategically-placed camera. Then, the animator determines key positions (or 

keyframes) for translating the appearance of three-dimensional space from one 

visualizing technology (analog film or video) to another (digital computer graphics), 

and then back to film or video for broadcast. From the 1970s until about the mid-1980s, 

production companies using computer animation relied on in-house software 

development, making hybrid and purely digital software whose setup was company-

specific. Triple I was fortunate to have Mal McMillan on their team, as he developed 

algorithms for motion expression and control for the company’s unique system setup 

using a PDP-10 mainframe computer and a variety of specialized “memory-to-memory 

transfers between computers … and multiplier chips.”267 The Adam Powers film 

screening received a standing ovation at the SIGGRAPH ’81 meeting in Dallas, Texas, 

not so much because the computerized juggler expressed an emotion-filled juggling act, 

but rather because graphics scientists and computer animators had never before seen a 

computer-animated humanoid character rendered in 3-D 24-bit raster color graphics. 

Triple I’s Art Director, Richard Taylor, cleverly circumvented the issue of visible gaps 

between the joints at the juggler’s arm, shoulder and legs by dressing the computerized 

character in a black tuxedo, as evidenced in the series of still images in Figure 2.8.268 

The main purpose of Adam Powers was to build a 3-D humanoid figure and to test 

McMillan’s digital animation program. The film was not meant to be a commercial 

piece but instead was revealed at the SIGGRAPH ’81 conference, where attendees were 

                                                
267 Gary Demos, “My Personal History in the Early Explorations of Computer Graphics,” The 
Visual Computer 21, no. 12 (December 2005): 967. 
268 Arthur Durinski, Interview with the author, May 16, 2017; Demos, “My Personal History in 
the Early Explorations of Computer Graphics,” 971. 
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more interested in technical development than an emotion-filled storyline or the 

incorporation of traditional animation techniques.  

 

 

The articulation of computerized bodies did not require the presence of a human 

model to make the figure move on the screen. However, considering the recruitment of 

motion models including Debbie Macomber, Ken Rosenthal and others, we can surmise 

that the model’s presence was certainly desirable. A successful animator needs to 

understand the emotion imbued in a story to activate the character’s movements in a 

captivating manner. What counts as captivating might change over time and implicates 

standards for realism and aesthetics. In Vivian Sobchack’s words, “How one responds 

Figure 2.8 Still images from Adam Powers, The Juggler (Information International, Inc., 
1980). Adam Powers juggling (left), Ken Rosenthal in a proto-motion capture suit at 
Triple I (right top), and a still of orthogonal views of the wireframe vector character 
before rasterizing. From Gary Demos, “My Personal History in the Early Explorations of 
Computer Graphics,” The Visual Computer, 21.12 (Dec 2005): 971. 
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to [the] paradox [of illusory movement through calculation and automation] not only 

determines what shall count as the criteria for movement, but also what distinguishes 

mechanical movement from the ‘real’ movement of ‘life.’”269  

Computer animators recognized that they needed to be attuned to emotive 

performance, at least for applications in the entertainment industry.270 Translating that 

motion to achieve compelling effects for digital computer graphics required an 

understanding of traditional animation techniques, and the Disney Animation Studios 

served as exemplar.271 Among those techniques included live-action drawing through 

motion studies of dancers as well as rotoscoping performers’ movements. In the early 

1980s, artist Rebecca Allen adapted the above techniques to 3-D computer animation at 

the Computer Graphics Lab (CGL) at New York Institute of Technology (NYIT) in 

Long Island, New York. In the next section, I delineate Allen’s involvement in 

computerized human motion at NYIT from 1980 to 1986, using her collaboration with 

choreographer Twyla Tharp as a lynchpin for the story.  

By discussing the process of using live-action models in digital computer 

animation for commercial media, I aim to highlight the importance of the skill of the 

                                                
269 Vivian Sobchack, “Animation and Automation, or the Incredible Effortfulenss of Being,” 
Screen 50, no. 4 (Winter 2009): 381. Literature on the history of automatons and the quest for 
lifelike movement has addressed the distinguishing between mechanical movement from “real-
life” movement. See, e.g., Ben Russell, ed., Robots: The 500-Year Quest to Make Machines 
Human (London: SCALA, 2017); Adelheid Voskuhl, “Motions and Passions: Music-Playing 
Women Automata and the Culture of Affect in Late Eighteenth-Century Germany,” in Genesis 
Redux: Essays in the History and Philosphy of Artificial Life, ed. Jessica Riskin (Chicago, IL: 
University of Chicago Press, 2007), 293–320; Jessica Riskin, “The Defecating Duck, or the 
Ambiguous Origins of Artificial Life,” Critical Inquiry 29, no. 4 (Summer 2003): 599–633. 
270 See, e.g., Hooks, Acting for Animators: A Complete Guide to Performance Animation; 
Lasseter, “Principles of Traditional Animation Applied to 3D Computer Animation.” 
271 Animation tutorials reference the work of Disney animators as being the authority on 
traditional animation techniques. See, e.g., Thomas and Johnston, The Illusion of Life: Disney 
Animation; Sito, Moving Innovation: A History of Computer Animation. 
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animator together with the array of imaging equipment and digital graphics consoles to 

make bodily movement discrete. In doing so, I draw attention to the embedded 

background work in the history of computer graphics by “going backstage,” to borrow a 

phrase from Susan Leigh Star and Anselm Strauss, who take a cue from Irving 

Goffman’s concept of “front stage” and “back stage” in public performance.272 For my 

purposes, going backstage renders visible the often-invisible background work that 

comprises many aspects of production cultures.273 It also provides a means to think 

critically about the imbricated nature of body-work articulation274 between and among 

computer graphics practitioners and the machines with which they interacted. I describe 

a time before the availability of licensed, commercial computer animation software, 

which entered the market around 1985. It is a moment characterized by tedious, manual 

operations for 3-D digital character animation, in environments where research and 

development constituted site-specific setups that required large quantities of capital in 

the hundreds of thousands of dollars for the hardware alone.275 Amidst all of the 

expensive hardware and tedious frame-by-frame operations, the human model labored 

under the surface – his or her bodily positions inscribed in transformation matrices for 

digital animation. 

 
                                                
272 Susan Leigh Star and Anselm Strauss, “Layers of Silence, Arenas of Voice: The Ecology of 
Visible and Invisible Work,” Computer Supported Cooperative Work 8 (1999): 21–22. See also 
Pinch, “The Invisible Technologies of Goffman’s Sociology From the Merry-Go-Round to the 
Internet.” 
273 Caldwell, Production Culture: Industrial Reflexivity and Critical Practice in Film and 
Television. 
274 Bruno Latour, “How to Talk about the Body? The Normative Dimension of Science 
Studies,” Body & Society 10 (2004): 205–29. 
275 Westwick, “Aerospace and Hollywood: How Computer Animation Went from Space to 
Cineplex”; Allen, Interview with the author. 
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Motion, emotion, and the “human in the computer:” Rebecca Allen at the New  
 York Institute of Technology 

 
Rebecca Allen was part of a network of artists and graphics scientists interested 

in studying human motion within university science departments in the United States.276 

Working in a computer science-dominated space and feeling frustrated by the stilted 

nature of 3-D digital computer animation at the time, her explicit goal involved making 

computerized figures appear more emotive in the way they moved. In an interview with 

Allen in January 2017, she stated: 

The human has to be part of the computer. I really wanted, 
metaphorically, to have the human in the computer at that time, because 
the computer was just all these mathematical shapes, polygonal shapes 
and polyhedra. And I said, let’s get it more organic and more natural 
with humans in there. So I would always say, ‘I want the human in the 
computer.’277 
 

Allen turned to dance as inspiration and exemplar for injecting liveliness into the way 

digitally animated characters moved. She used a form of brute force animation to help 

translate the movement of professional dancers as well as that of her own body for 

animating 3-D computerized human models. While Allen claims to have wanted the 

metaphorical human in the computer, I suggest that the human model’s presence served 

as more than mere metaphor. 

 I focus on Allen’s work at CGL to highlight the importance of both the model 

and animator – often one and the same person – to inputting embodied information into 

digital computers and then graphically representing that information. This phenomenon 

                                                
276 Norman Badler at the University of Pennsylvania and Thomas Calvert at Simon Fraser 
University continue to be leading figures in graphics research that incorporate dance notation 
into human animation programs and simulators.  
277 Allen, Interview with the author. 
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involves discretely articulating movement and often emotion-filled gestures that one 

may not be able to neatly express using words, numbers, or mathematical formulas.278 

Animators are trained to graphically translate the ineffable qualities of motion and 

emotion in living things by making movement discrete. They accomplish this in 

traditional animation through subtle changes in drawings from one page to another; 

page-turning in quick succession offers the illusion of movement and hence liveliness. 

Digital computer animators thought along similar lines, though the medium included a 

different array of objects to help make movement discrete, translatable, and graphically 

representable.  

 Allen is the founding Chair of the UCLA Department of Design and Media Arts 

as well as a practicing artist who uses computer animation and other forms of digital 

imaging media, including virtual reality, to interrogate the relationship between 

machines and humans. Allen often uses female-gendered figures in her work, in part to 

draw attention to the female form as a reified object in art.279 I use Allen’s involvement 

                                                
278 In her book, Bodies in Formation, an ethnography of anatomy and surgery education, 
anthropologist Rachel Prentice studies the process of reconstituting bodies and practices in 
virtual medical simulations. Making discrete the embodied skills of surgeons and other medical 
practitioners allows these virtual simulations to be inscribed with a particular kind of knowledge 
that was as yet unable to be discretely articulated. The process of “disassembling embodied 
practices and recombining them in digital – or discrete – technologies” is precisely the 
phenomenon that interests me here and in part informs my own research questions. Prentice 
focused on the surgeon as her primary subject. In my case, I place the professional dancer, 
animator, and volunteer layperson at the center of my work. See Rachel Prentice, Bodies in 
Formation: An Ethnography of Anatomy and Surgery Education (Durham: Duke University 
Press, 2013), 200. For another example of disassembling embodied practices, see Winifred R. 
Poster, “The Virtual Receptionist with a Human Touch: Opposing Pressures of Digital 
Automation and Outsourcing in Interactive Services,” in Invisible Labor: Hidden Work in the 
Contemporary World, ed. Marion Crain, Winifred R. Poster, and Miriam A. Cherry (Oakland: 
University of California Press, 2016), 87–111. 
279 It was interesting, however, to encounter her occasional interchangeable use of the words 
“human” and “female” during our interview. 
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with NYIT to exemplify the importance of the animator’s sensibilities to computer 

animation; she has made it her mission to compel audiences to think about embodiment 

and the pervasive role of digital imaging and information technologies in our daily 

lives.280 Her prior knowledge of rotoscoping techniques in traditional animation 

informed her approach to artfully animating human figures at NYIT, as her 1980 

Master’s Thesis completed at Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) explored 

rotoscoping and frame-by-frame color recognition for 2-D computer animation, under 

the guidance of her advisor Nicholas Negroponte.  

 By the time Allen joined CGL in 1980, the lab was already the premier hub for 

cutting-edge research in computer graphics and animation in the United States. 

Generously funded by a wealthy entrepreneur who was the founder and first president 

of NYIT, Dr. Alexander Schure was an avid supporter of computer graphics and 

animation development since he instituted CGL in 1974. Schure poured an astounding 

amount of money into equipment at CGL, basically approving whatever purchases his 

staff requested, primarily graphics consoles and frame buffers from the Utah-based 

Evans & Sutherland Computer Corporation as well as minicomputers from 

Massachusetts-based Digital Equipment Corporation.281 Schure’s goal was to put CGL 

on the map as “the Disney of computer animation,”282 and he set his sights on creating 

                                                
280 Allen, Interview with the author. 
281 Correspondences in the David C. Evans papers at the University of Utah Libraries Special 
Collections contain equipment orders from Schure to Evans & Sutherland (E&S). One contract, 
dated November 4, 1974, indicates that Schure was charged $292,300 for E&S equipment, 
which included a DEC PDP-11 (for $91,815), the E&S Picture System workstation, picture 
processor and software ($65,375), a frame buffer memory with video output and color 
capability ($83,610), film recording unit ($50,000), and user training ($1,500). See also Sito, 
Moving Innovation: A History of Computer Animation, 131.  
282 Allen, Interview with the author. 
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the first 2-D computer-animated motion picture. According to animator and historian of 

computer-generated imagery Tom Sito, “NYIT not only built some of the first off-the-

shelf 3D animation tools, they conceived the first studio production pipeline for creating 

CG [computer-generated] films.”283 However, the only feature-length animated film to 

come out of CGL was Tubby the Tuba (Dir. Alexander Schure, 1975), a conventionally 

animated film that received poor reviews.284 While development of computer animator 

Lance Williams’ ambitious feature-length film, The Works, occupied the workstations 

of many of CGL’s staff through the mid-1980s, the film was never realized in its 

entirety. This project and many others, however, allowed computer animators and 

technicians to experiment with hardware and software issues.  

 Chaired by Edwin Catmull, graduate of the University of Utah College of 

Engineering and current President of Pixar and Disney Animation Studios, the CGL 

research environment was robust and welcoming. The relatively unrestrictive and 

cooperative environment afforded substantial output in the form of animation and paint 

programs for digital computer graphics, computer-animated film shorts, and scores of 

research papers. Catmull adeptly managed CGL from 1975 to 1979, at which point he 

and his colleagues, Alvy Ray Smith and David DiFrancesco, moved to San Rafael, 

California to continue their graphics research at LucasFilm. NYIT continued to attract 

computer scientists, animators, artists, and experimental filmmakers even after Catmull 

and his team left NYIT in 1979.  

                                                
283 Sito, Moving Innovation: A History of Computer Animation, 144. 
284 Ibid., 134–35; Alvy Ray Smith, Interview with the author, December 15, 2016. 
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 One of the computer scientists who remained at CGL into the 1980s was 

Garland Stern, another alum of the University of Utah. While at CGL, Stern developed 

BBOP, a program geared toward animators and non-computer-scientists to 

“interactively create animation of hierarchically articulated 3-dimensional figures” by 

generating “smooth motion between the constructed or ‘key’ poses.”285 In short, BBOP 

served the express purpose of animating 3-D computerized figures using keyframe 

positioning. BBOP interfaced with the Evans & Sutherland Picture System, the state-of-

the-art graphics console of choice for applications in aircraft simulations and modeling 

objects for CAD/CAM (more on this in the next chapter). In a document presented at 

the 1981 SIGGRAPH meeting in Dallas, Texas, Stern introduced BBOP to graphics 

colleagues. The document lays out the program’s components, including “special 

purpose hardware which multiplies 4 x 4 matrices and transforms 3D coordinate data.” 

More specifically, Stern highlights the program’s optimal functionality for figures 

arranged in a “tree of joints,” each joint “consists of a vector list together with a local 

transformation matrix.”286 Separate matrices governed the position of a ring of 

algebraically expressed cameras, and “the camera selected as the current one controls 

the viewing transformation applied to the tree of joints.”287  

 Considering her interest in incorporating female figures in her artwork, Allen 

was pleased to learn that among the very few computerized human models that existed 

in the early 1980s included a full-body female figure – the Catmull-Miner model. The 

                                                
285 Garland Stern, “Introduction” (SIGGRAPH ’81 8th Annual Conference on Computer 
Graphics and Interactive Techniques, Dallas, Texas, 1981), 1. 
286 Ibid., 2. 
287 Ibid., 3. 
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digitization of that model, a detail of which is shown in Figure 2.9, will be addressed in 

the next chapter, as it was one of few custom-made288 full-body solid models in use for 

computer animators for several years, probably between about 1973 and 1980. An 

undated silent film in the David C. Evans Audio-Visual Collection of the J. Willard 

Marriott Library, University of Utah, shows the piecing together of Ms. Miner’s digital 

body, limb by limb. Then, in marionette-like fashion, the full-body vector wireframe 

model attempts to walk, albeit awkwardly. Her body moves only from the hips and 

shoulders as she glides across the screen; she swings her stiff legs and arms back and 

forth, revealing gaping seams and jagged lines at the neck, shoulders, and hips (Figure 

2.9).289 The stilted nature of the animation, paired with the gaping seams at her joints, 

made for a clumsy piecing-together of the body model. As I mentioned in Chapter 1, 

this clip appeared in Futureworld (Dir. Richard T. Heffron, 1976), where a partial body 

model in wireframe form appears on a screen in the periphery of one of the scenes 

featuring computer animations, including Ed Catmull’s computer animated hand, which 

I’ll discuss in the next chapter, as well as a computer animated face by Frederic I. 

Parke. 

                                                
288 I use the word “custom-made” in this context to mean that a particular individual’s body data 
was used to generate the model rather than a collection of averaged information from 
anthropometric surveys, primarily used by industrial designers and ergonomicists. 
289 Computer Animation F103: Wire Mesh Woman, DVD, date unknown, Special Collections 
and Archives, University of Utah, J. Willard Marriott Library. 
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 When the Catmull-Miner data set traveled from the University of Utah to NYIT, 

Rebecca Allen put the model to work. Regarding the use of that model at CGL in 1981, 

Allen said: 

We had this model from, like, the ‘70s, but we were trying to get the 
joints to move. It was just a solid model. So we [Allen and the 
developers] were trying to get it articulated and figure out with our 
animation system how could we do this. … I wanted it to move in a 
realistic way, so I took the one model we had, which fortunately was this 
female figure, and I started using that and the first motion I did was 
having her walk upstairs, kind of symbolizing this uphill struggle but 
also because it was a repeated movement. You could get a lot of 
animation once you got it.290 
 

                                                
290 Allen, Interview with the author. 

Figure 2.9 Two detailed views of the Catmull-Miner model created by Ed Catmull at the 
University of Utah, exact date unknown, circa early 1970s. Body data provided by Laraine 
Miner. Note in the right-hand image the position of the turned head and the disconnected 
vector lines at the base of the neck. Photo by the author. “Computer Animation F103.” 
David C. Evans audio-visual collection A0159, Special Collections and Archives. University 
of Utah, J. Willard Marriott Library. Salt Lake City, Utah. 
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Using a combination of video footage, a joystick, a keyboard, an elaborate mirror setup, 

the Evans & Sutherland Picture System, and BBOP keyframing, Allen simulated the 

Catmull-Miner model walking up a flight of stairs. That same year she also created a 

few seconds-long clip of the same model – rasterized and skinned to give the 

appearance of a solid body with curved surfaces – swimming across the screen.291  

 Allen mentioned that once she got the solid model’s joints articulated, she felt 

like she had proven her worth to CGL. With the affirmation of her computer graphics 

scientist colleagues, her credentials expanded to encompass commissions from other 

artists and performers for mixed video and computer-animated shorts, some of which 

were frequently aired on MTV and VH1 television stations. Another high-profile piece 

involved collaboration with choreographer Twyla Tharp for the 1982 television 

broadcast of The Catherine Wheel, a dance production originally performed at the 

Winter Garden Theater in 1981. A close reading of the filmed production for PBS 

(Public Broadcasting Service) reveals the tedious and meticulous background work 

involved in animating the body model. Furthermore, behind-the-scenes footage and 

commentary from Tharp and Allen offer provocative impressions of computer 

animation’s role in expressing the digital character’s purpose in the storyline. The 

Catherine Wheel offers a telling example of how representational aspects of feminized, 

computerized bodies are enfolded into technical and aesthetic practice, then broadcast to 

audiences. 

 

                                                
291 Rebecca Allen, Swimmer, Video, 1981, http://www.rebeccaallen.com/projects/swimmer. 
Allen was an avid swimmer at that time, which is why she wanted to try simulating swimming 
motions in the body model. Allen, Oral History. 
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The Catherine Wheel (Twyla Tharp, 1982) 

 The 1982 television production of The Catherine Wheel is generally billed as the 

first public broadcast of a full-body computer animated figure. Though the original 

stage production received mixed reviews, critics were struck by Allen’s computer-

animated figure in the televised version, which she created at NYIT. The eighty-minute-

long performance tells a story of family, love, and the hearth, and many of the dance 

sequences involve frenetic movements and elaborately syncopated group choreography. 

The scenes are interspersed with a series of pas de deux between the live-action dancer, 

Sara Rudner, and the Catmull-Miner model, who plays the role of Saint Catherine, a 4th 

century martyr who strove to attain an out-of-body, a-physical existence. The video 

recording includes commentary by Tharp as well as a narrator, who introduces the 

supra-human Saint Catherine as “the 4th century martyr who strove to overcome her 

human failings in pursuit of an almost abstract spiritual perfection.”292 The narrator 

continues, “She’s depicted in a non-human electronic form and becomes a model to 

Sara, the main character in the dance. Sara is driven by a hopeless ambition to achieve 

the unattainable discipline and control of this computerized Catherine.”293 Discipline 

and control are important keywords here, because they directly signal the perceived 

characteristics of computers as devices for command and control.294 More specifically, 

in Sara’s case, the discipline and control translate to the intense desire to control her 

own body in the quest for spiritual perfection. 

                                                
292 Twyla Tharp, The Catherine Wheel, VHS (New York, NY, 1982). 
293 Ibid. 
294 For treatment of the history of computers and the trope of control, see, e.g., Mindell, Between 
Human and Machine: Feedback, Control, and Computing before Cybernetics; Mindell, “Beasts 
and Systems: Taming and Stability in the History of Control.” 
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We’re introduced to Saint Catherine in the first few moments of the film as a 

collection of white lines that fly in and morph into a human form from what looks like a 

stack of pick-up-sticks. Dancer Sara Rudner mimics the computerized martyr’s 

movements in the interest of achieving technical perfection. The scene involves a shot-

reverse-shot where Rudner attempts to copy the dance sequences of St. Catherine. At 

the end of the sequence, the two figures twirl side-by-side in near-perfect synchronicity, 

a still of which is shown in Figure 2.10. While the viewer gains the impression that the 

digital saint is the one who’s calling the shots, the behind-the-scenes footage indicates 

that Rudner and another dancer were filmed as motion referents so that Allen could 

closely follow the movements to re-enact in the computerized body model, with the 

help of her elaborate equipment setup, which I’ll detail shortly.  

Both the narrator and Tharp emphasize the “anti-physicality” of the Saint, and 

hence, the computer-animated figure that represents her. In the video commentary, 

Tharp elaborates on the “supra-natural” nature of this a-physical character: 

What is interesting is Catherine's anti-physicality and the fact that we use 
a computer figure to represent Catherine I think she would have loved 
because she was completely a-physical. Her notion was to be joined to 
God, certainly no men were good enough and she always wanted to be 
supra-natural. Computers at this point sort of represent a future of 
extreme control. And therefore a figure that is a computer figure and is 
also a religious figurine of a person who has set out to attain the highest 
possible accomplishments, to have the most education, to be the purest 
of soul, to be the best spokesperson for Christianity. These were 
Catherine's crimes; this was why she was martyred. To poor Sara's 
deranged mind, this seems desirable, that for some reason we should all 
strive to attain, so she sets out for striving to become a perfect human 
being.295  

 

                                                
295 Tharp, The Catherine Wheel. 
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What if we gave pause to Tharp’s words, that Rudner’s character strives to become the 

perfect human being by mimicking a digital copy? What was it about the computerized 

Saint Catherine that made her seem a-physical? Was it the fact that the figure 

 

 

 

 
constituted something other than live-action film? If anything, it wouldn’t have been the 

elegant dance embodied by Sara Rudner’s digital counterpart but rather the stilted 

movements of Ms. Miner’s computerized model at the University of Utah that may have 

elicited a sense of disembodiment, an incomplete or wholly absent mapping of the flow 

of human movement onto the form. In this case, however, Allen injected the embodied 

Figure 2.10 Still from The Catherine Wheel (Dir. Twyla Tharp, 1982), broadcast by PBS. Sara 
Rudner (left) dances alongside St. Catherine, a 3-D model created by Rebecca Allen at NYIT. 
The computer model’s body data came from Laraine Miner; the computerized model created 
by Ed Catmull and Fred Parke at the University of Utah around 1973. 
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movements of a skilled dancer into the digital form. Tharp’s rationale exemplifies the 

discourses of disembodiment that certain computing communities took up, which 

surfaced in popular literature, including “cyborg discourses,” to borrow Paul Edwards’ 

phrasing.  

 In The Closed World, Edwards draws on William Gibson’s 1984 novel 

Neuromancer, as well as popular films from the 1980s whose narratives revolve around 

computers, to offer a fitting description of cyberspace:  

Cyberspace is an artificial world inside a computer or computer network. 
It is primarily a site of linkage and communication, an abstracted 
alternate reality where everything has become information and 
information is all that matters. … The landscape of cyberspace is digital 
and abstract, featuring chessboards, Cartesian grids, Platonic solids, and 
the neon colors of video games. … Everything hangs weightless in a 
black void.296 

 
As Figure 2.10 attests, the “black void” of cyberspace comprises the a-physical space of 

St. Catherine, whose “abstracted alternate reality” consists of information in digital 

form, and nothing else.  

 In 1982, the same year that The Catherine Wheel debuted on television, Tron 

(Dir. Steven Lisberger, 1982) depicted a cyberworld inside a computer, where the main 

character, a former computer programmer and video arcade owner named Kevin Flynn 

(played by Jeff Bridges) gets trapped inside the mainframe computer of his former 

employer, a greedy corporation ENCOM. When Flynn tries to hack into ENCOM’s 

mainframe, Tron introduced a “visual metaphor”297 of cyberspace to movie-goers, 

                                                
296 Edwards, Paul, The Closed World: Computers and the Politics of Discourse in Cold War 
America, 308. 
297 Ibid., 331. 
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featuring ominous gridded and multicolor geometric backgrounds, emitting an eerie 

neon glow.298  

 
 In her 1999 book, How We Became Posthuman: Virtual Bodies in Cybernetics, 

Literature, and Informatics, Katherine Hayles expresses her fear of a future imaginary 

where people can achieve transcendence by downloading their consciousness into a 

computer, making obsolete the sensory and perceptive qualities of bodily experience. 

This sort of transcendence denies the material embeddedness of mortal bodies in the 

world, and conveys what the author sees as an already grave state of affairs in 

“contemporary discussions about cybernetic subjects,” in which reductive 

interpretations of cybernetic principles have depicted mind and body as divorced from 

one another.299 Hence, Hayles asserts, “Information lost its body,” because “it came to 

be conceptualized as an entity separate from the material forms in which it is thought to 

be embedded.”300 As attractive as it may sound to live the rest of our posthuman days as 

disembodied computer-brains, the author advocates for a grounded, phenomenological 

approach to experiencing the world and its “resistant materialities of embodiment.”301 In 

this way – and just in time for a sunshiny cyborg future – information may once again 

find its body, marked by situatedness, selfhood and corporeal awareness.  

                                                
298 Steven Lisberger, Tron, DVD (Buena Vista, 1982). 
299 Hayles, How We Became Posthuman: Virtual Bodies in Cybernetics, Literature, and 
Informatics, 5. 
300 Ibid. 
301 Ibid., 245. 
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Contrary to what technologically optimistic texts would have us believe about 

the emancipatory potential of networked communication technologies,302 we should not 

presume that information in the form of computer bits implies an absence of physicality. 

As Hayles puts is, “The body remains in front of the screen rather than within it.”303 

Despite the rhetoric surrounding disembodiment and the absence of physicality in 

digital worlds, the computer-generated bodies that we see on the screen more often than 

not derived from information extracted from the bodies of people who were recruited 

for the modeling and animation process, including bodily information from the 

computer animators themselves. Rebecca Allen’s work on The Catherine Wheel was no 

different; moreover, in this particular case, we see the assertion of anti-physicality 

contradict the reality of the situation, which encompasses all sorts of physicality – in the 

form of hardware, software, video and film equipment, mirrors and joysticks, artists, 

dancers, and programmers.304  

In a 1983 article in the Journal of Physical Education, Recreation, and Dance, 

Allen described in easy-to-understand terms the process of studying the dancers’ 

movements and inputting them in the computer. Allen videotaped one of Tharp’s 

dancers named Amy – someone other than Sara Rudner – to “study individual frames to 

                                                
302 See, e.g., Negroponte, Being Digital. 
303 Hayles, “Embodied Virtuality: Or How to Put Bodies Back Into the Picture,” 1. 
304 Casey Alt’s 2002 article, “The Materialities of Maya” sets a helpful precedent for the point I 
am trying to challenge regarding computer modeling as a disembodied phenomenon. Using the 
3D modeling software Maya as a case study, Alt argues that “media critics … project backward 
that digital media are simply computerized versions of traditional modes of production – a move 
that effectively reduces the inherent multiplicity of digital media to one specific media output.” 
Casey Alt, “The Materialities of Maya: Making Sense of Object Orientation,” Configurations 
10, no. 3 (Fall 2002): 388. More broadly, however, contemporary historians of technology, 
including Nathan Ensmenger, Orit Halpern, Greg Downey, and Peter Sachs Collopy have 
shown that computing practices are intensely material and embodied. 
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determine key positions in particular movements.”305 Using Garland Stern’s BBOP, 

“[she] then positioned each joint of the computer procedure to correspond to a key 

position in the dance. Approximately 2 to 3 key frames were required for each second 

of motion.”306 Because individual frame rendering took such a long time, rotoscoping 

directly from video footage was not an option.   

In my interview with Allen, she further elaborated on the technical setup of her 

animation workstation, which included video footage, a graphics terminal, several 

displays, and a half-silvered mirror setup. Distinct from a regular mirror that reflects 

100% of light rays, a half-silvered mirror allows for about half of the incident light to 

reflect off the surface and the other half to pass through the glass. Allen explained the 

purpose of the mirror in the following way:  

I had a half-silvered mirror with a video where I could put single frames 
at a time. Then through the half-silvered mirror I could see the outline of 
the figure, and then I could align it three-dimensionally and look for 
some keyframes and use that to get more of a realistic look, because I 
still wanted to stay with the rotoscope realism.307 
 

Allen relied on video footage and an elaborate post-filming setup to align the 

computerized model in 3-D digital space. When arranged at a 45-degree angle to the 

video frame, the half-silvered mirror generated a 3-D stereo effect, giving Allen a sense 

of the body’s position in Cartesian perspectival (digital) space.308 The “rotoscope 

                                                
305 Rebecca Allen, “The Bionic Dancer,” Journal of Physical Education, Recreation and Dance 
54, no. 9 (1983): 38. 
306 Ibid. 
307 Allen, Interview with the author. 
308 On space, position, and the Cartesian perspectival paradigm, Jonathan Crary states, “The 
certainty of knowledge did not depend solely on the eye but on a more general relation of a 
unified human sensorium to a delimited space of order on which positions could be known and 
compared.” Crary, Techniques of the Observer: On Vision and Modernity in the Nineteenth 
Century, 60.  
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realism” in the above context implies a nod to the visual, scientific objectivist paradigm 

of Cartesian perspectivalism309 that many artists and computer graphics researchers 

often uncritically draw upon to graphically represent three-dimensional space on a 

screen’s 2-dimensional surface. Figure 2.11 shows two details from Allen’s workstation 

through still images from the television special, Creative Computer Graphics (Dir. 

Paula Blaschka, 1983). Despite not getting a shot of the half-silvered mirror setup, we 

see that Allen uses a joystick to position the computer model in keyframes, while the 

model floats atop a perspectival gridded space on the screen.310 The starkly black 

background of the screen as well as the gridded “floor” on which Allen positions the 3-

D model hearkens to the fictional realm of cyberspace mentioned earlier.  

          

 

                                                
309 Martin Jay, “Scopic Regimes of Modernity,” in Vision and Visuality, ed. Hal Foster, Dia Art 
Foundation Discussions in Contemporary Culture 2 (Seattle: Bay Press, 1988), 2–23. 
310 Paula Blaschka, Creative Computer Graphics, VHS (Computer Pictures Magazine, 
Backstage Publications, Inc., 1983). 

Figure 2.11 Still images from Creative Computer Graphics (Dir. Paula Blaschka, 1983). Left 
image of Rebecca Allen setting keyframe positions for the 3-D body model using BBOP 
software, Computer Graphics Laboratory, NYIT. Right image close-up of Allen operating a 
joystick to set the keyframe position. Moving Image Collection, Library of Congress.  
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 Corporeal metaphors undergirded the circuitry and code of both analog and 

digital computer animation. These metaphors structured how articulated figures were 

supposed to be animated according to their jointed bodies. We must remember that 

these bodily metaphors for computation were connected to living bodies in real, 

material ways. Graphics scientists, engineers, programmers and animators continuously 

returned to the live model – the dancer, the juggler, the animator him or herself – as 

visual reference for bodies in motion. The gestures that got inscribed into characters   

 By the mid-1980s, a few North American and Western European companies 

started producing and distributing commercial animation software for a variety of 

applications, including CAD/CAM and the entertainment industry.311 With respect to 

animation, the introduction of inverse kinematics in off-the-shelf software by the 

Canadian graphics company, Softimage, marked a significant shift in possibilities for 

the production-oriented animation pipeline beginning in the late 1980s. Adapted from 

robotics, inverse kinematics uses algorithms based on hierarchically articulated joint 

structures, or jointed chains, to animate computer-generated figures. Inverse kinematics 

differs from earlier techniques in computer animation that also implemented 

hierarchical joints in the way that the animation is calculated. In inverse kinematics, the 

orientation of specific joints is accomplished by calculating the desired position of the 

model, taking into account physical laws that may act on the model in the computer-

generated environment. In forward kinematics (the technique that Rebecca Allen and 

other computer animators used prior to the late 1980s), the animator needed to directly 

define the model’s positions by calculating the object’s transformation based on specific 

                                                
311 Alt, “The Materialities of Maya: Making Sense of Object Orientation,” 391. 
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positions of the body parts being moved. Computer animators use forward and inverse 

kinematics in tandem to animate different body parts, and the key step in this process is 

rigging, or adding a skeletal hierarchical jointed system to the 3-D solid model.  

 To some extent, inverse kinematics freed the animator from drawing on his or 

her intuition about how a body reacts to stimuli based on laws of physics because 

inverse kinematics algorithms accounted for some of those physical properties. But the 

animator still relied on his keen sense of movement, skeletal rigging, and bodily 

positioning to transform an object on the screen. As software packages from companies 

including Softimage and Alias Systems (later Alias/Wavefront) created animation 

software for designers and artists, the programming elements of the systems got 

blackboxed. The “ideal” users didn’t need to know how to write code or customize the 

systems, so they didn’t learn the mechanics of the software.312 This is a major difference 

between earlier generations of computer animators and those receiving training and 

working in commercial production since the mid-1980s; knowledge about programming 

and building customized animation systems took a backseat to the incorporation of off-

the-shelf software into the production pipeline.313 

 

                                                
312 See, e.g., Mahoney, “What Makes the History of Software Hard,” 13–15. 
313 Parke, Oral History with the author. 
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CHAPTER 3 
 

DIGITIZING THE LIVING BODY, 1971-1986 
 

   
If you were one of the lucky visitors to the Computer Graphics Lab (CGL) at 

NYIT’s Old Westbury, Long Island campus, you would have entered the property along 

a narrow, paved road that cut through manicured grounds. Manor-like buildings still dot 

the landscape, comprised of land acquired from several neighboring estates from the 

early twentieth century. When the Old Westbury campus opened in 1965, the interiors 

of some of the grand buildings were repurposed for university operations. Among them 

was the Gerry House, home to CGL. In its heyday, the Georgian Revival style Gerry 

House sported a pale pink exterior, shuttered windows and a Spanish-themed tilework 

fountain tucked away along the house’s side patio. While the grounds boasted a 

smattering of stately mansions across the thousand-plus acre campus, by the mid-1970s 

several of the buildings, including the Gerry House, fell into disrepair. That was when 

computer animators set up shop in the house’s adjoining four-car garage.314 The 

Computer Graphics Lab housed an array of high tech equipment – generously provided 

by founder Alexander Schure, or “Uncle Alex,” as some of the staff called him (but 

never to his face). It didn’t matter much that the Gerry House accommodations were a 

little rough around the edges; in fact, it added to the quirky, yet weirdly elegant setting 

in which groundbreaking computer graphics research took place.  

If you were one of the lucky visitors to CGL you also would have encountered a 

life-size plaster cast of a corpulent man on display in the headquarters’ hallway. Dubbed 

                                                
314 David A. Price, The Pixar Touch: The Making of a Company (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 
2008), 17–18; Smith, Interview with the author. 
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“the Howie Sculpture,” part elaborate prank and part legitimate research project, the 

cast was modeled from the body of Howard Spielman, a producer and art director at 

CGL. Lorraine Louzan, a cel painter from Schure’s 2-D cel animation team, was among 

the staff assigned to make the Howie Sculpture. Trained in studio art as an 

undergraduate at NYIT, with no prior experience in computer animation, Louzan took 

on many odd jobs at NYIT during periods of downtime, which occurred more and more 

frequently for the 2-D cel animation team, comprised of both women and men. It was 

clear that Louzan and her colleagues needed to get creative about how to stay relevant 

and involved at NYIT.315  

The Howie Sculpture must have offered a humorous visual counterpoint to the 

slender, toned bodies that one would ordinarily encounter in molded form. Perhaps the 

computer animators displayed the Howie cast to mimic or make fun of the old tradition 

of displaying casts of classical sculptures in and around country estates. Or maybe the 

Howie cast served as a reminder to visitors that goings-on in the Computer Graphics 

Lab were just as much artistic as they were scientific. Or it simply provided comic 

relief.  

The modeling team based the casting technique on a few other instances of 

plaster casts for digitizing purposes, most notably those popularized by Ed Catmull and 

his colleagues at the University of Utah in the early 1970s. Catmull brought his 

modeling and programming techniques, along with his family, from Utah to Long 

                                                
315 Louzan also mentioned that she helped paint the outside of the de Seversky Mansion on 
NYIT’s campus. At that time, the mansion was home to founder and then-president of NYIT, 
Alexander Schure, but now it serves as a wedding venue. Garland Stern and Lorraine Louzan, 
Oral History, June 27, 2017. 
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Island in 1974 to direct CGL for the next five years. While there, Catmull helped guide 

a growing group of computer scientists, technicians, artists, and computer animators in 

their research projects, which included cutting-edge commercial work for television and 

music videos. 

For much of the 1970s and 1980s, custom-made digitized bodies modeled from 

live humans were rare, so graphics scientists and computer animators used the same 

digital models repeatedly to carry out graphics research, and the appearance of those 

models were often tweaked considerably for commercial applications, the Catmull-

Miner model being the main example.  

The CGL folks never digitized the Howie Sculpture, so I suspect that while few 

digital body models existed during the 1970s, there may have been many more plaster, 

clay, and wooden body parts (or even whole bodies) whose digital destinies were never 

realized.316 With respect to plans for digitizing the Howie cast, there was talk of 

experimenting with photogrammetric techniques such as laser scanning.317 While that 

didn’t end up happening at CGL, laser scanning technologies did enter the market by 

the mid-1980s.  

Critically considering the materiality of a small collection of living and plaster 

models and their digital counterparts as a jumping off point, I examine the process of 
                                                
316 The casting of body parts for teaching medicine and for prosthetics are part of an extensive 
tradition in body molds and casts which extends beyond the scope of this project. Casting body 
parts for prosthetics requires great precision, as the artificial body part created from the mold 
needs to fit with the body. Casting in the cases that I discuss for computer graphics were often 
messily created in an ad hoc fashion, and could afford to be rather imprecise, since the data set 
could be tweaked on the computer. For a provocative collection of essays on the history of 
prosthetics, see, e.g., Katherine Ott, David Serlin, and Stephen Mihm, eds., Artificial Parts, 
Practical Lives: Modern Histories of Prosthetics (New York: New York University Press, 
2002).     
317 Stern and Louzan, Oral History, June 27, 2017. 
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digitizing body surfaces before modeling with rapid laser scanning became 

commonplace in industrial design and commercial production, beginning in the late 

1990s. I ask, what can these live human models and inanimate plaster, clay, and wooden 

models, basically vestigial components of a seemingly outdated modeling technique, 

tell us about digital body and facial modeling? What do the representational practices 

associated with these flesh and plaster figures and their digital counterparts signal about 

the knowledges, values, and taken-for-granted norms embedded in modeling work? In 

this chapter, I describe the constellation of apparatuses and skills implemented to make 

digital humanoid models from about 1971 to 1986, when the digitizing process 

comprised manual operations, inputting points one-by-one into customized computer 

systems. My object-based approach to the study signifies a move to label digitizing 

processes, and modeling in itself, as constitutive of craft-based techniques requiring 

technical knowledge and the ability to think about and express things in relation to 

three-dimensional space.318  

The problem of graphically representing three-dimensional space on a computer 

screen presents those working in computer graphics with a complex set of questions 

about what information about the “real world” they can or want to capture and how to 

go about capturing it. They implicate questions of photorealism – what it is, what it 

looks and acts like, and how to express it algorithmically and computer-graphically. 

These questions vary depending on the application and what sort of consensus the 

                                                
318 For a history of translating 3-D to 2-D in engineering, see Ferguson, Engineering and the 
Mind’s Eye. 
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stakeholders reach about whether a problem, for instance the representation of 

photorealism, was “solved.”319  

My assigning the term “craft” to the practices I describe constitutes an analyst’s 

term rather than a term used by the people I study. Even though sources and 

testimonials from the period emphasized that this labor-intensive form of work required 

technical skill, material experience, and process-oriented operations, I have not come 

across the use of the word “craft” in these accounts (which isn’t to say it doesn’t 

exist).320 However, by calling what these actors engaged in craft, I aim to highlight the 

seemingly overlooked fact among historians of science and technology that modeling 

and animation for computer graphics research and commercial production comprised 

visual, haptic, and other sensory experiences to understand the surface properties of the 

bodies they modeled. Indeed, one of the main points I aim to make in this chapter is that 

many of the techniques in 3-D modeling of human figures derives from concepts and 

practices established by sculptors, architects, and design engineers – people who think 

not only in spatial terms, but also in material and embodied ones. 

To push the point further, and to echo the important work of anthropologist 

Natasha Myers on the craftwork of scientific modeling, I argue that studying modeling 
                                                
319 In an interview with the Computer History Museum, Ed Catmull said that computer graphics 
scientists “solved the problem of realism” in the 1980s. What he probably meant was that 
graphics scientists had figured out several equations to graphically represent equations for the 
travel of light, called ray tracing. See Edwin Catmull, Oral History of Edwin Catmull: 2013 
Computer History Museum Fellow, interview by John Hollar, March 1, 2013, The Computer 
History Museum, http://archive.computerhistory.org/resources/access/text/2014/05/102746614-
05-01-acc.pdf. 
320 A notable exception to the observation includes recent commentary by multi-media artist 
Rebecca Allen, who in a 2012 interview with Wired magazine noted that digitizing 3-D objects 
in the 1980s “was a very crafted process.” See Geeta Dayal, “Meet Kraftwerk’s Original 3-D 
Animator, Rebecca Allen,” Wired, April 20, 2012, https://www.wired.com/2012/04/kraftwerk-
rebecca-allen/. 
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through the lens of craft offers a fruitful approach to thinking in new ways about 

epistemic and representational practices. Myers’ investigation of the embodied actions 

of modelers for protein crystallography reveals the “body work” that takes place in 

computer-mediated visualizations of modeling complex molecules. Although these 

molecules look nothing like human bodies, model builders rely on their own bodies as 

well as intimate and inarticulable knowledge to help think through and visualize 

complex molecular structures.321 With respect to the computer-mediated 

crystallographic modeling process, Myers asserts that the “’human’ part of the human-

computer lens … must sculpt a best-fitting model into the map through a practice that 

requires intimate knowledge of molecular form, keen eyes, intuition, and an intimate 

bodily engagement with the model as it is slowly built up over time.”322 Whether the 

thing in question is a protein molecule or an automobile or a human body, the modeler 

must apply craft-based skills and intimate knowledge to graphically represent the reified 

object. 

In the last chapter, I addressed techniques of analog and digital representations 

of computerized movement from the 1960s through mid-1980s. In this chapter, I focus 

on the practices of digitizing the surfaces of bodies from roughly the same period, the 

early 1970s through mid-1980s. The first section of this chapter addresses early digital 

modeling practices at the University of Utah, highlighting the body modeling research 

conducted by Ed Catmull and Fred Parke in the early 1970s. I underscore that despite a 

                                                
321 Myers, “Molecular Embodiments and the Body-Work of Modeling in Protein 
Crystallography,” 184. See also Myers, Rendering Life Molecular: Models, Modelers, and 
Excitable Matter. 
322 Myers, “Molecular Embodiments and the Body-Work of Modeling in Protein 
Crystallography,” 185. 
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lack in formal training on the part of the graphics scientists and animators, many of the 

techniques involved to get complex bodily curves and shapes into the computer derived 

from pre-digital drafting techniques for industrial design and engineering, as well as 

studio art techniques in representational figure studies. Then I discuss important 

commercial work in computer graphic human modeling during the early to mid-1980s 

at Triple I and NYIT, two institutions embarking on research and computer-generated 

commercial production. Technical and aesthetic questions that arose from these projects 

set the scene for a discussion of shifting notions of realism in computer graphics, as I 

ask what’s at stake for graphics research when standards for realism in image-making 

continue to shift. 

Lastly, I want to draw attention to the self-reflexive characteristics of research in 

computer graphic modeling, and the fact that scientists, animators and electronic 

imaging artists were keenly aware of the multiple meanings of models, sometimes even 

playfully signaling that awareness to their colleagues and members of the reading and 

spectating public. The Howie sculpture on display at CGL is just one example of this 

sort of playfulness. When graphics scientists and animators deployed mannequin heads, 

plaster forms, live human models, and lifelike computer-generated humanoids in their 

research, scholarly papers, and behind-the-scenes footage, they did so with an attuned 

eye and a sense of humor. To that end, I follow the work of anthropologist John 

Thornton Caldwell, whose research in the everyday workplace practices of people 

behind-the-scenes in film and television have provided a fruitful framework for 
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studying how these actors make sense of their own creative and technical work within 

production pipelines.323  

My study focuses on humanoid character development (the modeling of 

humanoid figures for commercial production and animation), where the appearance and 

functionality of the model and how it gets transformed are paramount considerations.324 

Here, I am concerned with the production of the digital model and its relationship to the 

flesh and plaster model forms from which it may have derived (if these physical proto-

models even existed), as well as what they looked like. As in the last chapter, I am 

interested in showing the array of both analog and digital machines, instruments, 

techniques and skills required to model, animate, and render objects using digital 

computers. I imagine the circumstances in which graphics scientists made plaster casts 

of parts of their own bodies or those of their models, and then digitized them. I highlight 

the techniques employed to visually and materially map and then make discrete body 

surfaces for 3-D computer graphics before people adopted rapid scanning techniques to 

digitize solid objects in commercial production, or before they used sculpting software, 

which is the present norm for commercial character modeling.325 Delineating these 

practices and how they have changed over time points us toward the indexical trace of 

the body model as referent and helps us understand the craft-based work that went into 

human modeling for computer graphics and animation.  
                                                
323 Caldwell, Production Culture: Industrial Reflexivity and Critical Practice in Film and 
Television. See also Thomas Elsaesser, The Persistence of Hollywood (New York: Routledge, 
2012), 319–40. 
324 This discussion is at the expense of an in-depth analysis of the history of computerized 
human modeling for other often-overlapping applications, including engineering, ergonomics, 
or biomedicine. 
325 Zbrush and Mudbox are currently the two main sculpting software packages that modelers 
and character developers use for commercial production applications. 
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Much in the same way that Italian Renaissance artists rendered scenes according 

to strict rules about perspective, or creating the illusion of three-dimensionality on a 

two-dimensional surface, computer scientists also approached the problem of rendering 

a computer-generated image as “an end in itself.”326 At least through the 1980s, much of 

that research pertained to problems of rendering photorealistic images, especially in 3-D 

raster graphics, which is the realm I focus on here. From the mid-1970s, the realism of 

the computer-generated (raster) image often specifically referred to the mathematical 

representation of the path that light travels when it reflects off the surface of differently 

textured objects, a concept called ray tracing. Computer graphics scientists followed 

rationalized understandings of monocular perspective to invent algorithms for 2-D and 

3-D graphics. Cartesian perspective provided the foundation from which graphics 

scientists embarked on computer-generated descriptive geometry.  

Not only did 3-D graphics scientists approach problems of realistically rendering 

computer images in perspectival terms, they drew directly from legacies in technical 

drawing delineated by Leon Battista Alberti (1404-1472) in Italy, Albrecht Dürer 

(1471-1528) in Germany, and their followers.327 Dürer’s famous sixteenth-century print 

of a perspective study entitled, “Draughtsman Making a Perspective Drawing of a 

Reclining Woman,” reflexively exemplifies the phenomenon of rendering an image as 

an end in itself (Figure 3.1). In this print, we see a draughtsman, who assumes the role 

                                                
326 Jay, “Scopic Regimes of Modernity,” 8. 
327 See, e.g., Filippo Camerota, “Renaissance Descriptive Geometry: The Codification of 
Drawing Methods,” in Picturing Machines, 1400-1700, ed. Wolfgang Lefèvre (Cambridge, 
MA: The MIT Press, 2004), 175–208; Jeanne Peiffer, “Projections Embodied in Technical 
Drawings: Dürer and His Followers,” in Picturing Machines, 1400-1700 (Cambridge, MA: The 
MIT Press, 2004), 245–75. 
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of observer on the right side of the image, using a set of devices to aid his eye in 

graphically breaking down his field of vision to create an image of the subject before 

him. A two-dimensional grid lies flat on the tabletop, divided by a screen made of 

threads arranged in a grid – a material mapping of the flat gridded page. On the other 

side of the screen lies a reclining nude woman, partially draped in fabric. With the help  

 

 

of his drafting tools and trusted screen through which he views the world as a grid, the 

draughtsman successfully captures not only the nude woman but also her beauty, 

broken down into discrete parts. Computer raster display technologies operated 

similarly, at least in the visual (rather than technical) sense, by discretizing the model 

using computer bits stored in a frame buffer, while the monitor outputs a rectangular 

grid of sets of points called pixels.328 By the 1970s, when it came to modeling objects, 

the visual mapping of grids and contour lines on the physical surface of an object or 

                                                
328 Alvy Ray Smith, “A Pixel Is Not a Little Square, a Pixel Is Not a Little Square, a Pixel Is Not 
a Little Square! (And a Voxel Is Not a Little Cube),” Memo (Microsoft, July 17, 1995), 
http://alvyray.com/Memos/default.htm. 

Figure 3.1 Albrecht Dürer, “Draughtsman Making a Perspective Drawing of a Reclining 
Woman,” ca. 1600, The Metropolitan Museum of Art, open source, Accessed via ArtStor. 
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human body shifted the location of the perspectival grid to the topography of the surface 

itself through camera projection methods.  

The Dürer print aptly expresses the phenomenon of Cartesian perspectivalism in 

pre-digital-computer form. We might consider the process of imagining, expressing 

mathematically, and encoding graphical representations as a form of Cartesian 

perspectivalism, a visual mode “[identified] with Renaissance notions of perspective in 

the visual arts and Cartesian ideas of subjective rationality in philosophy.”329 In his 

influential essay, “Scopic Regimes of Modernity,” theorist Martin Jay broadly reviews 

what he identifies as three main “scopic regimes” of the Western modern era (the past 

four hundred or so years). They include Cartesian perspectivalism, the Dutch art of 

describing, and in Jay’s words, the dazzling, “explosive power of baroque vision.”330 

Jay analyzes these three scopic regimes to emphasize that despite the seemingly 

hegemonic mode of vision of Cartesian perspectivalism, there exist alternative forms of 

image rendering alongside the dominant one. The Dutch “art of describing”331 and the 

floating perspective of baroque freneticism comprise the alternative examples that Jay 

discusses, but these three examples are not exhaustive. Even though the mathematics 

behind computer graphics relies on Cartesian perspective and gridded surfaces in which 

to place pixels, the representational effects created by computer-generated imaging need 

not appear to ascribe to the rules of Cartesian perspective. In other words, the 

architecture of the computer program and hardware operate at the image processing 

                                                
329 Jay, “Scopic Regimes of Modernity,” 4. 
330 Ibid., 16. 
331 Alpers, The Art of Describing: Dutch Art in the Seventeenth Century. 
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level according to Cartesian perspectivalist tenets; however, the graphical result 

wouldn’t necessarily abide by those rules. 

In Jay’s discussion of the Dürer print, he draws attention to the male 

draughtsman as image-maker but also identifies the assumed viewer of the print as a 

male subject. He poetically claims that the fetishizing, “reifying male look … turned its 

targets into stone,”332 meaning that the (female) subject in the image was treated like an 

object of study and desire whose “de-eroticized”333 gaze never faced the viewer to 

implicate him in the image-making process. According to Jay, through the very act of 

its two-dimensional rendering, the stone-like subject was made to be abstracted and 

quantified “in league with a scientific world view that no longer hermeneutically read 

the world as a divine text, but rather saw it as situated in a mathematically regular 

spatio-temporal order filled with natural objects that could only be observed from 

without by the dispassionate eye of the neutral researcher.”334 Curiously enough, in the 

postwar era of U.S. defense-funded computer graphics research at the University of 

Utah, we see these reifying “targets” include the bodies in whole or in part of 

automobiles, aircraft, women, and men, some of whom got converted into plaster, wood 

or foam to get digitized, while others simply offered up their metallic or fleshy skin for 

the task at hand. However, whatever method graphics scientists used to digitize bodies, 

the process constituted a keen sense of touch and a feel for the complexly curved 

                                                
332 Jay, “Scopic Regimes of Modernity,” 8. 
333 Ibid. 
334 Ibid., 9. Feminist historians of art have taken the discussion of realism, representation, and 
modernity several steps further by critiquing approaches to “dominating modes of vision” and, 
in Mieke Bal’s terms, their “illusory monopoly.” See, e.g., Mieke Bal, “His Master’s Eye,” in 
Modernity and the Hegemony of Vision, ed. David Michael Levin (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1993), 379–404. 
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surfaces of things. They combined this keen sense of touch with standard ways of 

seeing and visual cultures entrenched in engineering design practices and Cartesian 

optics.335 

 The importance of abiding by the laws of linear perspective and mechanical 

visualizing techniques was rather self-evident in computer graphics work. However, 

what gets less emphasized is the haptic element of computer graphic modeling, one 

informed by craft-based techniques that combined visual, haptic, and proprioceptive 

attunements on the part of the scientist-modeler-animator. Eugene Ferguson implicitly 

speaks to this sensory element in Engineering and the Mind’s Eye. As the author points 

out the benefits of scale models as tools, he also indicates the tactile element of physical 

models that help someone “make sense of the object:” 

A model can take an observer one step closer to reality than can a 
drawing. An orthographic projection is the medium par excellence for 
explaining the details of a structure or a machine, and a perspective 
drawing provides a qualitative sense of the relative proportions of 
various members. Yet the observer often wants to see around the corner 
of an object in a perspective drawing, because there (he tells himself) lies 
the missing piece of the puzzle of understanding. A model permits the 
observer not merely to look around that corner but to walk around it, to 
look down on and up at the object, and to receive tactile clues that help 
him make sense of the object.336 

 

Despite the fact that the paradigmatic scopic regime of perspective foregrounded the 

visual aspects of computer graphics, a tactile sense was also prominent. In the next 

section, I highlight the tactile properties of capturing information from the surfaces of 

bodies from the early 1970s to late 1980s. Ultimately, I argue that an interest in surface 

                                                
335 See, e.g., Henderson, On Line and On Paper: Visual Representations, Visual Culture, and 
Computer Graphics in Design Engineering; Ferguson, Engineering and the Mind’s Eye. 
336 Ferguson, Engineering and the Mind’s Eye, 106–7. 
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is anything but merely “superficial,” as, in Tim Ingold’s words, “surfaces are the real 

sites for the generation of meaning.”337 

 

The tactility of modeling human forms, 1971-1986 

 Well into the 1990s, computer graphics scientists and animators made plaster 

molds of body parts, including hands and heads, and even casts of whole bodies, to 

digitize complex solid forms. They then drew lines and polygons on the surface of the 

plaster model, which were then used as guides for digitizing using a variety of tactile-

oriented methods. If they skipped the step of plaster casting, they drew lines and 

polygons directly on the human model’s skin and photographed the subject from several 

angles, working from the 2-D photographs to translate surface information to 3-D 

graphics. Much of this chapter discusses these initial steps by focusing on case studies 

of early digitizing projects for the human body. I highlight the craft-based, in-between 

steps of plaster casting and drawing on bodies, as sources from the 1970s and 1980s 

addressed the importance of and challenges to model-making in the process of 

digitization.338  

                                                
337 Ingold, “Surface Visions,” 100. 
338 Two other well-publicized examples of humanoid figures that were modeled using the 
plaster method include a piano-playing entertainer, Tony de Peltrie created by Pierre Lachapelle 
(including production), Philippe Bergeron, Pierre Robidoux and Daniel Langlois in 1985, and a 
digital Marilyn Monroe, created by Nadia Magnenat-Thalmann and Daniel Thalman. Both were 
created at the University of Montreal in Canada. See, e.g., Arielle Emmett, “Digital Portfolio: 
Tony de Peltrie,” Computer Graphics World, October 1985; Nadia Magnenat-Thalmann and 
Daniel Thalmann, Synthetic Actors in Computer-Generated 3D Films (Berlin, Germany: 
Springer-Verlag, 1990); Elaine Cohen, “Some Mathematical Tools for a Modeler’s 
Workbench,” IEEE Computer Graphics and Applications 3, no. 7 (October 1983): 63–66; 
Edwin Catmull, “A System for Computer Generated Movies,” in Proceedings of the ACM 
Annual Conference, vol. 1, 1972, 422–31. 
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In the office of Edwin Catmull, President of Pixar and Walt Disney Animation 

Studios and graduate of the University of Utah, a plaster cast of a hand prominently sits 

on a shelf.339 The proudly displayed cast signals the origins of computerized human 

modeling and its legacy in art-based figure studies. Catmull’s work on computerized 

human modeling and animation represent some of the earliest examples of inputting 

information from living human bodies into digital computer graphics systems. With the 

help of fellow graduate student Frederic I. Parke at the University of Utah in the early 

1970s, Catmull cast his hand in plaster, covered the model “with a thin layer of 

latex,”340 drew polygons on the surface of the latex, and digitized the polygons with the 

help of a digitizing pen, Digital Equipment Corporation’s PDP-10 computer, and a 

Teletype console. He then animated the digital hand by articulating the fingers using a 

program he designed called MOP (Motion Picture Language), making them bend and 

curl, while the hand rotated in mid-air.  

Catmull used a device called a contact probe to input surface data point-by-point 

into the x-y-z coordinate measuring system. Contact probes varied in design, but the 

one that Catmull used contained a wand-like sensor, called a digitizing pen, connected 

by wires and potentiometers to a foot pedal and computer graphics system. Figure 3.2 

depicts such a device, where we see Parke using a contact probe to digitize a clear 

plastic form of a head at the University of Utah. The form contains black contour lines  

                                                
339 Matthew Belloni, “Disney-Pixar’s Ed Catmull on ‘Good Dinosaur,’ Female Directors and 
Why Steve Jobs Would Be ‘Appalled’ by ‘Steve Jobs,’” The Hollywood Reporter, November 
20, 2015, http://www.hollywoodreporter.com/news/disney-pixars-ed-catmull-good-840292. 
340 Edwin Catmull, “A System for Computer Generated Movies,” in Proceedings of the ACM 
Annual Conference, vol. 1, 1972, 429. 
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drawn across the head, face, and neck; the operator touches the pen to the points where 

the lines meet, designating the vertices to be computed. In concert with the overhead 

tracks connected to a computer system (most likely the PDP-10 and Teletype console), 

the pen captured the x-y-z location of the point upon contact with the surface of the 

form. 

Similarly, in Catmull’s thesis film, A Computer-Animated Hand (1972),341 a 

shot depicts the operator digitizing points on the plaster model of the hand by placing 

pressure on a foot pedal along with contact of the pen to the surface of the model. The 

pen was connected to horizontal and vertical tracks from above, which communicated 

the location of the pen’s contact with the object’s surface in x-y-z-defined space. In the 

                                                
341 Edwin Catmull, “A Computer-Animated Hand,” YouTube, 1972, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wdedV81UQ5k&t=124s. 

Figure 3.2 Photograph of Frederic I. Parke, circa 1973, as a graduate student at the 
University of Utah, using a digitizing pen or contact probe to digitize a plastic head form. 
Note the contour lines drawn across the face and head to identify key vertices to translate 
digitally. Reproduced in Christopher Finch, CG Story (2013): p. 28. 
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case of Catmull’s hand, he “extract[ed] the three dimensional coordinates of some 270 

corner points defining the surface of the hand, [and] organize[d] them into about 350 

polygons,” which he then built to form the digital hand.342 The more points gathered 

from the plaster model, the more data the computer stored and the more polygons were 

generated in the digital model. The figures below depict stills from A Computer-

Animated Hand, revealing various incarnations of the hand model: the drawn-on and 

labeled polygons on Catmull’s plaster model (Figure 3.3), the vector wireframe model 

(Figure 3.4), and the halftone smooth-shaded model (Figure 3.5).  

Much like plaster casts, contact probes, digitizing pens, and other tactile devices 

serve as vestigial traces of digitizing practices from an earlier era. While writers at the 

time stressed that a great deal of work went into digitizing forms (both living and non-

living),343 this point gets glossed over in histories of computer graphics and animation.  

                                                
342 Catmull, “A System for Computer Generated Movies,” 429. 
343 Commentary in published sources from the 1980s including special effects magazines and 
coffee table books mention the labor-intensive aspect of computer graphic modeling and 
animation. See, e.g., Annabel Jankel and Rocky Morton, Creative Computer Graphics 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1984); Douglas Merritt, Television Graphics: From 
Pencil to Pixel (New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1987). 
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Contemporary versions of digitizing tablets and pens are still in use in some CAD/CAM 

applications, although for commercial computer-generated imagery, laser scanning and 

software for modeling, animating and rendering digital models have nowadays taken the 

Figures 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5 Stills from A Computer-Animated Hand (Edwin Catmull and 
Fred Parke, 1972). Figure 3.3 (top) depicts the plaster mold or model with polygons 
drawn on and labeled. Figure 3.4 (middle) depicts the vector wireframe model of the 
digitized plaster model. Figure 3.5 (bottom) depicts the final halftone smooth-shaded 
model of the hand. Edwin Catmull, “A Computer-Animated Hand,” YouTube, 1972, 
accessed March 10, 2018.  
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place of the above devices. However, even in the early 1970s, there were a few ways 

that graphics scientists got real-life objects into the computer. In computer graphics 

modeling research at the University of Utah, scientists relied on graphics stations 

developed by Evans & Sutherland Corporation that communicated with computer 

systems like Digital Equipment Corporation’s line of VAX computers. Meanwhile, 

several patents existed for developments in digitizing technology, which were largely 

fueled by the promise of faster, more efficient control over design specs for CAD/CAM 

applications in the United States and other parts of the developed world.344  

While contact probes were used for digitizing 3-dimensional static forms, 

another more versatile digitizing method involved inputting data points from 2-

dimensional images using a digitizing tablet. The tablet developed by Ivan Sutherland 

became the method of choice for CAD/CAM beginning in the 1970s. The device would 

work by placing orthographic or photographic views of an object on the surface of the 

tablet, while the operator would take two electronic pens, one in each hand, to “enable 

the user to indicate a single point simultaneously in two such views, thus defining the 

three-dimensional position of the point.”345 Similar to the tactile-oriented method of the 

contact probe, the tablet relied on the user-operated digitizing pens to determine crucial 

points to be made into polygonal skins. 
                                                
344 Patents include: Albert L. Whetstone, Samuel Fine, and Robert Davis, Graphical Data 
Device, 3821469 (Hicksville, Long Island, NY, filed May 15, 1972, and issued June 28, 1974); 
Iain Donald Graham MacLeod, Horst Peter Cantor, and Stephen Kaneff, Digitizing Device, 
3898445 (Canberra, filed November 26, 1973, and issued August 5, 1975); Donald E. Hart and 
Edwin L. Jacks, Computer-Aided Graphical Analysis, 3534396 (Detroit, Michigan, filed 
October 27, 1965, and issued October 13, 1970); Ernest B. Blood, Three Dimensional Digitizer 
with Electromagnetic Coupling, 4613866 (St. Louis, MO, filed May 13, 1983, and issued 
September 23, 1986). 
345 Ivan E. Sutherland, “Three-Dimensional Data Input by Tablet,” Proceedings of the IEEE 62, 
no. 4 (April 1974): 453. 
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In his developments of modeling and digitizing techniques, Ivan Sutherland 

labeled the digitized surface characterized by a series of contiguous polygons as “skin,” 

regardless of whether or not he was modeling actual skin surfaces. In fact, most of the 

objects that Sutherland and his colleagues modeled were manufactured items for 

CAD/CAM purposes, including cars, aircraft, and industrial parts. In Sutherland’s 1974 

article introducing the Evans & Sutherland Digitizing Tablet, he clearly states the role 

of skin language in the digitizing objective: “In building models for production of 

computer pictures, our objective is to define a collection of polygons which form the 

‘skin’ of the model. The vertices of these polygons are points whose three-dimensional 

coordinates have been defined by tablet input.”346 However, successfully defining the 

polygons and hence the skin, depends on touching the points of a schematic in a specific 

sequence based on “the dual-pen specification.”347 More specifically, the user-friendly 

setup, designed with operators in mind who are not necessarily versed in computer 

programming languages,348 simply needs to follow either a clockwise or 

counterclockwise direction for capturing the points of an image to form polygonal 

skins. All the user needs to do is “[define] all polygons in a clockwise direction as he 

sees them in his drawing.”349 These visible points (labeled V in the E&S Digitizing 

System) constitute one of “two working sets of points.”350 The other set labeled I for 

invisible, whose points the operator would enter in a counterclockwise direction, make 

                                                
346 Ibid., 457. 
347 Ibid. 
348 Bardini, Bootsrapping: Douglas Engelbart, Coevolution, and the Origins of Personal 
Computing. 
349 Sutherland, “Three-Dimensional Data Input by Tablet,” 457. 
350 Ibid. 
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up the hidden surfaces. Then, Sutherland states, “If the polygon is invisible, [the user] 

puts it into the I set and its direction will automatically be reversed to correct for the 

fact that it was defined as seen through the object of which it is a face.”351 Simply put, 

the object gets digitized in three dimensions from a two-dimensional image based on 

what parts of the object the operator can see, as well as the surfaces that he cannot see.  

But if one set of polygons represents the visible (V) surface and another set 

represents the invisible (I) surface, how does the 3-dimensional, skinned model become 

a fully closed and contained object on the computer screen, and furthermore one that we 

can rotate and transform while preserving the integrity of the digitized solid object? A 

“third polygon output control,” apart from the V and I polygon controls, holds the key 

to both connecting and designating what can be seen and unseen. This third control 

“generates a number of output polygons which form a skin connecting the V set of 

points with the I set of points.”352 The system arranges these connecting points in a 

push-down stack which allows the operator to “prepare a new set of points 

corresponding to the next section [of the object being modeled] and then ‘push[es]’ it 

into I or V, causing the old value of I to move into V or vice versa.”353 Sutherland 

contextualizes this process by describing what happens to the V and I sets of points as 

the operator progresses along the surface of a ship’s hull (or rather, a drawing of a 

ship’s hull): “One can thus progress from section to section down the length of a hull, 

generating the polygons that connect each section with the previous one by skinning in 

                                                
351 Ibid. 
352 Ibid. 
353 Ibid., 458. 
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between V and I at each stage.”354 This push-down function assists the operator in 

executing a systematic sequence of point definition and polygon designation to generate 

a three-dimensional polygonally skinned solid digital object. 

If we stop to think about it, the technique seems rather straightforward and 

intuitive, albeit slightly tedious. The system asks that the operator imagine that he’s 

stitching up a three-dimensional object, facet by facet. As Sutherland explains, “The 

user thinks only in terms of defining the skin; any points that he uses in doing so are 

entered into a point table.”355 As vertices input in a sequence build the digital model, the 

computer stores the x-y-z coordinates for each point as a matrix and also labels each 

point with an alphabetical and numerical designation. For instance, A1, A2, A3, A4, A1 

would form a polygon, contiguously arranged next to vertices B1, B2, B3, B4, B1, 

which form another polygon, and so on. Figures 3.6 and 3.7 depict this arrangement in a 

close-up of a model of a face, featured in an instructional film about the Evans & 

Sutherland digitizing tablet from around 1974. Figure 3.6 shows the x-y-z coordinates 

of each vertex of the adjoining polygons and Figure 3.7 shows the alphanumeric 

labeling of the vertices. The resulting skin generated the appearance of jagged, faceted 

edges because although the model may have contained curved surfaces, the information 

captured consisted of connected polygons. Graphics scientists at the time called this 

phenomenon the infamous “jaggies,” and in the 1970s some of them worked on 

algorithms to reduce the appearance of jagged edges to get more smoothly curved 

images. Along with the development of algorithms for curved surfaces, the invention of 

                                                
354 Ibid. 
355 Ibid., 457. 
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frame buffers and microprocessors in the mid-1970s contributed to the gradual 

smoothing out of polygonal surfaces to mimic smooth skins. Meanwhile, as many 

graphics scientists joked that jaggies were the bane of their existence because they  

         

 

poorly mimicked complexly curved surfaces, some computer artists exploited the 

faceted effect that the jaggies created to highlight a machine aesthetic,356 drawing 

attention to the functionalist qualities of the computer graphic medium, which I’ll 

discuss later in the chapter. 

 Skinning polygonal models was a popular method for generating complex 

computerized surfaces for solid objects, but it wasn’t the only way to represent 3-D 

computer models. Computer graphics modelers working in television and motion 

                                                
356 The “machine aesthetic” refers to a design style of manufactured objects that were either 
mass-produced or made to appear mass-produced in their sleek form and usually metallic 
materials. The style references a period, roughly from the late 1920s through the 1930s, when 
industrial designers and architects in Western Europe and the United States drew inspiration 
from mechanization as both a concept and a determinant of the product’s form by way of the 
materials from which it was made. See, e.g., Jeffrey L. Meikle, Twentieth Century Limited: 
Industrial Design in America, 1925-1939, 2nd ed. (Philadelphia, PA: Temple University Press, 
2001). 

Figures 3.6 and 3.7 Screenshots from an instructional film about the Evans & Sutherland 
tablet system, circa 1974. Note the x-y-z coordinate positions of each labeled vertex in 
Figure 3.6, and labeled vertices in Figure 3.7 to designate sequence of building polygons. 
David C. Evans audio-visual collection, J. Willard Marriott Library, University of Utah. 
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picture production drew on similar techniques to those in university research hubs and 

industrial engineering, often using photographs of objects (rather than orthographic 

views of objects) in combination with digitizing tablets to input two-dimensional 

information into the computer to graphically represent it in 3-D vector wireframe or 

rasterized graphics. Given the variation and customization in computer systems during 

the 1970s and 1980s, the question of which image capture, plotting and digitizing 

techniques worked best depended on the specific setup of the graphics and animation 

team and the materials and equipment available to them. To that end, production 

companies embarking on computer-generated modeling for television and motion 

pictures invented cutting-edge 3-D modeling processes as they went along, occasionally 

with startlingly prescient results. Perhaps most importantly for our purposes, though, 

much of the digitizing that took place in graphics research and production companies 

depended on the presence of living models who agreed to be cast in plaster or have lines 

drawn on their faces, then photographed from several angles. So, much of the 

digitization of bodies that took place in the 1970s and early 1980s was mediated by 

large-scale photographic images and the registration and calibration of 3-D space 

among those images, often with the help of a digitizing tablet.  

 

Inventing models and modeling schemes 

Computer graphic modeling of human bodies combined an array of tactile, craft-

based practices, often in ad hoc ways, from the 1970s to the 1990s. The ad-hoc 

processes included the recruitment of human models to assist graphics scientists and 

animators with their research. Fellow graduate students and spouses of the scientists 
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comprised the majority of volunteer models who contributed to research in solid 

modeling of bodies. Some of these volunteers gained recognition for their contributions 

while others did not. The most provocative examples include the occasional stand-in of 

the wife of a graphics scientist who served as a model for her husband’s research. For 

instance, Sylvie Gouraud is a well-known muse among graphic circles. She is the wife 

of Henri Gouraud, a graphics scientist who earned his Ph.D. in 1971 at the University of 

Utah and developed the Gouraud smooth shading algorithm, which represented a 

milestone in 3-D graphics research. In his oft-cited dissertation, H. Gouraud used some 

examples of solid models of aircraft to exhibit the effects of his smooth shading 

technique, and at the end of his paper he demonstrated that smooth shading can also be 

applied to curved surfaces of the human face. He included images of Sylvie Gouraud 

with polygons drawn on half of her face, her hair neatly pulled back in a headband. In 

both the side and front view photographs (Figures 3.8 and 3.9), one can’t help but notice 

how hastily Henri seems to have drawn the lines, probably executed using a grease 

pencil or eyeliner. Because the vertices could be cleaned up in the software, the line 

drawings didn’t need to be perfect. Figure 3.10 demonstrates the pesky jaggies that 

resulted from a “polygon approximation” of the model, while Figure 3.11 reveals a 

smoothed over version once Gouraud applied his algorithm. Meanwhile, Figure 3.8 

reveals Sylvie’s focused, patient gaze just to the right of the camera, a stoic, 

unemotional servant to science. 

 Established graphics veterans are familiar with Sylvie Gouraud’s role as a one-

time model, most likely because Henri Gouraud included images of her in his 

publication. Moreover, Henri reflexively acknowledged his wife’s contribution by 
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including a photograph of her without lines drawn on her face, as he humorously 

indicated, “She does not always have lines painted on her face.”357 This heartwarming 

act of devotion to his living model provided an opportunity to acknowledge Sylvie’s 

efforts, and as Figure 3.11 reveals, the digitized and smoothed-over mask retains a trace 

of Sylvie’s recognizability; the shape of her full lips, the slope of her nose, and her high 

cheekbones are preserved in the smooth shaded rendering (Figure 3.11). By taking the 

face of real-world Sylvie Gouraud and breaking down and recombining her surface 

information into geometric shapes, the indexical source of the figure model gets 

transformed but not necessarily erased. Often when computer scientists modeled 

someone’s face, they wanted to preserve the recognizability of the individual, even 

through iterations of transformations. In Gouraud’s case, he simply wanted to 

demonstrate that his algorithm, which calculated the shading of contiguous polygons, 

smoothed the jaggies on a computerized face just as easily as any other complexly 

curved surface of a manufactured object being modeled.   

 

 

                                                
357 Henri Gouraud, “Computer Display of Curved Surfaces” (University of Utah, 1971), 57. 
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 Gouraud’s method of minimizing the appearance of jaggies proved popular 

throughout the 1970s and 1980s, and graphics scientists still reference his pioneering 

work. But how did Gouraud and other graphics scientists choose which lines to draw on 

the surfaces of their models, whether working directly on flesh or on plaster or clay as 

Figures 3.8 and 3.9 (top). Photographs depicting front and side views of Sylvie 
Gouraud with lines drawn on her face to designate points and polygons to be digitized 
and ultimately smoothed and shaded for her husband, Henri Gouraud’s smooth 
shading technique for 3-D graphics. Figure 26 in Gouraud’s 1971 thesis entitled, 
“Computer Display of Curved Surfaces,” University of Utah. Computer History 
Museum, Catalog numbers 102724490 and 102724491, Gift of Henri Gouraud. 
 
Figures 3.10 and 3.11 (bottom). Images from Gouraud’s thesis. On the left is Figure 
28, a “polygon approximation” of Sylvie Gouraud’s face. On the right is Figure 29, 
“The smooth shading technique applied to the same geometric data as in Figure 28.” 
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the surface to be digitized? And how precise did these lines need to be to approximate 

the smoothness of surfaces, transforming them into a fabric of faceted geometric 

shapes? The people in charge of drawing lines on bodies and faces did so in any number 

of ways, but all were based on a dominant Cartesian understanding of perspective and 

translation of 3-D space to the 2-D surface (the computer screen). The laboratory setups 

for these projects varied considerably, and according to Fred Parke, he and his 

colleagues researching the digitization of solid objects, including human bodies and 

faces, “had to invent a digitization scheme”358 for the tasks at hand. From the early 

1970s to the 1990s, these digitization schemes varied from site to site; no single agreed-

upon method prevailed for digitizing human bodies.  

 The few production companies in the United States and Canada that were 

experimenting with digital computer modeling guarded their techniques to maintain a 

competitive edge. While commercial computer animators and art directors attended 

annual SIGGRAPH meetings where they would learn about research on computer 

modeling for CAD/CAM and computer animation, they came up with their own 

techniques for drawing on and drafting bodies using customized computer systems and 

programs. At the eminent Computer Graphics Laboratory (CGL) on NYIT’s Long 

Island campus, techniques in computer modeling and animation joined forces with 

studio art and videography, while traditional cel animators at Alexander Schure’s NYIT 

animation studio became increasingly idle.  

 Triple I embarked on cutting-edge graphics and animation production in the late 

1970s and early 1980s. Teetering between the worlds of computer graphics research and 

                                                
358 Parke, Oral History with the author. 
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commercial production, NYIT and Triple I were cutting-edge hubs for inventing models 

(including human, plaster, and computerized models) and modeling schemes.  

As graphics scientists and computer animators modeled human forms, they 

relied on feeling for the curves of surfaces, including bodies and faces. They took extra 

care in charting the details of their models’ faces to preserve the recognizability of the 

models. In computer graphics applications for television and motion picture production, 

it was often the objective to preserve the recognizability of the individual being 

modeled. That recognizability in the computer model depended on a painstakingly 

rendered face, while the rest of the figure was often adapted from existing or 

anonymized data because modelers could always edit the stored data about body shape 

later. The model’s malleability conveniently allowed for interchangeability among 

applications, but at the same time, the notion of customized, recognizable faces places 

in question the ontology of the model in its multiple iterations and the extent to which 

any of its incarnations became interchangeable. In the next section we’ll see that the 

interchangeability of bodies and faces during the computer modeling process obscured 

the contributions of an anonymous stand-in actress for production of the film Looker 

(Dir. Michael Crichton, 1981). 

Computer scientists and artists at Triple I in Los Angeles and NYIT in Long 

Island, New York were at the leading edge of research and commercial work on 

computerized modeling. The work generated at both sites in the early to mid-1980s 

provides exemplary cases for the modeling schemes that graphics scientists, modelers, 

art directors, and technicians invented to digitize human heads and bodies. 
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Making Digital Cynthia at Information International Inc., 1980 

In 1980, as production progressed at Warner Brothers Studios for the techno-

thriller film, Looker (Dir. Michael Crichton, 1981), actor Susan Dey journeyed to the 

Los Angeles-based headquarters of Triple I’s Entertainment Technology Group for an 

unusual assignment. Dey’s entire body needed to be digitized for a crucial scene 

depicting her character Cindy’s naked body being scanned, but body scanning 

technology didn’t yet exist. So, a team led by Triple I’s Art Director Richard Taylor 

modeled Dey’s computer-generated likeness and developed the visual effects for the 

scanning scene. First, they worked on modeling Dey’s face, leaving the rest of her body 

to be modeled another day.  

The premise of Looker centers on a cosmetic surgeon named Dr. Larry Roberts 

(played by Albert Finney) who gets caught up in a conspiracy involving body scanning, 

TV commercials, supermodels, and murder. Larry discovers that a computer 

corporation called Digital Matrix gathers body data from models whose measurements 

get scanned by their computer, but one by one the models are mysteriously murdered.359 

Because Digital Matrix owns the digital model, they can deploy the computerized look-

alike in any TV commercial of the company’s choosing. Meanwhile, the original 

(living) model is made obsolete. Cindy Fairmont (played by Susan Dey) becomes a 

target, but she and Larry expose the company’s evil plan, preventing Cindy’s premature 

demise. 

                                                
359 The storyline is reminiscent of The Stepford Wives, a 1972 thriller novel by Ira Levin, in 
which suburban husbands replace their wives with uncannily-looking, docile robot housewives.  
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Ironically, it was far too expensive and time-consuming to depict actual 

computer-generated humans in television commercials for any substantial duration,360 

so when those instances occur in the film, the model/actor herself performs in the 

falsely computer-generated TV commercial, shot in film. Hence, our suspension of 

disbelief asks us to trust that the person on the television screen within the cinematic 

screen is supposed to be synthesized by a computer. In this chapter, I focus on the 

behind-the-scenes technical and aesthetic aspects of modeling Susan Dey to highlight 

the array of skills and materials that went into manually digitizing her face and someone 

else’s body to create a computerized likeness. In the next chapter I’ll return to Looker 

for a close reading of the body scanning scene and will elaborate on its significance 

surrounding apprehensions in newspapers and popular media about the proliferating use 

of computers in everyday life.  

Dey was already a famous actor by the time she starred in Looker. She gained 

recognition as the character Laurie Partridge in the 1970s television show, The 

Partridge Family, and she spent her early teens modeling for commercial magazines. 

Growing up in front of the camera, Dey was used to being asked to do any number of 

things, but what she did for the role of Cindy probably counted as one of the more 

peculiar tasks in her repertoire.  

To get the curves of her face into the computer, Dey sat for several hours while 

two modelers at Triple I, Art Durinski and Larry Malone, carefully drew guidelines on 

her face according to drawings that Durinski had previously drafted (Figures 3.12 and 

                                                
360 According to Rebecca Allen, animation cost about $10,000 per second in the early 1980s. 
Allen, Interview with the author. 
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3.13). Art Durinski was Triple I’s lead modeler in charge of designing and drawing 

guidelines on Dey’s face and body, while Richard Taylor directed the overall visual 

appearance of the scenes according to the storyboard. Durinski created hand-drawn 

axonometric renderings, or perspective images showing different angles of Dey’s face 

with curved polygons drawn across it. He also included close-ups of certain parts of her 

face, including the crease of her eyes and lips and the curve of her nostril for greater 

precision in defining and discretizing the complexly shaped parts of her face. Durinski 

numbered each curved polygon and assigned letters to each quadrant of her face. This 

letter-number coding most likely served as a guide for sequencing when it came time to 

digitize the 2-D photographs from different angles with the help of the digitizing tablet. 

Again, the detailed drawings served as visual reference for the lines that he and Malone 

drew on Dey’s face.  
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Figures 3.12 and 3.13 Two hand-drawn views of actor Susan Dey’s face with b-spline 
curves. Note numbered polygons and lettered quadrants. Drawings by Art Durinski, 
Modeler at Information International, Inc. in 1980 for Looker (Dir. Michael Crichton, 1981). 
Collection of Art Durinski. 
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Dey wore a skullcap to contain most of her hair, and she joked that she must 

have seemed irresistibly attractive as a bald mannequin with black gridlines painted 

across her face.361 Figure 3.14 is an image from the photoshoot, showing Dey in the 

skullcap with lines and points drawn on her face and head. A mirrored reflection of the 

back of her head appears in the background, as well as part of a wire reference cube 

above her head for image registration between photographs taken from several angles. 

The reference cube served as a low-tech image registration strategy to calibrate points 

between the series of photographs.362 

To photograph Dey in front of the mirror setup, Taylor used four Hasselblad 4 x 

5 large format cameras arranged in upper right, upper left, lower right, and lower left 

corners to capture several angles simultaneously. Taylor said, “Between four cameras, 

we had all of these views of her head … and we’d get reflected views [from the mirrors] 

too.”363 The high-resolution cameras enabled Taylor to enlarge the images while 

retaining the clarity of the lines and dots on Dey’s face as well as information about 

registration between images. Then, Durinski digitized the enlarged images using a 

digitizing tablet much like the one Sutherland invented. However, the digitization of 

several photographs taken from various angles resulted in perspective distortion in the 

initial polygonal mesh, leading computer programmer Mal McMillan to clean up the 

computer model after Durinski digitized the 2-D images, including filling in missing 

                                                
361 Durinski, Interview with the author. 
362 For other projects, the production team used pin registered cameras and tennis balls placed 
strategically around the set for image calibration between cameras. Malcolm McMillan, 
Interview with the author, Phone, June 2, 2017; Demos, “My Personal History in the Early 
Explorations of Computer Graphics.”  
363 Taylor, Interview with the author. 
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polygons. In interviews with both Durinski and McMillan, they indicated that the 

computer model consisted of a large amount of data, much of it inaccurate, which 

slowed down image rendering considerably.364  

 

 

                                                
364 Durinski, Interview with the author; McMillan, Interview with the author. 

Figure 3.14. Photograph of Susan Dey with curves drawn on her face during a 
photoshoot at Triple I in 1980. Mirrored reflection of the back of her head in the 
background with part of a wire reference cube above her head for image registration. 
Note the label, “Camera #4 Lower Right,” designating the camera number and 
position from which the photograph was taken. Collection of Art Durinski. 
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McMillan’s custom software for Triple I’s setup not only smoothed over the 

faceted polygons but also eliminated the visual planar issues from perspective 

distortion. McMillan recounted the painstaking work that he and the modelers 

performed in cleaning up the computer model after Durinski digitized the photographs: 

It was very hard from the original pictures to make sure you’re matching 
the same point. You have to triangulate from two cameras … in free 
space to [define] that point … so [Durinski and Malone] were getting 
mixed up. … [They] treated each [b-spline bicubic] patch as one polygon 
so they missed a lot of detail. They weren’t anywhere near as accurate as 
they had planned.365 
 

The b-spline bicubic patch mentioned above refers to a type of curved polygon whose 

edges are defined in relation to neighboring vertices and curves such that when they’re 

adjusted in the computer, the neighboring points get adjusted accordingly. The labor-

intensive process performed by Durinski, Malone, and McMillan begs the question: if 

Durinski hand-drew the bicubic curves in several perspective views, couldn’t he have 

simply digitized that 2-D rendering rather than having to digitize from the photographs 

of drawn-on Susan Dey? The closest the team could get to replicating Dey’s likeness 

required her presence in the studio – a living model with guidelines drawn on her face, 

standing in a mirrored space to obtain stereo views. Despite gathering more information 

than required, the fact that they needed Susan Dey in the flesh was never in question.  

A behind-the-scenes image of Durinski and Malone was featured in the October 

1981 issue of Cinefex, a visual effects journal geared toward industry folks (Figure 

3.15).366 The article offered an overview of computer-generated special effects in the 

                                                
365 McMillan, Interview with the author. 
366 Peter Sorensen, “Computer Imaging: An Apple for the Dreamsmiths,” Cinefex: The Journal 
of Cinematic Illusions 6 (October 1981): 4–29. 
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motion picture industry, and Triple I’s achievements figured strongly throughout. 

Although the article spent little time addressing what went into digitizing Susan Dey, 

author Peter Sorensen included images of Durinski and Malone drawing lines on Dey’s 

face, as well as three color image stills of her computer-generated head,  

 
 

 
 

one in wireframe, one with a faceted surface, and one in smooth-shading. The still 

images are stylized interpretations of a computerized human model taking shape, as 

Figure 3.15 Image of Art Durinski and Larry Malone drawing curved lines on 
Susan Dey’s face. Three images of the digital head model of Cindy, played by 
Susan Dey and modeled from her face and head. Peter Sorensen, “Computer 
Imaging: An Apple for the Dreamsmiths,” Cinefex: The Journal of Cinematic 
Illusions 6 (October 1981): p. 24. Collection of Art Durinski. 
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they include garbled text along the margins of the head models to designate that the 

thing being constructed is made from computer code. Within the garbled language, 

however, Triple I’s Entertainment Technology Group included their first initial and last 

names. A clever nod to credit some of the makers of the computer-generated sequence, 

Taylor, Durinski, Malone and others found a way to make visible their behind-the-

scenes contributions, even if no one watching the film caught on.  

So, they got Susan Dey’s face into the computer, but what about the rest of her 

body? Unfortunately the follow-up appointment to get the rest of her body drafted and 

digitized was derailed because Dey was taking part in the 1980 SAG (Screen Actors 

Guild) and AFTRA (American Federation of Television and Radio Artists) strike that 

summer. The strike occurred because of disputes over residual pay for videocassette 

sales, made-for-television movies, and films reproduced for cable television.367 The 

unions demanded that film and television studios afford them compensation for the 

profits the studios and production companies earned from the reproduction of films for 

the emerging home box office market.368 Because the Triple I team was intent on 

staying on schedule, they moved forward with the digitization of another body, that of a 

strikebreaking stand-in. Neither my informants nor I have been able to identify the 

woman who remains uncredited for her role as a body model in the digitization process, 

but what my informants do remember is that fact that her body was significantly more 

                                                
367 Robert E. Weir, Workers in America: A Historical Encyclopedia, Volume 1: A-L (Santa 
Barbara, CA: ABC-CLIO, 2013), 2. 
368 Jim McCullaugh, “SAG-AFTRA Strike Continues,” Billboard, August 16, 1980; Jon Lewis, 
Hollywood v. Hard Core: How the Struggle over Censorship Saved the Modern Film Industry 
(New York: New York University Press, 2002), 13. 
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curvaceous than Dey’s body, which led programmer Mal McMillan to manually slim 

down the computer model to make it look like the body belonged to Dey.  

Does it matter that the computerized body model we see in Looker consisted of 

more than one body, and furthermore that the body model didn’t get credit for her 

behind-the-scenes role? On the surface, the issue may seem trivial. At the same time, 

the concealment of the multiplicity of human models attests to the seductive nature of 

digital imaging – a seemingly effortless visual transformation and manipulation of 

objects – when in fact the process was time- and labor-intensive and involved a 

combination of information from more than one human body to form a new digital one, 

a synthetic actor. Furthermore, the mystique imbued in pre-digital special effects and 

animation didn’t always translate to computer-generated effects because people were 

unsure what was done by computer automation and what was done by human craft and 

artistry. In the next chapter I will elaborate on both of the above points. 

 The next case centers on Rebecca Allen’s modeling work at NYIT’s Computer 

Graphics Lab (CGL). Her work crystallized and blurred the distinctions between what 

was done by computer automation and what was done by hand, as she took advantage 

of the computerized “look” of a modeled form.  

 

Digitizing Kraftwerk at NYIT, 1984-1986 

 In 1984, while working at CGL, Rebecca Allen was commissioned to digitize 

and animate the likenesses of the members of Kraftwerk, an electro-futuristic music 

group from Germany. In an interview with Allen, she recounted her digitizing work for 

the album art for Techno Pop (also known as Electric Café) and the music video for the 
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song, “Musique Non Stop,” released in 1986. Considering Kraftwerk’s notoriety for 

their computer-synthesized music and on-stage performances mimicking stilted, robotic 

movements (including actual mannequins standing in for the band at live shows), their 

interest in incorporating 3-D computer graphics into album art and music videos made 

sense. Contrary to the Triple I-Susan Dey digitizing project, Allen decided to work from 

mannequin heads of each of the Kraftwerk members rather than the persons themselves. 

The band had a busy schedule of international travel, but the fact that Allen used 

likenesses of the group rather than working from their live bodies wasn’t simply for the 

sake of convenience. Her rationale for digitizing the mannequin heads of Kraftwerk 

served as “kind of a simulation of a simulation,”369 wherein she could explore the 

process of computer-graphically doubling her subjects from already plastic doubles. 

 A series of images in the inset of the album demystifies part of the digitizing 

process, which was an intensely tactile experience for Allen. Figure 3.16 features album 

artwork of four images of mannequin heads propped on the surface of a tripod. Contour 

lines and polygonal shapes expand across the faces and heads of the band members’ 

plasticized doubles, forming curvaceous bicubic patches resembling those drafted on 

Susan Dey’s face. Allen mentioned that she charted the lines to be plotted on the 

mannequin heads by feeling for the curves of the head and face, thus attesting to the 

tactile aspect of modeling, in the interest of feeling for and then breaking down a 

surface to make it discrete: 

It’s very sculptural … you had to make sure you’d get the highs and 
lows, you’d get the shape of the face, so I had this little black tape and 
[would] feel the areas and put tape all around for the right number of 

                                                
369 Allen, Interview with the author. 
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points. I hadn’t used my hands in so long except on the computer, it was 
really fun just doing that, taking me back.370 
 

The haptic act of tracing the facial contours reminded Allen of sculptural techniques 

and her background in studio art, which informed her approach to modeling the heads. 

Again, the haptic and the visual senses worked in tandem – an aspect of artistic work 

with which Allen was already familiar. Art historian Jennifer Fisher reminds her readers 

of the “interminglings of these sense modalities. While the visual gives trajectories – 

sightlines – between the viewer and the surfaces of art, the haptic defines the affective 

charge – the felt dimensionality – of a spatial context.”371 An attunement to the 

combination of visual and haptic senses was crucial to not only creating but also 

capturing surface information of physical models, whether living or inanimate. 

 Allen rigged a variation on the wire reference cube we encountered at Triple I, 

suspending vertical lines of fishing wire around the periphery of the mannequin heads 

and affixing beads to the wires for visual frames of reference.372 Figure 3.17 reveals a 

closer look at this setup.  

 Because it was important that the faces be more recognizable than the bodies, 

Allen carefully plotted the surface features of each band member’s face but tweaked an 

existing digital model of the body of a football player that NYIT’s CGL already had on 

hand for each of the Kraftwork members’ bodies. The generic football player model  

                                                
370 Ibid. 
371 Fisher, “Relational Sense: Towards a Haptic Aesthetics.” 
372 Dayal, “Meet Kraftwerk’s Original 3-D Animator, Rebecca Allen.” 
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Figure 3.16 (top). Album inset of Techno Pop by Kraftwerk, 1986. Note thin lines of 
black and white tape placed along the contours of the face and head. Mannequins heads 
are affixed to tripods and fishing wires encircle the setup for image registration between 
photographs taken from several angles. Collection of Rebecca Allen. 
 
Figure 3.17 (above). Reference cube made of fishing wire and beads surrounding the 
mannequin head of one of the Kraftwerk band members. Note the curved black lines on 
the mannequin’s face and head, propped on a tripod. Photo by Linda Law. “Meet 
Kraftwerk’s Original 3-D Animator, Rebecca Allen,” 
https://www.wired.com/2012/04/kraftwerk-rebecca-allen/ 
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was previously used for an opening sequence in a televised sports special.373 Much like 

the specificity needed in modeling Susan Dey’s face at the expense of the rest of her 

body, it wasn’t as important to attain precision in the Kraftwerk body modeling as it 

was to capture the subtle differences in facial features of each band member. Figures 

3.18 and 3.19 depict artwork from the album inset. Figure 3.18 reveals a sleek, stylized 

interpretation of the wireframe mesh that Allen manually plotted from the black lines 

that she applied to the mannequin heads. Figure 3.19 is the other half of the inset, where 

we see the generic body applied to each of the band members. Fans of Kraftwerk would 

easily recognize the familiar positions of the four members in this image; when they  

             

 

 

                                                
373 Opening shorts for televised sports programs and TV commercials were among the most 
popular venues for the appearance of broadcasted computer-animation, first using analog-digital 
hybrid computer animation in the 1970s, and then purely digital computer animation beginning 
in the mid-1980s. See, e.g. Merritt, Television Graphics: From Pencil to Pixel; Jankel and 
Morton, Creative Computer Graphics. 

Figures 3.18 (left) and 3.19 (right). Album art from Techno Pop by Kraftwerk. Note the 
stylized wireframe lines that appear different from the lines drafted on the mannequin 
heads in Figures 3.16 and 3.17. Also note the generic body models in Figure 3.19 that 
Rebecca Allen re-used, based on the body of a football player for an earlier commercial 
project. Collection of Rebecca Allen.  
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performed live, they often stood in a row, playing their keyboards in stilted movement – 

at least when mannequins weren’t standing in for them, performing the same stilted 

motions on stage. An explicit reference to uncanny robots, Kraftwerk embodied the 

sensibilities of electronic music in provocative ways. 

Unlike Triple I’s finished product, a smoothed-over, peach-skinned body model 

of Susan Dey, Allen wanted to retain the faceted appearance of the digital figures for 

the album art. In a 2012 interview in Wired magazine, Allen told the interviewer, “I 

really wanted to have a digital look, to exploit the wireframe … [and] to exploit the 

faceted polygonal model, which I would call cubistic. When you’re building a computer 

model, you’re building it out of polygons and putting it together; then you shade them 

to make it look more smooth [sic]. But I really wanted to play with that look.”374 

Allen’s background in studio art compelled her to consider the aesthetics of the forms 

she was modeling – she wanted to exploit the medium of computer imaging to reveal 

the wireframe foundation. The album art and music video “Musique Non Stop” 

showcase the transformation from wireframe form to skinned, faceted surface, and 

finally to smooth shading the band members’ faces in color. 

Allen’s interest in exploiting the medium and aesthetic of the computer-

generated image led to disagreements between her and some of her male colleagues at 

NYIT, who often relied on predictable representations of computer-generated characters 

that looked like robots. As we see below, she expressed her regret that other modelers 

and animators looked to the computer’s machinic qualities to dictate the forms that they 

envisioned for humanoid figures.  

                                                
374 Dayal, “Meet Kraftwerk’s Original 3-D Animator, Rebecca Allen.” 
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The robot aesthetic: machinic bodies from a machinic medium 
 

As graphics scientists and computer animators experimented with modeling 

figures, they realized that the medium lent itself well to a robot aesthetic for humanoid 

characters. Jointed limbs and sleek metallic-looking skin, often with noticeable 

gendered characteristics, computer-generated robots visibly expressed the machinic 

underpinnings of the medium.  

One of the most well-known examples of the typical robot aesthetic was the 

curvy, pouty-lipped female robot named Brilliance, or Sexy Robot375 as she was more 

popularly known. Created by the advertising production firm, Robert Abel and 

Associates and sponsored by the Canned Food Information Council, Brilliance aired 

during the 1985 Super Bowl. Set in a futuristic household, a seductive female voice 

says, “Even in the year 3,000, the question will be: What’s for dinner?”376 Sexy Robot, 

presumably the epitome of the future homemaker, reclines in a chair, kicking her legs in 

a carefree manner, pondering the wonders of the canned food in front of her. Figure 

                                                
375 The visual trope of the sexy robot is part of a legacy of science-fictional depictions of highly 
sexualized robotic-looking women. The German film Metropolis (Fritz Lang, 1927) set the 
precedent. In this film, the inventor Rotwang (played by Rudolf Klein-Rogge) creates a 
feminine robot to replace his lost love, Hel. The robot ends up getting reprogrammed to look 
like the heroine, Maria (played by Brigitte Helm), while distracting the wealthy robber barons 
with erotic advances and fomenting revolt in the factory workers of the city of Metropolis. 
Scholar of Japanese Studies Steven T. Brown points out, “[R]obot Maria functions in both cases 
as a mechanical femme fatale who causes the affluent men of Metropolis to lose their minds and 
social mores while tempting the workers below to mobilize toward revolution.” While Brown’s 
goal involves linking the “techno-fetishized automaton” to visual influences decades later in sci-
fi anime from Japan, the sexy robot image extends to post-war visual cultures in many parts of 
the post-industrialized world. The seductive powers of the “mechanical femme fatale,” in 
Brown’s words, get re-programmed yet again for benign domestication and seductive 
commercial advertising in Abel’s version of the Sexy Robot. Steven T. Brown, Tokyo 
Cyberpunk: Posthumanism and Japanese Visual Culture (New York: Palgrave MacMillan, 
2010), 58–60. 
376 Robert Abel, Sexy Robot (Los Angeles, CA: Robert Abel & Associates, 1984), 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hl2lhtBIt2E. 
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3.20 depicts Sexy Robot in her domestic setting. Her sleek, metallic skin mimics the 

aluminum can of food (not shown in this frame). Her arms are jointed at the elbows and 

wrists, her legs at the knees and ankles, her movements are graceful and seductive. Abel 

and his team achieved fluid, graceful movements for Sexy Robot by using a technique 

called brute force animation, or frame-by-frame animation, calibrated from a recorded 

film of an actress who wore white dots at her joints and posed in a swivel chair, serving 

as a motion referent for Sexy Robot’s movements.377 

In 1985, the commercial won a renowned Clio award, making it the thirty-third 

award of its kind racked up by Robert Abel and Associates.378 It marked a milestone in 

commercial computer animation and helped popularize the robot aesthetic for mass 

audiences while playing on traditional stereotypical roles for (robotic) women as 

homemakers seeking healthier, more efficient ways to feed the family. 

Contemporaneous typologies of Abel’s Sexy Robot include the sci-fi 

illustrations of Hajime Sorayama from Japan and Chris Moore from the U.S. Both 

Sorayama and Moore were known among niche sci-fi audiences for their erotic  

                                                
377 Robert Abel, The Making of Brilliance (Los Angeles, CA: Robert Abel & Associates, 1985), 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HZY5_ZzRdbk. 
378 Tony Best, “Collection Profile: Robert Abel & Associates” (UCLA Archive Research and 
Study Center, n.d.), UCLA Film & Television Archive, 
https://www.cinema.ucla.edu/sites/default/files/Abel_Arsc_New.pdf. 
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depictions of robotic women. Sorayama’s ink-and-airbrush illustrations were published 

in a 1983 book, Sexy Robots, the contents of which likely served as inspiration for 

Abel’s Sexy Robot. Similarly, Chris Moore’s 1982 illustration entitled “Higher Tech,” 

depicts a curvaceous, metallic female robot seductively posed.379 When it came to the 

relatively new medium of computer animation in the 1980s, however, figures like Sexy 

Robot – and robots in general – dominated visual representations of computer-generated 

humanoids, much to the dismay of Rebecca Allen. 

With an ardent interest in women’s empowerment and ensuring that people from 

a variety of professional backgrounds, including educators, psychologists, artists, and 

musicians had access to computers and the ability “to help define the machine’s 

                                                
379 The illustration prompted feminist publishing group, Women in Publishing, to sarcastically 
grant Moore the Pink Pig Award in 1982 for the sexist imagery he created. Natasha Sydor, “Sci-
Fi Artist Chris Moore’s Illustrative Universe,” Futurism (blog), accessed May 2, 2018, 
https://futurism.media/sci-fi-artist-chris-moores-illustrative-universe. 

Figure 3.20 Still from Brilliance commercial, 1984, The Canned Food Information 
Council and Robert Abel and Associates. Robert Abel, Sexy Robot (Los Angeles, CA: 
Robert Abel & Associates, 1984), https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hl2lhtBIt2E. 
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personality,”380 Allen voiced concerns about what she viewed as a narrow realization of 

computer animation’s capabilities and what it could depict. During her five-year 

residency at NYIT, Allen created pieces that challenged conventional representational 

tropes like the robot aesthetic in computer-generated imagery. While the Kraftwerk 

figures appeared robotic in their stilted movements, the combination of faceted surfaces 

and the act of laying bare the processes underpinning computer modeling attest to 

Allen’s resistance to relying on the familiar trope of chrome bodies and jointed limbs, 

unmistakably characteristic of the robot aesthetic.  

Meanwhile in the early 1980s, a team of computer scientists, animators and 

artists at NYIT’s CGL collaborated on a computer animated film called The Works. 

Computer graphics scientist Lance Williams wrote and developed the feature-length 

film, but it was never fully realized. Screenings of clips from The Works were met with 

great enthusiasm at the annual SIGGRAPH meetings in 1982 and 1984 and crucial 

milestones in computer graphic algorithms and methods of rendering and animation 

came out of the film’s development.381  

The Works featured several robot characters, including humanoid and animal-

like robots, set in the distant future. One of the robots named Clyde appears in Figure 

3.21. Clyde consists of sleek bronze skin, green rings that anchor his shoulders in place,  

                                                
380 Allen, Interview with the author. 
381 Sito, Moving Innovation: A History of Computer Animation, 138. 
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and an ovular torso bearing a large “W” emblem (for The Works).382 Clyde’s spherical 

head contains two black circular eyes that resemble lenses. The rendering of Clyde and 

other characters in The Works epitomized the impressive technical innovations that 

scientists at CGL developed in the late 1970s and early 1980s.  

Most of the robot characters were built entirely in the computer using solid 

modeling, which involves combining geometric shapes to form a model. In a 1987 

article for IEEE Computer Graphics and Applications, CGL modeler Dick Lundin 

called this type of modeling “the primal stage in the evolution of 3D model-making at 

                                                
382 Paul Heckbert, “Clyde, The Works, Ned Greene, 1981,” Pictures from the New York 
Institute of Technology Computer Graphics Lab, accessed November 12, 2017, 
https://www.cs.cmu.edu/~ph/nyit/clyde_chest.jpeg. 

Figure 3.21 Image from the unfinished film, The Works (written by Lance Williams), 
featuring one of the robot characters, Clyde. Note Clyde’s metallic, joined composition, 
owed to developments in ray tracing and shading at CGL, and texture mapping of the floor 
in the background. Paul Heckbert, “Clyde, The Works, Ned Greene, 1981,” Pictures from 
the New York Institute of Technology Computer Graphics Lab, accessed November 12, 
2017, https://www.cs.cmu.edu/~ph/nyit/clyde_chest.jpeg. 
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New York Institute of Technology.”383 He said, “In that era [the early 1980s], … 

model-making consisted of tossing quadric surfaces into a depth buffer to build up an 

adequate approximation of the model as sketched out by the designer.”384 Even though 

the modelers didn’t use a digitizing tablet to model the robots, they devised sketches 

and referred to miniature figurines, or hand-made “model robots” to serve as inspiration 

and visual reference.385  

Development of The Works lasted from about 1979 to 1986, and CGL employed 

several graphics scientists and animators, including Rebecca Allen, to work on the film. 

Regarding the predictable robot aesthetic, even referencing Robert Abel and Associates’ 

Sexy Robot, Allen said:  

When we were designing for the Works, I felt it was the obvious thing, 
like oh, a computer-generated form, it should be a robot. But that’s a 
robot that you would physically make with metal and joints. … I didn’t 
design any of this because I’d always say, ‘You don’t need a joint, just 
leave it open because it doesn’t need a physical thing in there, and why 
can’t we make something that looks really different instead of just a take 
on a physical mechanical robot?’ So I was really intentionally trying to 
go a different direction and not do the imitation robot, like Sexy Robot, 
that Abel’s group did. It was a robot, it looked like metal and joints… 
just converted into a computer-generated character, and I wanted to say, 
‘Let’s do … these abstract forms,’ and this was always a big debate.386 

 

The computer graphics medium lent itself well to futuristic depictions of 3-D form and 

space because the algorithms and display technology of the late 1970s and 1980s 

afforded images that were saturated in color and could mimic the behavior of light rays 

                                                
383 Dick Lundin, “Ruminations of a Model Maker,” IEEE Computer Graphics and Applications, 
n.d., 3. 
384 Ibid. 
385 Suzan D. Prince, “NYIT’s Experimental Computer Graphics Extravaganza: Projects: Inside 
‘The Works,’” Computer Pictures, April 1983, 20. 
386 Allen, Interview with the author. 
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reflecting off objects. The metallic look of computer-generated objects wasn’t limited to 

robotic forms, however. In fact, the “chromatic”387 look of 3-D computer-generated 

objects began about a decade earlier with analog-digital hybrid computer animation in 

the form of flying graphics logos, which I mentioned in Chapter 2.  

Allen was frustrated by the predictable figures that modelers and animators 

designed. From her remark on the previous page, it’s clear that she viewed the robot 

aesthetic as a missed opportunity to exercise the full potential of the medium of 

computer graphics. Allen put the distinction in gendered terms, distinguishing between 

the agendas of the male computer graphics scientists working at NYIT and her own 

feminist agenda: 

When [male computer graphics scientists] think of computer characters 
they think of robot characters. … And I’m like, why make a human 
character that looks exactly like a human, like why not go and do 
something different with it. … I always had a sort of a feminist view to 
any of this work too because it is a field that is still very much male and 
engineering-focused, and that was my mission, to get more inspiration in 
there so that not everything looks like mechanical robots that are just 
modeled in the computer – that they actually look like something 
different. Like, we can do something brand new! I mean, this is so much 
how I felt, I would say this in lectures too… In art, it’s women who have 
done a lot of work about the body… I appreciate that women have really 
pushed the body in art beyond the nude portrait. … I think women have a 

                                                
387 Artist Sonya Shannon published an article in Leonardo in 1995, coining the “Chrome Age” 
as the period in computer graphics from about 1975-1987, when production companies created 
(or contracted computer animation companies to create) countless metallic looking logos for 
television clips. While I want to acknowledge Shannon’s essay as a notable attempt to offer a 
typology of computer graphic objects based on their production process and appearance, the 
article contains several questionable claims and is ultimately based on a historically inaccurate 
premise; namely, that computer programmers were the only actors responsible for creating, as 
she calls it, “the single most despised artifact of computer graphics,” without the input of artistic 
sensibilities and know-how. Throughout this dissertation, I push back against assumptions like 
the one made by Shannon, because archival and oral historical evidence reveals that computer 
programmers, scientists, artists, designers, and technicians collaborated on computer graphics 
and animation projects since at least the 1940s. Sonya Shannon, “The Chrome Age: Dawn of 
Virtual Reality,” Leonardo 28, no. 5 (October 1995): 369–80. 
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much more different sense of the body and its importance and what it is 
and what it isn’t. … Not that many artists on the computer side have 
dealt with the body as a thing in itself.388  

 
At this point, treating the body as a subject in computer art is commonplace, but it was 

rare to do so in the early 1980s, and Allen found herself in the minority in computer 

graphics spaces in more ways than one, which is why she might have labeled the work 

she was doing as feminist. Even so, she found creative partners among the designers, 

modelers, and animators at CGL, but she also had her hand in other creative commercial 

endeavors, including the Kraftwerk commission mentioned previously, as well as music 

videos and short clips for television.  

As development of The Works slogged along in the early 1980s, some members 

of the team shifted focus to a trailer for a television show, a project that seemed more 

feasible than a feature-length computer-animated film.389 The show, called 3DV, would 

feature two computer-generated characters in the style of newscasters that would 

introduce segments. The newscasters were named User Friendly and Dot Matrix. 

NYIT’s Bil Maher, the writer and co-director of 3DV and designer of User Friendly and 

Dot Matrix, had also designed most of the robots in The Works. His background 

included comic art, animation, advertising, and game design. Figure 3.22 depicts User 

Friendly, the male host. User Friendly’s stylized features included golden metallic skin, 

rounded cheeks and a defined cleft chin. His hair was molded in a sleek pompadour and 

his red and bronze tuxedo made up the form of his body. Shiny, cylindrical shapes 

                                                
388 Allen, Interview with the author. 
389 Toy Story (John Lasseter, 1995) was the first feature-length computer animated film, released 
ten years after development of The Works folded at NYIT.  
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(made from solid modeling of geometric shapes) comprised his neck, shoulders, arms 

and torso.  

 

 

It was difficult for the CGL team to get any takers for the 3DV pilot, although 

the idea to create a computer-generated television show jumpstarted a partnership 

between NYIT staff Bil Maher, Rebecca Allen, Dick Lundin, Carter Burwell, Lance 

Williams and British producers Annabel Jankel and Rocky Morton. Jankel and Morton 

met Allen at a SIGGRAPH conference where they started talking about developing a 

computer-generated show, taking the characters of User Friendly and Dot Matrix as 

inspiration for a more technically manageable project that didn’t involve 3-D computer 

animation. In 1985, that project evolved into the British television show, The Max 

Headroom Show. Soon after, it was adapted for American audiences and called 20 

Minutes into the Future, as well as another spinoff, The Original Max Talking 

Figure 3.22 User Friendly, the computer-generated male anchor for a pilot for 
a television show, 3DV. From Annabel Jankel and Rocky Morton, Creative 
Computer Graphics, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, (1984): 33. 
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Headroom Show. In the next chapter, I return to Max Headroom to elaborate on the 

character’s significance as commentary on late capitalist consumer and image-obsessed 

culture. 

 Tactile, craft-based as well as computer-automated practices comprised the 

circumstances in which graphics practitioners put the surface information of bodies into 

computers. Graphics practitioners used living models, plaster casts, and clay and wood 

figures to draft the contours of curved surfaces of bodies to then be digitized. The often 

used modeling technique involving polygonal skin generated a faceted effect to the 

body’s surface, an effect that some practitioners sought to eliminate while others chose 

to exploit. All in all, graphics practitioners who created early 3-D computer-generated 

humanoid forms held fast to stereotypically gendered representations, often manifested 

in a robot aesthetic. The representational aspects of these figures were imbricated in the 

practices involved to get information about human bodies into computers. Often 

constrained by assumptions about what a computerized man or woman ought to look 

like, as well as technical bottlenecks in production leading modelers, animators, and art 

directors to recycle previously used 3-D body models, many of the custom-made   

forms transformed for generic use.
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CHAPTER 4 
 

THE HUMAN IN THE COMPUTER:  
BUILDING THE PROTO-DIGITAL ACTOR IN LOOKER (1981)  

 

This chapter contextualizes the ways in which producers and filmmakers 

imagined a not-too-distant future featuring humans in computers. I ask what bearing 

these figures had on the significances of these works, and how the uncanniness of the 

characters’ resemblances informed the storyline and their own synthetic subjectivities.  

Focusing on Looker crystallizes what the trope of human-in-the-computer meant 

to audiences during the 1980s, a decade that saw computing technologies made 

available to a broader scope of consumers. By the early 1980s when computerized 

humanoid bodies were created for commercial production, the context in which the 

character was broadcast suggested that its ontological status as a computerized object – 

and hence its ability to be transformed, manipulated, and replicated – was an essential 

part of the character’s subjectivity. In other words, the appearance of and context in 

which computerized humanoid figures were featured explicitly gestured toward their 

synthetic makeup. I suggest that these characteristics worked to normalize the 

proliferation of computers in modern life, including personal computers for home and 

office, infuse human-computer interaction with a sense of individuality, as well as self-

reflexively problematize the very fact that a human could be represented in and by a 

computer. During this period, depictions of computerized humanoid figures 

simultaneously stood for the optimistic notion that computers contributed to self-
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actualization and individuality on the one hand,390 and the alarming threat of 

increasingly dehumanized, cog-in-the-wheel automation on the other.  

 

Looker (1981) 

Midway through the 1981 thriller film Looker,391 the blonde, svelte model Cindy 

(Susan Dey) enters the headquarters of Digital Matrix Corporation, situated in the hills 

outside Pasadena, California. Suspicious of Digital Matrix’s motives, Cindy’s plastic 

surgeon, Dr. Larry Roberts (Albert Finney) escorts her to the appointment. At Digital 

Matrix, Cindy’s body will get digitized by a laser scanner, and the digitized 

information, including skin color, voice, and body form, will be programmed and 

animated using a supercomputer. We later find out that her computerized model can be 

customizable and appear in any television commercial of the company’s choosing, thus 

rendering obsolete her own talents as a model and actor. A research facility cloaked in 

secrecy, one of Digital Matrix’s research projects includes developing light-based visual 

stimuli in television commercials to induce a hypnotic trance in spectators, compelling 

them to buy products. Consequently, Cindy’s obsolescence makes her a likely candidate 

for murder at the hands of a hitman hired by Digital Matrix. 

A commentary on both the shameless deployment of sex by commercial 

advertising and the passivity of screen spectatorship in the United States, the film raises 

in relief an unsettling scenario that’s probably a little too close to the reality of late 

twentieth-century mass media and corporate surveillance tactics. Indeed, writer-director 

                                                
390 Turner, From Counterculture to Cyberculture: Stewart Brand, the Whole Earth Network, 
and the Rise of Digital Utopianism. 
391 Michael Crichton, Looker, DVD (Warner Brothers and the Ladd Company, 1981). 
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Michael Crichton accurately foreshadowed how companies would capitalize on 

digitized biometric information in a consumerist world driven by superficial 

consumerism and screen spectatorship. Despite Looker’s negative reception by critics 

and lack of commercial success at the box office, the film offers a poignant parable for 

the darker side of such biometric and big data tactics, at a time when these concerns 

began to crystallize in public opinion polls and popular media. Furthermore, the Digital 

Matrix body scanning scene highlights an exceptionally emotional moment, where a 

living model gets coerced with flattery and money to relinquish information about her 

body for the financial gain of a mysterious corporation. The digital human models that 

the company produces mimic the “real thing,” namely, beautiful (slender, white) 

women, which the company can then use in whatever way they see fit.392  

In the previous chapter, I outlined what it took to get the real thing – the human 

model, or the plaster or clay or plastic model – into the computer for 3-D graphic 

modeling from the 1970s through 1980s. These time- and labor-intensive processes 

combined manual, low-tech operations with custom computer systems, photographic 

images, and digitizing tablets. This chapter bridges the pre-1980s body digitizing 

practices with those of a latter period when Hollywood production companies began 

using laser scanners to digitize bodies and body parts for special effects in the late 

1980s. 

Evidently, Looker touches on several themes that are central to this project. 

Aside from the preoccupations surrounding proprietary body data, corporate secrecy, 

                                                
392 Similarly, many of the body scanning companies that presently exist closely guard their 
proprietary digital models, which comprise a vast database of bodies of varying shapes and 
sizes for sale.  
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and screen culture, the film also makes a statement about the unrealistic beauty 

standards upheld by commercial advertising, and by extension the acting and modeling 

industries in the United States. For better or worse, Looker hits us over the head with 

this message, and the commentary and film critics’ reviews from the period reveal 

surprisingly ungenerous responses to Crichton’s attempt at indicting screen-obsessed 

Americans. Ultimately, the representational aspects of Looker as well as critics’ 

responses to the film helped reinforce the unrealistic beauty standards promoted by 

Hollywood – the same standards that the film intended on critiquing. The trope of 

female bodily perfection – implicitly marked by whiteness and slenderness – carries 

through the storyline without critically interrogating what that physical perfection 

looked like. For instance, the entire premise of the body scanning undertaking at Digital 

Matrix centers on the fact that a group of already-beautiful Caucasian women strive to 

look even more perfect according to numerical specifications established by the 

company’s computer; specifications that they couldn’t precisely achieve with the plastic 

surgery they previously sought. The film implicitly accepts a definition of screen-image 

feminine beauty that can only be attained by surgical or computational transformation – 

through plastic surgery, digital image manipulation, and screen mediation.393 

While film and media scholars have analyzed Looker’s provocative body 

scanning scene, they have not interrogated the representational aspects of bodily 

                                                
393 Presently, people are seeking cosmetic surgery inspired by image-enhancing filters found on 
apps like Snapchat, prompting commentary about unrealistic beauty standards largely due to 
digital image manipulation. See, e.g., Sam Wolfson, “Snapchat Photo Filters Linked to Rise in 
Cosmetic Surgery Requests,” The Guardian, August 9, 2018, 
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2018/aug/08/snapchat-surgery-doctors-report-rise-in-
patient-requests-to-look-filtered. 
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perfection in the film, instead focusing on the phenomenon of virtual actors,394 the 

representational aspects of an actor’s image,395 or the female body as a site of literary 

and graphical inscription in late twentieth-century science fiction.396 However, a close 

reading of the affective and scenic elements of the body scanning scene demonstrate the 

predicament inherent in taking for granted an “objective” approach to bodily perfection, 

and furthermore an approach mediated by computer-automated scanning.  

Much like his earlier feature-length films, including Westworld (Michael 

Crichton, 1973), The Terminal Man (Mike Hodges, 1974), and Futureworld (Richard T. 

Heffron, 1975), Michael Crichton set Looker in the not-too-distant future, so the 

storyline, props, and set needed to appear familiar rather than styled in a futuristic way. 

This meant that the cutting-edge body scanning technology needed to appear as if it 

could have existed at the time. When Looker was released in 1981, researchers in fields 

including diagnostic imaging, anthropometry, computer vision, and industrial design 

and manufacture were developing non-contact scanning technologies for computer 

modeling. As we’ve already seen, before about 1985, if production required a 

computer-generated figure, the digitizing process comprised manual operations, 

inputting points one-by-one into customized computer systems. So, when Creative 

Supervisor Richard Taylor embarked on designing the mise en scène for the body 

scanning scene, he and his team improvised ways to visually represent the transfer of 

                                                
394 Jason Sperb, “I’ll (Always) Be Back: Virtual Performance and Post-Human Labor in the Age 
of Digital Cinema,” Culture, Theory & Critique 53, no. 3 (2012): 383–97. 
395 Janet Bergstrom, “Androids and Androgyny,” Camera Obscura 5, no. 3 (15) (Fall 1986): 
36–65. 
396 Scott Bukatman, Terminal Identity: The Virtual Subject in Postmodern Science Fiction 
(Durham: Duke University Press, 1993), 311–14. 
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bodily information from a live human model to her digital counterpart. The results were 

rather prescient, as Taylor and his team foreshadowed the importance of light- and 

laser-based technologies in body scanning, which graphics scientists and biomedical 

researchers had been developing – but not yet implementing – since the early 1970s. To 

that end, Looker provides a provocative entry into discussions surrounding mediated 

methods of capturing body data both digitally and analogically, and how writers, artists, 

and animators imagined these techniques would develop. Thus, we return to Cindy’s 

appointment at Digital Matrix. 

From an elevated walkway encircling the body scanner, a man dressed in a 

white lab coat escorts Cindy to the machine. We sense consternation in Cindy’s voice as 

she approaches the massive device from above. The scientist (or is he a doctor?) coolly 

coaxes her toward the unit: “I assure you there’s nothing to worry about.” 

Cindy says, “Yeah. Does it hurt?” 

He replies, “It’s completely painless.” 

“And I get paid $200,000 a year?” 

“That’s the standard modeling fee, yes.” 

“And I don’t have to do anything?” 

“No, once the model is made. After that the computer does everything.” 

“It seems like an awful lot of money for doing nothing.” 

“It’s because of who you are.” 

“Who am I?”  

“You’re perfect in your category.” 

“Oh yeah?” 
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“Yeah. I’ll leave you here and you go right there.”  

Cindy asks, “Alone?” 

He points off screen to the imposing dark grey machine enveloped in tubes, 

buttons and lights, an uninviting structure that takes up the better part of the dimly lit 

room. 

“Mm-hmm. Have fun.”397 

As the man in the lab coat walks out of the frame, he leaves Cindy to contend 

with the machine – a computer-automated scanner outfitted with a disembodied, female 

voice that guides her through the process. Probably feeling sheepish in the white gown 

and slippers that were issued to her, Cindy slowly walks down the stairs and deliberates, 

“I don’t know about this. There must be a catch.”398 

The disembodied female voice begins: “Please proceed to the lighted circle after 

removing your clothing.”399  

Removing your clothing? Cindy throws back her head and exclaims in disgust, 

“Oh I knew it!”400  

Talking over Cindy, the computer continues, “You may find it convenient to 

hang your clothing outside the circle so they do not interfere with data recording. When 

you have undressed, please stand on the circle for computer alignment. Stand 

                                                
397 Crichton, Looker. 
398 Ibid. 
399 Ibid. 
400 Ibid. 
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comfortably with your weight equally distributed on both feet and your arms relaxed at 

your sides.”401  

Cindy removes the gown and slippers and reluctantly steps onto a lighted circle 

on the platform. Then she mutters to the body scanner and its invisible operators: “Ok. I 

hope you’re satisfied … perverts.” Meanwhile, the scanner ignores Cindy’s retort and 

continues to speak over her: “Remember to hold the neck erect and without tension.”402  

As the lighted circular platform begins to sink into the machine, Cindy 

instinctually crouches, searching for a sense of groundedness in this unnerving situation 

(Figure 4.1). When the platform is lowered, Cindy finds herself fully enclosed in the 

unit, and only then does she slowly stand up. Diffused orange light from the left of the 

frame makes her skin softly glow (Figure 4.2).  

Even though she avoided getting her body digitized at Triple I because of an 

actors’ strike, Susan Dey couldn’t get out of shooting the Digital Matrix scene, which 

she did begrudgingly. Crichton recalled in a patronizing tone, “Susan was not 

enthusiastic about doing the scene undressed, and unfortunately it just took days and 

days and days, poor girl.”403 Dey channeled her discomfort as an actor exposed to the 

elements into her character’s apprehensions about stripping bare, entering a body 

scanning unit, and following directions from a machine. 

 

                                                
401 Ibid. 
402 Ibid. 
403 Michael Crichton, Commentary by Michael Crichton, DVD (Warner Brothers and the Ladd 
Company, n.d.). 
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Cindy’s hesitancy to allow the body scanner to capture her surface 

measurements exemplifies the anxieties engendered by commentators, critics and 

members of the public around computer automation and mediation. While these 

Figures 4.1 (top) and 4.2 (bottom). Stills from Looker. Figure 4.1: Unclothed Cindy 
crouching on a lighted platform that lowers her into the body scanning unit. Figure 4.2: 
Cindy inside the dimly lit unit, before she stands up and gets scanned by the machine. 
Looker (Michael Crichton, 1981), DVD. 
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anxieties had already existed in previous decades,404 by this time – the early 1980s – 

they centered not only around the fact that new computing technologies threatened the 

replacement of people in their jobs405 but also that computing equipment itself started to 

sense and gather data about people, places, and things in new ways.406 This 

phenomenon was due in part to developments in computer vision, photoelectric sensors 

and video technologies, in tandem with mediated corporate and government 

surveillance tactics. Faster and more graphically dynamic computer systems contributed 

to an expanding market that included applications in military, entertainment, education, 

biomedicine, scientific research, architecture, art, and personal computing. Meanwhile, 

computer scientists, business consultants, and technophiles championed the promise of 

ever faster, smarter machines to come.  

In the late 1960s and early 1970s, worker’s protests ignited over poor treatment 

in the workplace, anti-Vietnam War sentiment, and a general sense of alienation. Part of 

this effort involved re-framing automation in a way that, according to labor historian 

Jefferson Cowie, signaled “[investment] in ‘human relations’ strategies, most of which 

continued to empower management, not workers – albeit with the appearance of a 

gentler hand.”407 Cowie continues, “For commentators flocking to the auto plants, the 

                                                
404 Amy Sue Bix, Inventing Ourselves Out of Jobs? America’s Debate over Technological 
Unemployment, 1929-1981 (Baltimore MD: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2000); Harry 
Braverman, Labor and Monopoly Capital: The Degradation of Work in the 20th Century, 2nd 
ed. (New York, NY: Monthly Review Press, 1998); David Noble, Forces of Production: A 
Social History of Industrial Automation (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1984). 
405 Zuboff, In the Age of the Smart Machine: The Future of Work and Power; Kline, The 
Cybernetics Moment: Or Why We Call Our Age the Information Age, 70–73, 210; Ceruzzi, A 
History of Modern Computing, 32–33. 
406 Brand, The Media Lab: Inventing the Future at MIT. 
407 Jefferson Cowie, Stayin’ Alive: The 1970s and the Last Days of the Working Class (New 
York: The New Press, 2012), 47. 
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assembly line no longer reflected, if it ever did, the social-realist armies of faceless 

workers – a homogenized force of machine tenders for a homogenized economy – but 

rather, it suggested a search for individual expression within the machine.”408 Social 

problems were too big to handle, even for collective action, a general sentiment 

characteristic of the “Me Decade” of the 1970s. 

The cautionary tale of Looker encapsulates the impending threat to a specific 

demographic – the Hollywood model/actor – whose skills might very well get stripped 

of their one-of-a-kindness by automated computer modeling, digital voice recording, 

and laser scanners. Looker may have been the first feature-length film to suggest that 

this phenomenon was not so far from being realized. It offered a premonition of the 

phenomenon known today as the synthespian, or the synthetic actor, or virtual actor. 

Contemporary controversy surrounding synthetic actors centers on the use without 

permission of digitally recorded voices or physical features of recognizable actors. 

Lawsuits brought on by actors who were compelled to protect their digital likenesses, or 

the estate of a deceased performer interested in protecting how and in what 

circumstances that person’s image and voice gets reproduced constitute the most 

publicized problems pertaining to synthetic actors.   

In theory, the synthespian could represent the technological feat of surpassing 

the uncanny valley of life-like computer-generated humans by tricking spectators into 

thinking that the figure they see on the screen is a live-action actor rather than one that’s 

                                                
408 Ibid. 
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computer-generated.409 The synthespian threatens the already-precarious employment of 

actors, who often need to be willing to step outside of their comfort zone to land and 

retain a job. The existence of fully customizable synthetic actors eliminates the 

possibility of a living actor refusing to perform in a way that might make them feel 

uncomfortable, because the virtual actor could be programmed to look a certain way or 

perform according to specific criteria. This latter aspect regarding programmable clones 

signifies the desired outcome of Digital Matrix’s body scanning endeavor.410  

Surprisingly, the head of Digital Matrix, Jennifer Long (played by Leigh Taylor 

Young) is very clear about what the company hopes to achieve by scanning the bodies 

of actors and models who already appear perfect or near-perfect. While Dr. Larry 

Roberts (Albert Finney) waits for Cindy to finish getting scanned, he suspiciously 

enquires about what they do there. Jennifer escorts him into the scanning room and tells 

him matter-of-factly: “We can now make commercials entirely by computer. No live 

actors at all, once the model is made. Computers animate the images, dress them, 

provide voices.”411 

Larry interjects, “Really!”412 

Jennifer continues, as she gestures toward a screen, “Here you see a typical 

computer model being made. The subject is in the next room, and the computer is 
                                                
409 For an early (1990) article on synthetic actors, see, e.g., Stephen Porter, “Made for the Stage: 
Synthetic Actors Are Getting Better,” Computer Graphics World, August 1990, Academic 
OneFile. For a contemporary study of the digitization and virtualization of another form of 
aesthetic labor, see Poster, “The Virtual Receptionist with a Human Touch: Opposing Pressures 
of Digital Automation and Outsourcing in Interactive Services.” 
410 For a philosophical take on clones, twins, and other replicated likenesses and their deceptive 
qualities see, e.g., Hillel Schwartz, The Culture of the Copy: Striking Likenesses, Unreasonable 
Facsimiles (New York: Zone Books, 1996). 
411 Crichton, Looker. 
412 Ibid. 
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constructing this three-dimensional duplicate from the database. We can program the 

kind of improvements that we once did through surgery. … Depending on the audience 

we can change the programming, altering the model.”413  

Larry replies astonished, “Amazing! That could put me out of a job!” 

Jennifer says, “I doubt that. Our voice synthesizer is over here.” She directs 

Larry’s attention toward another screen where we see a video image of Cindy in the 

flesh from the shoulders up, looking back at us. Her voice sounds garbled at first, the 

same line repeated over and over until we clearly hear her say: “Hi, I’m Cindy. I’m the 

perfect female type age eighteen to twenty-five. I’m here to sell for you.”414 

Unbeknown to Cindy, her digital double was ready for business.  

To convey the scanning aspect of the technology while making it visually 

striking, Taylor used crosshatch shapes of light projected on Cindy’s body, a design 

decision influenced by Taylor’s background in light shows and projection.415 As we 

learned in the previous chapter, however, this method of light projection didn’t actually 

gather information about the surface of Cindy’s body; it was simply used to make us 

think that the machine could sense the presence of and respond to the subject placed 

inside it.  

Returning to Cindy, poised yet vulnerably unclothed, completely enclosed in 

what Crichton imagined a body scanner would look like, she musters the courage to ask 

the disembodied voice guiding the process, “Now what?”416 

                                                
413 Ibid. 
414 Ibid. 
415 Taylor, Interview with the author. 
416 Crichton, Looker. 
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At that moment, a series of small crosshatch lights project on her body as the 

computer responds, “These are moiré lines for computer topographic scanners.”417 

(Drawing moiré contour lines on bodies was a popular method of making body surfaces 

discrete, the contours of which could then be manually plotted. This method was 

developed in Japan by Hiroshi Takasaki in the early 1970s.) Then the platform on 

which Cindy is standing begins to revolve. Figures 4.3 and 4.4 indicate the crosshatch 

lights projected on Cindy’s body as well as the diffused red and orange light against 

Cindy’s skin. Angular shadows hint at the inner walls of the unit, while Figure 4.5 

reveals a grid of lighted dots illuminated along the walls, suggesting that these lights are 

the source of the projection.418 

Cindy revolves in place repeatedly, as shadows and crosshatch shaped lights 

strategically adorn her skin. Because she realizes her vulnerable state, and because her 

humor is rather crass, she tries to make the best of a terrifying situation. Standing in 

place, her body revolving on the platform, illuminated from head to toe, she quips in a 

deadpan tone: “Help, rape.”419 

Disregarding Cindy’s accusation, the voice calmly replies, “Please do not move 

your lower jaw.”420 

Cindy says, “It was just a joke.”421 

 

 

                                                
417 Ibid. 
418 Ibid. 
419 Ibid. 
420 Ibid. 
421 Ibid. 
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The voice responds, “Failure to comply wastes valuable computer time.” The 

scene progresses with minimal dialogue as the camera pans up and down Dey’s naked, 

violated body, accompanied by the film’s score, a piece by Antonio Vivaldi. The 

camera pans to a CRT screen featuring a stylized computer image of the Cindy Body 

Model. The digital model synchronously revolves in place, giving the impression that 

the computer is generating the digital double in real-time, before our eyes. We see 

close-ups of a computerized model of Cindy’s hand, her hairless head (featured in 

Chapter 3), and eyes that wiggle around, anchored to an x-y-z axis. The Triple I team 

created the eyes by texture mapping, or super imposing, an image of an eye on top of 

spherical models. Of the light projection pattern and computer-generated imagery, 

Figures 4.3 and 4.4 (top) and Figure 4.5 (bottom). Stills from body scanning 
scene. Note the crosshatch lights projected onto Dey’s body inside the dimly lit 
body scanner. Looker (Michael Crichton, 1981), DVD. 
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Richard Taylor explained, “I wanted to show the amount of data being captured, all the 

ones and zeros, x, y, z axes.”422 Indeed, his approach was both effective and arresting. 

The final shot in the scene depicts a close-up of the CRT screen in which the (computer-

generated, peach-skinned) Cindy Body Model transforms to a video image of Cindy in 

the flesh. Figure 4.6 depicts a red lateral cutting plane that starts at her head and runs 

down her body, indicating that the visual transformation of the customizable computer 

model takes place in real time. Through suspension of disbelief, we are meant to assume 

that this final image is the digital model, ready to be customized. At the time, however, 

graphics were not advanced enough to generate an image like the one in Figure 4.6, 

which makes the film’s climax featuring customized “computer” models (live-action 

actors, filmed using conventional methods) even more outrageous.  

 Delightfully campy television commercials designed by an advertising company 

specifically for Looker depict what we are supposed to believe are synthetic actors 

digitally inserted (but not really) into physical sets, as the commercials play on 

television screens during the film’s climax. While Cindy is taken hostage by Jennifer 

Long, the head of Digital Matrix, she realizes that her digital clone has been 

                                                
422 Taylor, Interview with the author. 
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programmed to depict the role of a typical housewife in a commercial for a cleaning 

product. Again, the suspension of disbelief falls short because the digital models do not 

look computerized. Recall from the previous chapter the geometric shapes and robotic 

look of the few computer-generated humanoids to which the spectating public was 

exposed by the early 1980s. Contrastingly, the Looker production team neglected to 

stylize the digital models, played by living actors, in any noticeable way. Granted, the 

computerized clones were supposed to surpass the uncanny valley and be taken for 

living actors, but the preposterous depiction – or rather, a lack of stylized depiction – of 

computer models ultimately failed to suspend one’s disbelief.  

Figure 4.6 Still of the Cindy Body Model being transformed into the finished product – a 
photorealistic, customizable computer model of Cindy. The image above is a video image of 
Cindy rather than a computer-generated image. Note the red cutting plane below her chest, 
which signals the interface between the visual transformation from the robotic-looking 
computer model to a more realistic representation of Cindy’s body model. Looker (Michael 
Crichton, 1981), DVD. 
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The uncanny valley is a hypothesis first introduced by robotics researcher 

Masahiro Mori in a 1970 article from a Japanese journal called Energy.423 The theory 

applied to visual resemblance of robots, prosthetics, dolls, and other imitative forms to 

humans. The term was appropriated from Sigmund Freud’s interpretation of the 

uncanny; namely, something that incites both attraction and revulsion due to its eerie 

familiarity.424 

Mori offered a rather abstract metric – a sense of affinity – to roughly quantify 

someone’s reaction to the appearance of the imitative form. The purpose of the article 

was to outline future plans for robot design that avoid having the finished product fall 

into the uncanny valley. Mori uses an example of a prosthetic hand and the double-take 

that happens when someone realizes that the hand is artificial:  

One might say that the prosthetic hand has achieved a degree of 
resemblance to the human form, perhaps on par with false teeth. 
However, once we realize that the hand that looked real at first sight is 
actually artificial, we experience an eerie sensation. For example, we 
could be startled during a handshake by its limp boneless grip together 
with its texture and coldness. When this happens, we lose our sense of 
affinity, and the hand becomes uncanny. In mathematical terms, this can 
be represented by a negative value.425  
 

The “degree of resemblance” mentioned above is relational to other comparable 

examples (like false teeth, according to Mori). The uncanny valley might be a useful 

hypothesis for suggesting standards of appropriateness in resemblances for designing 

human-mimetic objects. However, if we consider the point raised by Barbara Stafford in 

                                                
423 Masahiro Mori, “The Uncanny Valley,” trans. Karl F. MacDorman and Norri Kageki, IEEE 
Robotics & Automation Magazine 19, no. 2 (June 2012): 98. 
424 Sigmund Freud, “The ‘Uncanny’’,’” in The Standard Edition of the Complete Psychological 
Works of Sigmund Freud, Volume XVII (1917-1919): An Infantile Neurosis and Other Works 
(New York: W.W. Norton, 1976), 217–56. 
425 Mori, “The Uncanny Valley,” 99. 
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Chapter 1 regarding “a more nuanced picture of resemblance and connectedness,”426 I 

would stop short of suggesting that the uncanny valley serves as a “model” for making 

sense of resemblance. 

 Historians writing about automatons and other imitative objects have addressed 

the ways in which these figures signify values and subjectivities in their greater cultural 

thicket.427 The uncanny valley is a useful theory to think with, but it provides a slippery, 

context-specific framework from which to approach discussions of resemblance. In the 

case of the Cindy body model, the imitative aspect of her image certainly fell under the 

category of resemblances; however, I suspect that the model’s animated form (a live-

action Susan Dey) rendered on the screen (rather than in robotic form) did not fool or 

startle anyone.  

Critics called Looker “extremely convoluted,”428 “silly and unconvincing,”429 

and “a perfect example of how not to make a movie.”430 In the director’s commentary 

for the DVD version of the film, Crichton mentioned that part of the reason why the 

film didn’t enjoy box office success was because people didn’t understand the premise. 

What might have been a more likely reason for the box office flop, however, was the 

existence of several plot holes throughout the film, as well as the failure in suspension 

                                                
426 Stafford, Visual Analogy: Consciousness As the Art of Connecting, 9. 
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of disbelief. Additionally, the film’s depiction of the not-too-distant future might have 

instead seemed unremarkably too close to the present – that is, 1981.  

Crichton’s techno-thriller films were usually good at eliciting an eerie feeling 

from the audience. Historian of science Joanna Radin attests to that ability in her essay 

about Crichton and the techno-thriller genre for which he’s renowned: 

[Crichton’s] depiction of cutting-edge innovations made it difficult for 
readers to disentangle the actual from the merely possible – heightening 
the thrill. The plausibility of his account was meant to leave people in a 
perpetual state of suspense, a nightmare-like trance that might not be that 
different from being awake.431 
 

If the film had fewer plot holes and unanswered questions, it may have been more 

effective at sustaining the “perpetual state of suspense” that Radin mentions. Even so, 

Crichton’s incorporation of cutting-edge computer-generated imagery of human models 

into Looker contributed to the film’s heightened thrill, albeit fleeting. Furthermore, 

much of the favorably reviewed aspects of the film pertained to the “eery [sic], often 

frightening computer imagery designed by Information International Inc.,”432 as a critic 

writing for the Daily Oklahoman put it. Richard Taylor and the rest of the Triple I team 

created eerily breathtaking imagery, including a full-body Cindy computer model, the 

creation of which was no small feat, as we have already seen in the previous chapter. 

Unfortunately, the staging and editing of the rest of the film was wanting.  

Apart from the dismal commentary by critics about the numerous plot holes and 

unanswered questions in Looker, they also latched onto the irony inherent in Susan Dey 
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being cast as a model who might be “perfect in her category,”433 but who nonetheless 

exhibited some bodily imperfections. For instance, a review by Malcolm L. Johnson for 

The Hartford Courant noted, “Susan Dey, who plays the only one of four plastic 

patients to survive, doesn’t seem particularly perfect. She may be quite pretty in a ‘50s 

preppy sort of way, but she is not ‘perfect,’ which is what she is supposed to be after the 

programmed surgery.”434 Apparently, ‘50s preppy was the wrong kind of pretty, 

according to Johnson, who assumed that his readers understood what a picture-perfect 

woman would look like. Additionally, the renowned film critic Gene Siskel took a jab at 

Dey in his unkind review of the film:  

Dey has become quite attractive, but her role turns out to be nothing 
more than that of a pin-cushion. … [One minor quibble about the 
credibility of the film: Dey is supposed to be perfect after [Albert] 
Finney’s surgery, but a bathing suit commercial she does in the film 
reveals a bunch of rather large moles on her chest. Sorry, but I was just 
looking.].435 

 
A creepily voyeuristic play on the film’s title, Siskel’s disingenuous apology for “just 

looking” reveals the highly critical standards by which beauty and bodily perfection get 

evaluated in Hollywood. His comment about the existence of “rather large moles on 

[Dey’s] chest” reinforces the unrealistic standards by which female actors and models 

get cast, implying that if the character Cindy got plastic surgery, Dr. Roberts could (and 

should) have removed those unsightly moles from her chest. Siskel considered the film 
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a missed opportunity, stating, “The only time we look at ‘Looker’ seriously is when it 

offers a shot of a pretty woman.”436  

Yet another reviewer admitted that the only aspects of the film worth watching 

are the “beautiful Aryan girls.” 437 The rather tongue-in-cheek commentary about the 

physical appearances of the women in the film speaks volumes about the standards of 

beauty and culture of faultfinding upheld by industry professionals in Hollywood, as 

well as the active and occasionally self-reflexive participation of critics in helping to 

shape and perpetuate those unrealistic standards.  

While the above comments might seem jarring to the contemporary reader, none 

of them probably seem surprising. Nonetheless, I propose taking seriously these 

comments as indicators of the implicit acceptance of a definition of screen-image 

feminine beauty that can only be attained by surgical or computational transformation – 

through plastic surgery, digital image manipulation, and screen mediation. This point 

wasn’t lost on Crichton, who asked that his viewers imagine a world in which female 

bodily perfection could only be attained surgically or by digital manipulation, and 

where capturing and owning body data fell into the hands of greedy corporations.  

Scholars of visual culture, feminist theory, and critical race theory have 

developed robust analyses of the social and cultural forces that inform and are informed 

by dominant visible markings of beauty standards in the United States and Western 

Europe. One might read the implicit acceptance of screen-image beauty standards as a 

product of discourses of a white male gaze – the (psychoanalytic, patriarchal) gaze of 
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the camera,438 the implicit standard of whiteness in filmic representations439 and in 

spectatorship,440 or the institutionalized medical gaze.441 However, I argue that the 

discussion extends beyond analyses of the gaze to implicate the ontologies of the live 

human model, her digital counterpart, and how these various incarnations get taken up. 

There is nothing new about human models and their doppelgangers acting as 

interchangeable doubles in the service of modern consumer culture and media 

spectatorship. However, the difference here, in the context of computer-generated 

models and rapid laser scanning technologies, is that the biometric technique generates 

proprietary, readily manipulable information, materialized as objects in their own right. 

Crichton provocatively foreshadowed the darker side of this concept in Looker’s 

storyline. Perhaps in that way, one might consider that the uncanniness of Looker lies 

more so in the film’s storyline rather than in the physical depictions of the computer-

generated Cindy. To imagine a scenario in the near-future where companies capture 

biometric information about people conjures an eerie familiarity with the way 

companies were already partaking in those practices in the real world.442 

Even if laypeople, film critics and industry professionals understood Looker’s 

premise, what most people didn’t understand was the amount of work that went into 

producing even just a few minutes of computer-generated imagery in the late 1970s and 
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early 1980s. Discourse about computer automation in manufacturing and business gave 

not only laypeople but also film industry professionals the impression that the computer 

did everything on its own. That erroneous idea was partly perpetuated by fictitious 

representations of computers – specifically computer automation, computer sentience, 

and artificial intelligence – in film and in print since as early as the 1950s.443 Speaking 

about his work on computer-generated imagery and Tron (Steven Lisberger, 1982) in 

particular, Richard Taylor acknowledged that part of the reason why industry 

professionals didn’t readily take to Tron was because they didn’t understand the role of 

computers and computer animation in the production pipeline. Some of these industry 

professionals served on adjudication committees for academy awards, which posed an 

issue when the task of evaluating the technical achievements of films fell to people who 

didn’t know which aspects of production were and were not done by computers. To that 

end, Taylor recalled, “To get people [in Hollywood] to trust the technology is very 

difficult.”444 Taylor has expressed this frustration since at least the early 1980s. In an 

interview with Taylor in a 1983 issue of Computer Graphics World magazine, he stated 

his concern “that the use of computer simulation in film and television is still not 

properly understood by most people – including those who work in these media. The 

interviewer, Mike Higgins, quotes Taylor: “In many cases, art directors and designers 
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who are temped to use computer simulation feel intimidated by it. It’s really much 

easier than it’s made out to be.”445  

Even Michael Crichton chimed in on the discussion about the lack of 

understanding about the growing presence of computers and computer automation in 

the daily lives of Americans. In his 1983 non-fiction book, Electronic Life, Crichton 

lays out in easy-to-understand terms the reasons why people shouldn’t be afraid of 

computers as well as how to embrace computing culture in a mindful way. He organizes 

the book alphabetically by theme, and some of the themes include “Byte,” “Disk, 

Floppy,” “File,” “Jargon,” “Network,” “Software,” and “User,” to name a few. Under 

the heading “Computer Art,” Crichton explicitly challenges the assumption that a 

computer operates on its own:  

[If] one watches the machine doing animation work, there seem to be 
lengthy periods when the computer is acting ‘on its own.’ But if one 
observes these processes in more detail, it becomes clear that creation is 
not occurring within the machine. First of all, computer graphics are not 
unique. Computers have yet to generate anything that cannot be done by 
hand – and usually already has been done. Second, the apparent ability of 
the computer to act ‘on its own’ is the outcome of thousands of hours of 
patient human effort to refine its instructions.446  

 
Crichton acknowledges that it might seem like a computer operates autonomously, but 

in fact its function depends on the background labor of the programmer to instruct the 

computer in its operations. At the same time, however, developments in machine 

learning challenged that assertion, as New York Times journalist Andrew Pollack 

reported on a “new” kind of automation in manufacture, design and engineering sectors 
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characterized by “sophisticated computer programs that can ‘think.’”447 Pollack 

continued, “Programs are now being devised that can help write other programs. 

Similarly, new computer-aided design systems can speed up the design of 

microelectronic circuits.”448  

As microcomputers entered an increasing number and variety of workspaces in 

American business, industry, and education, people found themselves needing to learn 

to use computers, whether they liked it or not. For those who had difficulty surmounting 

the steep learning curve of operating a new-to-them electronic device, a psychological 

condition called computer phobia, or cyberphobia, became a growing concern. The 

phenomenon, characterized by aversion to computer use, included somatic symptoms 

like sweating and violent shuddering. Computer phobia mainly afflicted white-collar 

workers over thirty, and as a representative from Honeywell stated in a 1984 article in 

the magazine Computerworld, “the arrival of computers in the workplace may be 

alienating workers who find computers ‘enigmatic and threatening,’” adding that 

employers will need to “give workers a hands-on orientation to new computers in the 

workplace and continually reassure the employees that their jobs are not in danger.”449 

Rather than fearing that a computer would take over the employee in his or her role in 

the office, however, the fear instead centered on the employee worrying that someone 

younger who could pick up computer skills more readily would replace them.  
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By the early 1980s, an array of resources surfaced, including books, courses, 

newsletters, and meet-up groups, to educate laypeople about computers (by this point 

shorthand for electronic digital microcomputers). Courses offered in cities and towns 

around the country explicitly addressed the goal of combating computer phobia, and 

other courses were geared toward helping women professionals gain computer literacy. 

For instance, The Women’s Computer Literacy Project, a non-profit organization in San 

Francisco, California founded in 1982, offered intensive two-day courses for women on 

writing computer programs, word processing, and database management, among other 

computing tasks.450 

Articles in newspapers and popular magazines reported on computer phobia, 

often obliquely linking it to fears of automation taking over people’s jobs. Furthermore, 

public opinion polls in the 1980s reflected an uptick in the number of questions about 

computer automation replacing people in their jobs, as well as questions about artificial 

intelligence and government and corporate surveillance.451 Of course, no single factor 

contributed to public understandings of computers and the consequences of computer 

automation and artificial intelligence. While people might have worried about “smart” 

computers, automation, and surveillance in the 1980s, those feelings of uneasiness 

surfaced as global markets in computing hardware and digital computer applications 

expanded, and as a growing number of white and blue collar workers reckoned with the 

need to learn how to use computing equipment at work. An economic recession in the 
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early 1980s and competition from Japan’s prosperous microelectronics industry 

contributed to the milieu.452  

By the mid-1980s, artists, critics, and social scientists commented on the 

ubiquity of computers in offices throughout the United States and their growing 

presence in middle-class homes and in schools.453 Photographer Lee Friedlander took 

note and created a poignant series depicting people at their workplaces, including 

factories and offices. From 1985 to 1986, he photographed staff at MIT working on 

their desktop computers. The black-and-white series offers an arresting impression of 

the changing nature of work in the United States. Friedlander photographed his subjects 

head-on or almost head-on so that the viewer cannot see the computer positioned just 

outside the frame. We only see the male and female workers in front of their monitors, 

and whatever mundane office space background exists behind each subject. Some of 

them stare into screens so intently that it seems like they are in a trance. Witnessing 

slight variations in each of their gazes through the photographic series elicits feelings of 

discomfort and resignation, as if these workers are cogs in a wheel.454  

It was in response to the sort of imagery in Friedlander’s photographs on which 

the Silicon Valley based company Apple capitalized in a 1984 commercial for the 

unveiling of the Macintosh. The commercial’s dystopian setting depicts rows of bald 

men dressed in drab worker’s uniform, marching in lockstep. Then in a shot-reverse-
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shot, a toned, youthful blonde woman in a tank top and shorts runs down the hallway 

holding a sledgehammer, while the army of worker drones sit in rows, staring at a Big 

Brother figure on a large screen in front of them. While the Big Brother mutters an 

ideological invocation to the workers, the woman revolves a couple of times to build 

momentum, flinging the sledgehammer at the screen. The screen shatters and bright 

white light is emitted. Then, it cuts to a shot of the men sitting in rows, frozen in place 

and covered in white dust.455 As text scrolls up from the bottom of the frame, a male 

narrator says: “On January 24, Apple will introduce Macintosh. And you’ll see why 

1984 won’t be like ‘1984.’”456 1984 is a reference to George Orwell’s dystopian novel, 

1984, about government control and subjugated citizens. The controlling aspect of Big 

Brother in the commercial referred to large corporations with no personality or sense of 

individuality. Echoing the ideals of the countercultural technophiles that Fred Turner 

discusses in From Counterculture to Cyberculture, the Apple commercial implies that 

using the Macintosh signifies a triumph for individuality, breaking free from the 

shackles of homogeneity. Macintosh users take active roles in making change rather 

than being passive drones.  

In the concluding section of this chapter, I step away from the digital body to 

highlight an example of the imitative nature of computer graphics and what computer 

graphics stood for by the 1980s, when computer-generated imagery or its imitative 

equivalent was broadcast to television audiences. The character Max Headroom was 

designed to appear purely computer-generated, but the character was played by a live-
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action actor wearing prosthetic make-up. I point to aspects of artifice promoted by the 

character himself, to highlight that Max Headroom emblematized a postmodern 

aesthetic of quotation and pastiche, hallmarks of the visual instantiations of 

transformable, manipulable 3-D computer-generated humanoids. 

 

Max Headroom (1986-1988) 

Television audiences in the United States and the United Kingdom in the 1980s 

would remember the loudmouth character, Max Headroom, who starred in a series of 

television shows and commercials, and whose image appeared on merchandise from t-

shirts to sleeping bags. Dressed in a black lacquered rigid-looking suit and tie, bright 

yellow hair slicked back, Headroom only appeared framed by a screen from the 

shoulders up; he never interacted with people in person because he was supposed to 

only exist in a computer and on the screen. Some writers might say he constitutes a 

“hyper-real” digital image without an original referent because we are made to believe 

he is purely computer-generated, made of electronic binary code.457  

Headroom (played by Matt Frewer) became a pervasive icon in the U.S. and 

U.K., starring in television commercials and taking part in the consumer and screen 

cultures that the shows in which he was featured sought to self-reflexively interrogate. 

In the late night talk show he hosted called, The Original Max Talking Headroom Show, 

Headroom often interjected obnoxious wisecracks and made fun of his guests for being 

superficial and fame-hungry, as well as the live audience and those watching at home 
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for being passive, screen-obsessed consumers (not unlike the drones in the Macintosh 

commercial).458 According to media studies scholar Scott Bukatman, Headroom was “a 

literalization of televisions talking heads – he consisted of only head and shoulders, 

usually seen against a shifting electronic pattern or against a few computer-generated 

props. At the same time, he embodies the notion of an electronically constituted 

culture.”459 Figure 4.7 shows a still from The Original Max Talking Headroom Show.  

 

 

 

The striped electronic pattern that Bukatman mentions appears behind Headroom, and 

during the show the background would shift and change color and shape. Headroom’s 

peach-colored skin appears sculpted, as does his yellow hair that seems fused to his 
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Figure 4.7 Still of Max Headroom. The Original Max Talking 
Headroom Show (1987-1988).  
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head. His eyes are glossy and nondescript, and his highly reflective black suit appears to 

consist of crude geometric shapes.  

While I do not attempt an in-depth reading of Headroom in this section, I use the 

character as an example of the imitative aesthetic of computer graphics in the 1980s, 

and how people working in commercial media production imagined the technology 

would operate, as well as what it stood for. There were several show in which Max 

Headroom was featured – a television show and a film made in the U.K., and two 

television shows in the U.S. Rather than attempt to parse out the differences between 

the shows, I choose instead to highlight what the character stood for in late 1980s 

popular culture.  

Critical treatment of Max Headroom – the character and the shows in which he 

starred – has centered on the character’s role in typifying mass cultural critiques and 

television audiences in late capitalist Britain and the United States. In his book Terminal 

Identity, Scott Bukatman offers a pithy analysis of Max Headroom, considering the 

show among the “reflexive and auto-critical works [that] might be called the science 

fiction of the spectacle” [emphasis in original].460 In the late 1980s, film theorists were 

also eager to map the Max Headroom ethos onto postmodern sensibilities, including 

Jean Baudrillard’s theory of simulation and simulacra, which characterized the 

operational role of mass media and aesthetic practice during that period.461 They did so 

aptly, as Headroom certainly seems to embody the postmodern sensibilities of 
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quotation, imitation, pastiche and self-reflexivity. The character produces himself 

“through myriad media images as texts, generating identities as simulacra – hyperreal 

identities with no recourse back to a real person, [his] composite media image being 

more real than real.”462 In general, the appeal of postmodern style centers on its 

characteristic hybridity and self-referential ethos. In the words of Glenn Adamson and 

Jane Pavitt, curators of an exhibition about Postmodernism at the Victoria and Albert 

Museum, “In place of truth, postmodernism had attitude.”463 If anything, Max 

Headroom had attitude. 

Max Headroom offers a fitting parable, not simply because his appearance 

crudely mimicked that of computer-generated humans of the mid-1980s, but also 

because the fictional television personality reminds us of the material constraints of 

modeling computerized humans well into the 1980s. Headroom reminds us of the 

slippery, context-specific, and socially constructed understandings of realism that 

guided computer graphics scientists and influenced the economic and design decisions 

of industry professionals.   

In depicting Max Headroom, actor Matt Frewer had to pretend to be a fully 

computer-animated character, literally bound to the inside of the screen. A 2015 article 

in the technology magazine The Verge describes the astounding amount of labor that 

went into Headroom’s costuming and makeup to make him appear like a sleek, ray 

traced computer-generated character, prone to computer glitches and the occasional 

programming malfunction.  
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The lighting, makeup, and special effects signaled the interest of the show’s 

creators to mimic the appearance of computer graphics. Headroom’s voice was 

periodically interrupted by the stutter of a forced jump in the video recorder, his voice 

frequently fragmented by a glitchy vocoder. A crude spotlight illuminated Headroom 

almost head-on to mimic the algorithmic lighting source of computer-generated objects. 

Frewer wore special contact lenses that made his eyes look glassy and poorly rendered. 

He later recalled that they were irritating and dangerous to wear for extended periods. 

Prosthetics designer John Humphreys told Verge writer Bryan Bishop: 

There was no specific design. They just wanted Matt Frewer to look like 
a computer-generated TV presenter. You got to remember, in those days, 
what does a computer-generated person actually look like? There was 
nothing there. So we made a fairly simple make-up really, we just 
changed his features a little bit, as if the computer generation hadn’t 
quite got it right. But we wanted to keep as near to Matt Frewer as 
possible because he’s a great actor. He’s very animated, very expressive, 
so you don’t want to hide all of that.464   
 

Humphreys was interested in highlighting Frewer’s talent, making sure his expressions 

wouldn’t get concealed under the prosthetic makeup.465 In the above quote, Humphreys 

indicates that he and the rest of the production crew did not have much to go by for 

researching inspiration for computer-generated people. Not only that, they wanted to 

stylize Headroom in a way that indicated that something was off with the technology – 

that “the computer generation hadn’t quite got it right.”466 Despite the technologically 
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optimistic language that pervaded computer graphics discourse, and because the quest 

for photorealism was always just out of reach, there seemed to be something a bit off 

about the image.  

 Susan West, a reporter for the Canadian newspaper The Globe and Mail echoed 

the sentiment that “the computer generation hadn’t quite got it right” in her 1984 piece 

about cutting-edge research in computer graphics. After an overview of various goings-

on at graphics labs, including LucasFilm, NYIT, and Ohio State University, West 

observes, “Nobody’s quite got it yet. Every image has something that’s a little off: a 

vase that looks more plastic than glass, a shadow that’s too sharp-edged, city streets that 

are too clean. They’re all missing detail, the rightness and irregularity that our eyes and 

brains crave.”467 Ironically, the quest for realism in the 1980s led graphics researchers 

on a path toward the hyperreal instead. The Max Headroom production team mimicked 

mass television culture by creating a hyperreal form of it, one that borrowed visual 

quotations from a medium, namely computer graphics, which borrowed quotations from 

other sources, including images and objects.  

 In 1980s popular media, depictions of humans in computers expressed both 

visually and narratively the tensions inherent in late capitalist American consumer 

culture, characterized by a growing number of screen images, some of which were 

computer-generated. The anxiety-ridden body scanning scene in Looker comments on 

the threat of computer automation rendering human labor obsolete, as director Michael 

Crichton was aware of the growing influence of computers in American workspaces, 

factories, and homes during this period. The film also sought to critique the shameless 
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objectification of slender white women in commercial advertising, but it ultimately 

affirmed that objectification by reinforcing the stereotypes of female beauty it purported 

to critique.  

 Max Headroom became an icon of mass media advertising and artifice, at once a 

celebration and indictment of American consumer culture. Filmed in live action and 

heavily made-up, the character appeared to be computer-generated, existing only as 

electronic binary data, transmitted to people’s television screens. Both Looker and Max 

Headroom offer a glimpse into the near future, and ask their viewers to question our 

blind faith in technology, painting a dark picture of corporate greed and electronically-

generated humans that outperform real ones.  
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CONCLUSION 

 What happens when bodies are treated as model objects, as tools for 

transformation and manipulation? What would it matter to call out the ways in which 

computerized forms get squeezed, stretched, molded, replicated, smoothed over, made 

generic, or even erased? The model multiple serves as a tool for transformation and 

manipulation; it does the important work of analogizing and resembling through visual 

communication. The crafting of computer graphic models constitutes tactile processes, 

grounded in traditional artist and drafting techniques. The model is the referent and 

source of inspiration and serves as a connecting thread linking the indexical trace of the 

body data to the many incarnations that follow, even long after the original model is no 

longer deemed useful or relevant. Simply put, the body model matters to the way that 

developments in computer graphics and animation in late twentieth-century United 

States unfolded.  

 Beginning in the 1960s, research hubs funded by U.S. defense agencies – most 

notably the University of Utah – developed 3-D digital models and modeling schemes 

for aircraft, industrial parts, household objects, and the bodies of women and men. 

Meanwhile, commercial production companies focusing on analog-digital hybrid 

computer animation actively generated international demand for computer automated 2-

D animation, a cheaper alternative to traditional animation. As digital computers 

superseded analog ones, and as operators using digitizing tablets, pens, and contact 

probes patched together polygons to create 3-D images of objects, they made discrete 

the information of bodily surfaces, by way of data sets in electronic binary code and 

then visualized on computer screens. Some artists and animators exploited the faceted 
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effect that resulted from piecing many polygons together to build a model, while others 

interested in developing formulas for photorealism attempted to render smooth surfaces 

and algorithmically express the physical properties of the path of light. By the 1980s, 

when computer-generated humans appeared in television or in motion pictures, their 

subjectivities signaled their synthetic makeup. The representational and narrative 

aspects of the human in the computer emblematized the tension between the threat of 

computer automation rendering human labor obsolete on the one hand, and computers 

as emancipatory devices for self-actualization and individual expression on the other.  

 I have shown that from the 1960s through 1980s, the representational aspects of 

body models got folded into practices of computer graphics and animation, as 

practitioners wrote corporeal traces into computer circuitry and code. Thinking with the 

body in terms of craft-based practices and the semi-visible or invisible labor of body 

and motion models, altogether constitute a feminist material culture study. This 

approach offers a fresh perspective to histories of technology and body studies that seek 

to upend popular discourse about the abstractness and immateriality of “the Digital,” 

information expressed in binary, electronically and computationally. This approach 

complicates distinctions between mind and body, between conceptual and physical 

things, and technical and aesthetic categories.  

 Taking the model multiple as a category of analysis and parsing out the many 

uses and utilities of the word model in computer graphics reveals the slippery nature of 

models and modeling in the many forms that it takes. Throughout this project I have 

questioned what it means to model and what it means to be a model. A model serves as 

a muse and helpmate, sometimes the center of attention in the form of inquiry or desire, 
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and at other times peripheral or wholly invisible to the image-making project. A human 

model transforms into an object when the scientist-cum-artist treats the model’s body 

like a technology or a tool. Then, the computerized model extends the technology in the 

service of computer graphics research and commercial production, making digital 

bodies and their parts interchangeable, while retaining the corporeal trace of the original 

model as referent, muse, and information embodied. 
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POSTSCRIPT 
 

IN SEARCH OF THE HUMAN IN THE COMPUTER:  
DIGITAL BODIES POST-1980s  

 
 By the mid-1980s, as rapid digitizing techniques developed and modeling 

applications expanded, the recruitment of live human models in computer graphic 

modeling became even more ill-defined than in previous digitizing methods. While the 

question of what it means to model, and what it means to be a model became no less 

important to ask, the changing face of digitization and the conditions in which digital 

body models got stored, disseminated, and manipulated made it all the more difficult to 

follow the original trace of the human body model. 

Researchers of rapid scanning of human bodies during the 1970s and early 

1980s obscured the labor of their subjects by anonymizing them. Much of this research 

centered on biomedical and anthropometric applications where the anonymity of the 

patient would ideally be preserved. On top of that, the details of research involving the 

digitization of human bodies with laser scanners amounted to closely guarded secrets.  

 By the early 1990s, with the availability of off-the-shelf modeling and animation 

software and expanded applications for digital repositories of 3-D models, the 

interchangeability and manipulability of body models proliferated. Firms specializing in 

3-D models offered armies of digital bodies recycled from previous projects for clients 

in fields including forensic simulations, human factors applications, architectural 

renderings, virtual reality, and medical visualizations.468 The versatility and 

manipulability of the models made them an appealing selling point. A 1993 article in 

                                                
468 Renee Lewinter, “The Objects of Your Desire,” Computer Graphics World, August 1993. 
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Computer Graphics World magazine interestingly entitled, “The Objects of Your 

Desire,” notified its readers of the versatility of these forms: 

For novice computer animators and experienced professionals alike, 
creating an accurately scaled, detailed, and hierarchically linked 3D 
model – whether it’s of a table, a car, or a human figure – for use in a 
complex, computer-generated animation or scene can be a daunting task. 
… Fortunately, help is now available. In an effort to meet the demand for 
3D models in visualizations for a broad range of applications, including 
medical and courtroom litigation, broadcast animation, feature films, 
virtual reality, architectural design, and games development, a number of 
companies have recently begun to market high-quality 3D wireframe 
models. … Although the models – which were originally created for past 
projects and brokering arrangements – are not generic in content, they 
are designed to fit into as many 3D applications as possible. Thus the 
human skeleton that a special-effects production house purchased for use 
in an entertainment application can also be purchased by a courtroom 
animator for use in visualizations supporting testimony in medical 
malpractice lawsuits.469 

 
The interchangeability and compatibility of the above models-for-purchase for a variety 

of applications was a time-saving approach to custom-building one’s own model. Later 

in the article, the author, Renee Lewinter states, “The models can be used over and over 

again in different projects, thereby offering a variety of visual possibilities and cross-

application solutions that can be tailored to fit individual tastes and needs.”470  

 The promise of an array of 3-D model options is reminiscent of the promissory 

potential of what the culture industry purports to offer its consumers, as described by 

Theodor Adorno and Max Horkheimer: 

The culture industry endlessly cheats its consumers out of what it 
endlessly promises. The promissory note of pleasure issued by plot and 
packaging is indefinitely prolonged: the promise, which actually 
comprises the entire show, disdainfully intimates that there is nothing 
more to come, that the diner must be satisfied with reading the menu. … 

                                                
469 Ibid. 
470 Ibid. 
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By constantly exhibiting the object of desire, the breasts beneath the 
sweater, the naked torso of the sporting hero, it merely goads the 
unsublimated anticipation of pleasure.471 
 

Like the illusory act of reading the menu and being deprived of the real thing, the menu 

of options for 3-D body models for purchase was already in place by 1993. Clients had 

their pick from the library of 3-D models; they might resemble the “real thing,” namely, 

an anonymous human form, but they are not the thing itself.  

  

                                                
471 Theodor Adorno and Max Horkheimer, Dialectic of Enlightenment: Philosophical 
Fragments, ed. Gunzelin Schmid Noerr, trans. Edmund Jephcott (Stanford, CA: Stanford 
University Press, 2002), 111. 
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